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PREFACE 
A condensed form of NASTFtAN@’ Level 16 is described. Included are descrip- 
tions of the input cards, the progranvning language of the direct matrix abstrac- 
tion program, the plotting, the problem definition, the modules’ diagnostic 
messages, and sample problems that relate to the capabilities retained in the 
condensed form. This guide can serve as a handbook for instructional courses 
in the use of NASTPAN or for users who only need the capability provided by the 
condensed form. 
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INTRODUCTION 
NASTRANl (NASA Structural Analysis) is a finite-element computer program 
for structural zalyx and is intended for general use. As such, it must 
answer to a wide spectrum of requirements and must permit future modifications 
and continued expansion to new problem areas. But because of its size, cost, 
generality, and voluminous documentation, NASTRAN has not gained popularity 
among universities and small consulting firms. For the most part, these organi- 
zations neither need all the capability NASTRAN provides nor can they afford 
the cost of more recent levels. To provide a form of NASTRAN compatible with 
their needs, a condensed NASTRAN was created. This condensed form of NASTRAN 
is simply a limited capability form of Level 16. 
Capabilities for a condensed form of NASTRAN were selected after discus- 
sions with engineers, prograxaners, and university professors who are familiar 
with NASTRAN. The three types of analysis that appeared to be most widely 
favored were 
Linear static analysis 
Vibration analysis 
Buckling analysis 
The user-oriented language used to perform these analyses in the condensed form 
of NASTRAN is called DMAP (direct matrix abstraction program). DMAP instruc- 
tions consist of two types: functional modules and executive operations. 
Functional modules are arbitrarily classified as structural modules, matrix 
operation modules, and utility modules. All remaining modules are classified 
as executive operations. With DMAP, the user can go beyond the scope of the 
three previously mentioned structural analyses and can also solve a broad range 
of nonstructural matrix problems, all within the framework of NASTRAN. In order 
to use this condensed form of NASTRAN, the user is expected to be familiar with 
the rudiments of finite-element structural analysis and to be aware of basic 
modeling concepts. A detailed knowledge of computer progrannning is not required 
although some training will help. 
The user must first define the structural model by using finite elements. 
Information on problem definition is given in section 1.1. The number of cards 
(executive, case control, and bulk data) that the user can input to the con- 
densed form of NASTRAN in order to describe the model has beeh limited. 
Descriptions of these cards can be found in section 2. Only four finite ele- 
ments are available for structural modeling: they include BAR (single beam), 
SHEAR (shear panel), TRIA2 (triangular membrane and bending), and TRIME24 
(triangular membrane). In addition, the C!9NM2 (concentrated mass) is also 
included. Only one method of eigenvalue extraction (i.e., inverse power), can 
be selected for vibration and buckling analysis. The user can obtain a graphi- 
lNASTRAN: Registered trademark of the National Aeronautics and Space i 
Administration. 
L-11900 
cal display of the structural model by using the NASTRAN plot package. The 
Stromberg-Carlson, CalComp, and NASTRAN general purpose plotters are permitted. 
Section 3 contains complete details of the plotting capability. The user has 
58 modules with which to do DMAP programming. Rules for using these modules 
in DMAP programing are found in section 4, and the modules themselves are 
described in section 5. Many diagnostic messages are provided in section 6 to 
help the user. Finally, four sample problems are given in the appendix. 
Four technical manuals document the NASTRAN Level 16 program. The NASTRAN 
Theoretical Manual (ref. 1) presents a topic-by-topic discourse on the theory, 
assumptions, and methods of analysis for those interested in the background 
of NASTRAN. The NASTRAN User's Manual (ref. 2) is devoted to describing those 
items related to the use of NASTRAN that are independent of the computing 
system being used. The third document is The NASTRAN Programmer's Manual 
(ref. 3) which describes the details of the program, its organization, its 
file structure, and its implementation on each of three computer systems (i.e., 
IBM 360-370, UNIVAC 1100 Series, and Control Data 6000 Series) for which NASA 
maintains NASTRAN. The NASTRAN Demonstration Problem Manual (ref. 4) illus- 
trates the types of problems that can be solved with NASTRAN and shows that 
the results are valid. 
The present publication serves only as a guide for using the condensed form 
of NASTRAN. Additional information required with respect to the programming, 
user, or theoretical aspects of NASTRAN is available in the previously mentioned 
manuals. 
Any reference made to NASTRAN within the text refers to the condensed form 
of NASTRAN unless specifically stated otherwise. 
Identification of commercial products in this report is used to adequately 
describe the model. The identification of these commercial products does not 
constitute official endorsement, expressed or implied, of such products or manu- 
facturers by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
1. STRUCTURAL MODELING 
1.1 Problem Definition 
The grid-point definition forms the basic framework for the structural 
model. All other parts of the structural model are referenced either directly 
or indirectly to the grid points. A grid point is a point in three-dimensional 
space at which three components of translation and three components of rotation 
are defined. The coordinates of each grid point are specified by the user. 
The structural element is a convenient means for specifying many of the 
properties of the structure, including material properties, mass distribution, 
and some types of applied loads. In static analysis by the displacement method, 
stiffness properties are input exclusively by means of structural elements. 
Mass properties used in the generation of inertia loads are input either as 
properties of structural elements or as properties of grid points. In dynamic 
analysis, mass and stiffness properties may be input either as the properties 
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of structural 
matrices). 
elements or as the properties of grid points (direct input 
Structural elements are defined on connection cards by referencing grid 
points. Sometimes when NASTRAN is used, all the information required to gener- 
ate the structural matrices for the element is given on the connection card. 
Most of the time, the connection card refers to a property card on which the 
cross-sectional properties of the element are given. The property card, in 
turn, refers to a material card which gives the material properties. 
Single-point constraints are used to limit selected degrees of freedom to 
either zero or a prescribed value. Omitted points are used as a tool in matrix 
partitioning and to reduce the number of independent degrees of freedom in the 
matrix used for analysis. Free-body supports are used to remove stress-free 
motions in static analysis and to evaluate the free-body inertia properties of 
the structural model. Static loads are applied to the structural model by con- 
centrated loads at grid points. 
1.2 Grid-Point Definition 
The description of a structural model is input to NASTRAN on data cards. 
Each data card contains a name or mnemonic which indicates the type of informa- 
tion on the card. Grid points are defined on GRID data cards (GRID is the 
mnemonic) by specifying coordinates in either the basic or a local coordinate 
system. The implicitly defined basic coordinate system is rectangular. Local 
coordinate systems may be rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical. Each local 
system must be related either directly or indirectly to the basic coordinate 
system. The CprRDlC, CgRDlR, and CplRDlS cards are used to define cylin- 
drical, rectangular, and spherical local coordinate systems, respectively, in 
terms of three grid points which have been previously defined. 
Six rectangular displacement components (three translations and three 
rotations) are defined at each grid point. The local coordinate system used 
to define the displacements may be different from the local coordinate system 
used to locate the grid point. Both the location coordinate system and the dis- 
placement coordinate system are specified on the GRID card for each geometric 
grid point. The orientation of displacement components depends on the type of 
local coordinate system used to define the displacement components. If the 
defining local system is rectangular, the displacement system is parallel to 
the local system and is independent of the grid-point location, as indicated 
in figure l(a). If the local system is cylindrical, the displacement compo- 
nents are in the radial, tangential, and axial directions, as indicated in fig- 
ure l(b). If the local system is spherical, the displacement components are in 
the radial, meridional, and azimuthal directions, as indicated in figure l(c). 
Each geometric grid point may have a unique displacement coordinate system 
associated with it. The collection of all displacement coordinate systems is 
known as the global coordinate system. All matrices are formed and all dis- 
placements are output in the global coordinate system. The symbols Tl, T2, 
and T3 on the printed output indicate translations for each grid point in the 
1, 2, and 3 directions, respectively. The symbols Rl, R2, and R3 indicate 
rotations about the three axes. 
3 
Grid point 
.. /coca1 system 
(a) Rectangular. 
Z u,-Z direction 
Local system 
(b) Cylindrical. 
Local 
(c) Spherical. 
Figure' l.- Displacement coordinate systems. 
Provision is also made on the GRID card to apply single-point mnstraints 
to any displacement component. Any constraints specified on the GRID'card are 
automatically used for all solutions. Constraints specified on the GRID card 
are usually restricted to those degrees of freedom that will not be elastically 
constrained and hence must be removed from the model in order to avoid singu- 
larities in the stiffness matrix. 
1.3 Grid-Point Sequencing 
The best decomposition times and equation solution times are obtained if 
the grid points can be sequenced in such a manner as to create matrices having 
small numbers of active columns. The decomposition time is proportional to the 
sum of the squares of the number of active columns in each row of the triangu- 
lar factor. The equation solution time (forward and backward substitution) is 
proportional to the number of nonzero terms in the triangular factor. 
In selecting the grid-point sequencing, it is not important to find the 
best sequence; rather, it is usually satisfactory to find a good sequence and 
to avoid bad sequences that create unreasonably large numbers of active columns. 
For many problems, a sequence which results in a band matrix is a reasonably 
good choice but not necessarily the best. Also, sequences which result in small 
numbers of columns with nonzero terms are usually good but not necessarily the 
best. A sequence with a larger number of nonzero columns frequently has a 
smaller number of nonzero operations in the decomposition when significant 
passive regions exist within the active columns. 
Examples of proper grid-point sequencing for one-dimensional systems are 
shown in figure 2. For open loops, a consecutive numbering system should be 
used, as S~KWI-I in figure 2(a). This sequencing results in a narrow band matrix 
with no new nonzero terms created during the triangular decomposition. Gen- 
erally, there is an improvement in the accumulated round-off error if the grid 
points are sequenced from the flexible end to the stiff end. 
For closed loops, the grid points may be sequenced either as shown in fig- 
ure 2(b) or figure 2(c). If the sequencing is as shown in figure 2(b), the 
semiband is twice that of the model shown in figure 2(a). The matrix initially 
contains a number of zeros within the band which become nonzero as the decompo- 
sition proceeds. If the sequencing is as shown in figure 2(c), the band portion 
of the matrix is the same as that for figure 2(a). However, the connection 
between grid points 1 and 8 creates a number of active columns on the right-hand 
side of the matrix. Solution times are the same for the sequence shown in fig- 
ure 2(b) or 2(c) because the number of active columns in each sequence is the 
same. 
Examples of grid-point sequencing for surfaces are shown in figure 3. For 
plain or curved surfaces with a pattern of grid points that tends to be rectan- 
gular, the sequencing shown in figure 3(a) results in a band matrix that has 
good solution times. The semiband is proportional to the number of grid points 
along the short direction of the pattern. If the pattern of grid points shown 
in figure 3(a) is made into a closed surface by connecting grid points 1 and 17, 
2 and 18, and so forth, a number of active columns equal to the semiband are 
5 
2 1 
-J 
(a) Consecutive numbering system 
for open loops. 
8 
(b) Sequencing of grid points for 
a closed loop (method 1). 
(c) Sequencing of grid points for 
a closed loop (method 2). 
Figure 2.- Grid-point sequencing for one-dimensional systems. 
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8 12 16 20 4- 
3. 7 11 15 19 
2 6 10 14 18 
1 5 9 13 17 
(a) Grid-point sequencing for a rectangular 
surface (method 1). 
20 12 '4 8 16 
19 11 3 7 15 
18 10 2 6 '14 
17 9 1 5 13 
(b) Grid-point sequencing for a rectangular 
surface (method 2). 
Figure 3 .- Grid-point sequencing for surfaces. 
(c) Grid-point sequencing for a 
radial pattern. 
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created. If the number of grid points in the circumferential direction is 
greater than twice the number in the axial direction, the sequencing indicated 
in figure 3(a) is a good one. However, if the number of grid points in the 
circumferential direction is less than twice the number in the axial direction, 
the use of consecutive numbering in the circumferential direction is more effi- 
cient. An alternate sequencing for a closed,loop is shown in figure 3(b), where 
the semiband is proportional to twice the number of grid points in a row. For 
cylindrical or similar closed surfaces, the sequencing shown in figure 3(b) has 
no advantage over that shown in figure 3(a) since the total number of active 
columns is the same for either sequencing pattern. 
With the exception of the central point, sequencing considerations for the 
radial pattern shown in figure 3(c) are similar to those for the rectangular 
patterns shown in figures 3(a) and 3(b). The central point must be sequenced 
last to limit the number of active columns associated with this point to the 
number of degrees of freedom at the central point. If the central point is 
sequenced first, the number of active columns associated with the central point 
is proportional to the number of radial lines. If there are more grid points 
on a radial line than on a circumferential line, the consecutive numbering 
should extend in the circumferential direction, beginning with the outermost 
circumferential ring. In this case, the semiband is proportional to the number 
of grid points on a circumferential line and there will be no active columns 
on the right-hand side of the matrix. If the grid points form a full circular 
pattern, the closure creates a number of active columns proportional to the 
number of grid points on a radial line, provided that the grid points are 
numbered as shown in figure 3(c). Proper sequencing for a full circular pat- 
tern is similar to that discussed for the rectangular arrays shown in fig- 
ures 3(a) and 3(b) for closed surfaces. 
Sequencing problems for actual structural models can frequently be 
handled by considering that the model consists of several substructures. Each 
substructure is first numbered in the most efficient manner. The substructures 
are then connected so as to create the minimum number of active columns. The 
grid points at the interface between two substructures are usually given num- 
bers near the end of the sequence for the first substructure and as near the 
beginning of the sequence for the second substructure as is conve.nient. 
1.4 Stiffness Element Definitions 
Stiffness elements are defined on connection cards that identify the grid 
points to which the element is connected. The mnemonics for all such cards 
have a prefix C, followed by an indication of the type of element, such as CSAR. 
The order of the grid-point identification defines the positive direction of 
the axis of a one-dimensional element and the positive surface of a plate ele- 
ment. The connection cards include additional orientation information when 
required. Each connection card references a property definition card. If many 
elements have the same properties, this system of referencing eliminates a 
large number of duplicate entries. 
The property definition cards define geometric properties such as thick- 
nesses, cross-sectional areas, and moments of inertia. The mnemonics for all 
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such cards have a prefix P, followed by all the characters used on the associ- 
ated connection card, such as PBAR. Other included items are the nonstructural 
mass and the location of points where stresses will be calculated. Each‘prop- 
erty definition card references a material property card. 
For plate elements, a different property card is provided for each type 
of element such as membrane plates. Thus, each property card contains only the 
information required for a single type of plate element, and usually a single 
card has sufficient space for all property information. To maintain uniformity 
in the relationship between connection cards and property cards, a number of 
connection card types contain the same information, such as the connection 
cards for the various types of triangular elements. Property cards for tri- 
angular elements of the same type contain the same information. 
The material property definition cards are used to define the properties 
for each.of the materials used in the structural model. The MAT1 card is used 
to define the properties for isotropic materials, and it may be referenced by 
any of the structural elements. 
If any two or more elements are truly identical (orientation, geometry, 
etc.), a CNGENT card may be used so that the same element matrices are not com- 
puted more than once. One element is designated the primary element. The 
stiffness and mass matrices are calculated for only that element. Other iden- 
tical elements are designated secondary elements. They use the stiffness and 
mass matrices previously calculated for the primary element. 
1.4.1 Bar Elements 
The bar element is defined with a CBAE card: its properties (constant over 
the length) are defined with a PBAE card. The bar element includes extension, 
torsion, bending in two perpendicular planes, and the associated shears. The. 
shear center is assumed to coincide with the elastic axis. Any five of the six 
forces at either end of the element may be set equal to zero by using the pin 
flags on the CBAE card. The integers 1 to 6 represent the axial force, the 
shearing force in plane 1, the shearing force in plane 2, the axial torque, the 
moment in plane 2, and the moment in plane 1, respectively. 
The element coordinate system is shown in figure 4(a). End a is offset 
from grid point a by an amount measured by vector f,, and end b is offset 
from grid point b by an amount measured by vector *be 
and %b 
The vectors fa 
are measured in the global coordinates of the connected grid point. 
The X-axis of the element coordinate system is defined by a line connecting' 
ends a and b of the bar element. The orientation of the bar element is 
described in terms of two reference planes. 
with the aid of vector 3. 
The reference planes are defined 
This vector may be defined directly with three 
components in the global system at end a of the bar or by a line drawn from 
end a to a third referenced grid point. 
is defined by the X-axis and the vector 3. 
The first reference plane (plane 1) 
The second reference plane 
(plane 2) isldefined by the vector cross product (% x 3) and the X-axis. 
The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to forces and geometric properties associated 
with bending in planes 1 and 2, respectively. The reference planes are not 
9 
b 
a 
(a) Element coordirlate system. 
T Mla 
FX 
+-=l 
i[[,, 
a b 
Plane 1 
Plane 2 
(b) Element forces. 
Figure 4.- Element coordinate system and element forces for bar. 
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necessarily principal planes. The coincidence of the reference planes and the 
principal planes is indicated by a zero product of inertia (112) on the PBAR 
card. If shearing deformations are included, the reference axes and the prin- 
cipal axes must coincide..- When pin flags and offsets are used, the effect of 
the .pin is to free the force-at the end of the element X-axis of the beam, not 
at the grid point. The positive directions for element forces are shown in 
figure 4(b). The following element forces , either realor complex (depending ' 
on the rigid format) are output on request: 
Bending moments at both ends in the two reference planes 
Shears in the two reference planes 
Average axial force 
Torque about the bar axis 
The following real element stresses are output on request: 
Average axial stress 
Extensional stress due to bending at four points on the cross section 
at both ends (optional, calculated only if user enters stress 
recovery points on PBAR card) 
Maximum and minimum extensional stresses at both ends 
Margins of safety in tension and compression for the whole element 
(optional, calculated only if user enters stress limits on MAT1 
card) 
Tensile stresses are given a positive'sign, and compressive stresses are given 
a negative sign. Only the average axial stress and the extensional stresses 
due to bending are available as complex stresses. The stress recovery coeffi- 
cients on the PBAR card are used to locate points on the cross section for 
stress recovery. The subscript 1 is associated with the distance of a stress 
recovery point from plane 2. The subscript 2 is associated with the distance 
from plane 1. 
1.4.2 Shear Panel Elements 
The shear panel is defined with a CSHRAR card, and its properties are 
defined with a PSHEAR card. A shear panel is a two-dimensional structural ele- 
mentthat resists the action of tangential forces applied to its edges but does 
not resist the action of normal forces. The structural and nonstructural mass 
of the shear panel is lumped at the connected grid points. 
The element coordinate system for a shear panel is shown in figure 5(a). 
The integers 0, 0, 0, and @ refer to the order of the connected grid 
points on the CSHBAR card. The element forces are output on request. The 
positive directions for these forces are indicated in figure 5(b). These 
forces consist of the forces applied to the element at the corners in the 
11 
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direction of the sides, kick forces at the corners in a direction normal to the 
plane formed by the two adjacent edges, and shear flows (force per unit length) 
along the four edges. The shear stresses are calculated at the corners in 
skewed coordinates parallel to the exterior.edges. The average of the four 
corner stresses, the maximum stress, and the margin of safety are output on 
request. 
(a) Coordinate system. 
(b) Corner forces and shear flows. 
Figure 5.- Coordinate system and element forces for shear panel. 
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1.4.3 Plate Elements 
NASTRAN includes triangular plate elements and two different stress sys- 
tems (membrane and bending) which are uncoupled. There are two different forms 
of plate elements that are defined by connection cards: 
CTRMEM- triangular element that has finite inplane stiffness and 
zero bending stiffness 
CTRIA2 - triangular element that has both inplane stiffness and bend- 
ing stiffness and assumes a solid homogeneous cross section 
The properties for these two elements are defined on the PTRMPI and PTRIA2 
cards, respectively. The effect of transverse shear flexibility is automati- 
cally included for the CTPIAS element. Structural mass is based on the mem- 
brane thickness. Differential stiffness matrices are generated for the two 
plate elements. 
The element coordinate system for triangular plate and membrane elements 
is shown in figure 6. The integers 1, 2, and 3 refer to the order of the con- 
nected grid points on the connection cards that define the elements. 
Y 
Figure 6.- Plate and membrane element coordinate system. 
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Average values of element forces are calculated for all plate elements 
that have a finite bending stiffness. The positive directions for plate and 
membrane elements, forces , and stresses in the element coordinate system are 
shown in figure 7. The following element forces per unit of length, either 
real or complex, are output on request: 
Bending moments on the X and Y faces 
Twisting moment 
Shear forces on the X and Y faces 
The following real membrane stresses are output on request: 
Normal stresses in the X and Y directions 
Shear stress on the X face in the Y direction 
Angle between the X-axis and the major principal axis 
Major and minor principal stresses 
Maximum shear stress 
Only the normal stresses and shearing stress are available in the complex form. 
If the plate element has bending stiffness, the average stresses are cal- 
culated on the two faces of the plate for homogeneous plates and at two speci- 
fied points on the cross section for other plate elements. The distances to 
the specified points are given on the property cards. The positive directions 
for these fiber distances are defined according.to the right-hand sequence of 
the grid points specified on the connection card. These distances must be non- 
zero in order to obtain nonzero stress output. The same stresses that are cal- 
culated for membrane elements are also calculated for each of the faces. 
1.5 Mass Element Definitions 
Inertia properties are specified directly as mass elements attached to 
grid points and indirectly as the properties of stiffness structural elements. 
In addition, dynamic analysis mass matrix coefficients that are directly 
referred to the global coordinate system may be specified. Some portions of 
the mass matrix are generated automatically although other portions are not. 
Mass data may be assembled according to two different kinds of relationships: 
lumped mass assumptions or coupled mass considerations. 
1.5.1 Lumped Mass 
The partitions of the lumped mass matrix are shown in equation (1). The 
terms in this equation are given in the description of the C@NMZ card in 
section 2.2. 
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(a) Plate forces and stresses. 
(b) Membrane forces and stresses. 
Figure 7.- Forces and stresses in plate and membrane elements. 
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M= 
Scalar 
1st 
moment 
1st 
'moment 
2nd 
moment 
(1) 
The only portion of the lumped mass matrix that is automatically generated 
is the scalar partition. In this context, automatic generation means calculat- 
ing the mass from the structural elements that are connected to a given grid 
point by using only the information provided on the element connection and . 
property card. All the stiffness structural elements (bars, shear panels, and 
plates) may have uniformly distributed structural and nonstructural mass. 
Structural mass is calculated from material and geometric properties. The mass 
is assumed to be concentrated in the middle surface or along the neutral axis 
for bars so that rotary inertia effects, including the torsional inertia of 
beams, are absent. 
In the lumped mass method, the mass of an element is simply divided into 
equal portions and each portion is assigned to only one of the surrounding grid 
points. Thus, for bars, one-half the mass is placed at each end; for uniform 
triangles, one-third the mass is placed at each corner. The lumped mass matrix 
is independent of the elastic properties of elements. There are no other auto- 
matic routines for providing mass terms for the lumped mass approach. 
1.5.2 Coupled Mass 
In the coupled mass approach, properties of mass that pertain to a single 
structural element include off-diagonal coefficients that couple action at 
adjacent grid points. To invoke the automatic generation of the coupled mass 
matrix, the parameter @UPMASS is indicated on the PARAM card. If selected 
coupled mass properties are desired only for certain element types, a second 
parameter call is invoked which specifies the desired elements. For further 
details, see the PARAM bulk data card. When using CPlUPMASS, the nonzero terms 
are generated in the off-diagonal positions of the mass matrix that correspond 
generally to nonzero terms of the stiffness matrix. A mass matrix generated by 
the coupled mass approach, therefore, generally has a density and topology 
equivalent to that of the stiffness matrix. 
Off-diagonal mass terms may also be created during Guyan reduction when 
the @MIT bulk data card is used to condense the stiffness and mass matrices. 
Any mass associated with the omitted degrees of freedom is redistributed to the 
remaining degrees of freedom to form a coupled mass matrix. 
1.5.3 Mass Input 
It may be desired to add mass terms to the structure in addition to those 
associated with structural elements. For instance, in a lumped mass formula- 
tion, additional masses involving rotational degrees of freedom must be inde- 
pendently calculated and input manually by using bulk data cards. 
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The concentrated mass elements C!9NM2 may be used to add mass terms 
directly to a single grid point. The C@NM2 element is used to specify a rigid 
body with mass and inertia properties that is connected to a single grid point 
(offsets are allowed). 
On the C9NM2 card, double subscripting is used only for the second moment 
partition. The program multiplies each cross product of inertia term from 
@'NM2 user data by -1 before assembling these data into the mass matrix in 
order to make them correspond to the requirements of equation (1). 
In all cases? a combination of mass input can be used. For instance, the 
translational inertias can be generated automatically by the element routines, 
and the first and second moment properties can be provided through C(LfNM2 cards. 
Some elements can be used to provide coupled mass properties through the 
C@JPMASS parameter. 
li5.4 Symbols Used in Figures 4, 5, and 7 
FX 
F12tF14rF211 
F23rF32rF34r 
P4lrP43 > 
KlrK2rK3rK.j 
MXlMY 
MXY 
MlarMlbrM2ar"2b 
qlrq2I93r94 1 
T 
f 
v1rv2 
uxr UY 
TXY 
axial force in bar 
inplane corner forces in shear panel 
normal or kick forces in shear panels 
direct bending moments in plates 
twisting moment in plates 
moments in bar 
shear flows in shear panel 
torsion in bar 
vector defining normal axis 
shear forces in bar 
direct shear forces in plates 
offset vectors at ends a and b 
direct stresses in plates and membranes 
shearing stresses in plates and membranes 
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1.6 Constraints and Partitioning 
Structural matrices are initially assembled in terms of all structural 
grid points. These matrices are generated with six degrees of freedom for each 
geometric grid point and a single degree of freedom for each scalar point. 
various constraints are applied to these matrices to remove undesired singu- 
larities and to provide boundary conditions and other desired characteristics 
for the structural model. 
v 
Single-point constraints are used to limit a degree of freedom to either 
zero or a prescribed value. The following three types of bulk data cards are 
provided for the definition of constraints: 
Single-point constraint cards (SPC) 
Cards to define,reaction points on free bodies (SUWRT) 
Cards to define the omitted coordinates in matrix partitioning 
((IIMW 
The latter type does not produce constraint forces in static analysis. 
1.6.1 Single-Point Constraints 
A single-point constraint applies a fixed value to a translational or rota- 
tional component at a geometric grid point or to a scalar point. One of the 
most common uses of single-point constraints is to specify the boundary condi- 
tions of a structural model by fixing the appropriate degrees of freedom. Mul- 
tiple sets of single-point constraints can be provided in the bulk data deck, 
with particular selections made at execution time by using the subcase option 
in the case control deck, as explained in section 2.3. This option is particu- 
larly useful in solving problems that have one or more planes of symmetry. 
If elements connected to a grid point do not provide resistance to motion 
in certain directions, the stiffness matrix is singular. Single-point con- 
straints are used to remove these degrees of freedom from the stiffness matrix. 
A typical example is a planar structure composed of membrane and extensional 
elements. The translations normal to the plane and to all three rotational 
degrees of freedom must be constrained since the corresponding stiffness matrix 
terms are all zero. If a grid point has a direction of zero stiffness, the 
single-point constraint need not be aligned exactly in that direction but only 
needs to have a component in that direction. This allows the use of single- 
point constraints for the removal of such singularities regardless of the orien- 
tation of the global coordinate system. Although the displacements depend on 
the direction of the constraint, the internal forces are unaffected. 
One task performed by the structural matrix assembler is to examine the 
stiffness matrix for singularities at the grid-point level. Singularities that 
remain at this level after the application of the single-point constraints are 
listed in the grid-point singularity table (GPST). The GPST contains all 
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possible combinations of single-point constraints in the global coordinate sys- 
tem that can be used to remove the singularities. 
Single-point constraints are defined on SPC and SPCADD cards. The SPC card 
is the most general way of specifying single-point constraints. The SPCADD card 
defines a union of single-point constraint sets specified with the SPC card. 
Single-point constraints can also be defined on the GRID card; however, 
the constraints are part of the model and modifications cannot be made at the 
subcase level. Also, only zero displacements can be specified on the GRID card. 
1.6.2 Free-Body Supports 
A free body is defined as a structure that is capable of motion without 
internal stress (i.e., a free body has one or more rigid-body degrees of free- 
dom). The stiffness matrix for a free body is singular, with the defect equal 
to the number of stress-free or rigid-body modes. A solid three-dimensional 
body has up to six rigid-body modes. Linkages and mechanisms can have a greater 
number. To permit the analysis of mechanisms, no restriction is placed in the 
program on the number of stress-free modes. 
Free-body supports are defined with a SUPaRT card. In either case, only 
a single set can be specified, and if such cards appear in the bulk data deck, 
they are automatically used in the solution. Free-body supports must be defined 
in the global coordinate system. 
In static analysis by the displacement method, rigid-body modes must be 
restrained to remove the singularity of the stiffness matrix. The required 
constraints may be supplied with single-point constraints or free-body supports. 
If free-body supports are used, the rigidTbody characteristics are calculated 
and a check is made on the sufficiency of the supports. Such a check is 
obtained by calculating the rigid-body error ratio as defined in the rigid-body 
matrix generator operation. This error ratio is automatically printed follow- 
ing the execution of the rigid-body matrix generator. The error ratio should 
be zero but may be nonzero for any of the following reasons: 
Round-off error accumulation 
Insufficient free-body supports 
Redundant free-body supports 
The redundancy of the supports may be caused by improper use of the free-body 
supports themselves or by the presence of single-point constraints that limit 
the rigid-body motions. 
Rigid-body vibration modes are calculated by a separate procedure, pro- 
vided that a set of free-body supports are supplied by the user. This process 
improves efficiency and, sometimes, reliability. If the user does not specify 
free-body supports (or specifies an insufficient number of supports) the 
(remaining) rigid-body modes are calculated by the method selected for the 
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finite frequency modes, provided zero frequency is included in,the range of 
interest. If the user does not provide free-body supports and if zero fre- 
quency is not included in the range of interest, the rigid-body modes are not 
calculated. 
1.6.3 Partitioning 
A two-way partitioning scheme is provided as an optional feature for the 
NASTRAN model. The partitions are defined by listing the degrees of freedom 
for one of the partitions on the @MIT card. These degrees of freedom are 
referred to as the omitted set. The remaining degrees of freedom are referred 
to as the analysis set. 
Partitioning can be used to improve efficiency in solving ordinary statics 
problems where the bandwidth of the unpartitioned stiffness matrix is large 
enough to cause excessive use of secondary storage devices during the triangular 
decomposition of the stiffness matrix. In this application, the analysis set 
should be relatively small and should be selected so that the omitted set con- 
sists of uncoupled partitions, each having a bandwidth of approximately the 
same size but being smaller than the original matrix. The omitted set might 
be thought of as consisting of several substructures that are coupled to the 
analysis set. 
One of the more important applications of partitioning is Guyan reduction. 
, This technique is a means for reducing the number of degrees of freedom used 
in vibration analysis with a minimum loss of accuracy. Guyan reduction is based 
on the fact that considerably fewer grid points are needed to describe the iner- 
tia of a structure than are needed to describe its elasticity with comparable 
accuracy. The error in the approximation is small, provided that the set of 
displacements used for vibration analysis is judiciously chosen. The set's mem- 
bers should be uniformly dispersed throughout the structure, and all large mass 
items should be connected to grid points that are members of the analysis set. 
The user is cautioned to consider that the matrix operations associated 
with this partitioning procedure tend to create nonzero terms and to fill what 
were previously very sparse matrices. The partitioning option is most effec- 
tively used if the members of the omitted set are either a very large fraction 
or a very small fraction of the total set. In most of the applications, the 
omitted set is a large fraction of the total set, and the matrices used for 
analysis, although small, are usually full. If the analysis set is not a small 
fraction of the total set, a solution that uses the larger but sparser matrices 
may well be more efficient. The partitioning option can also be used to make 
modest reductions in the order of the problem by placing a few scattered grid 
points in the omitted set. If the points in the omitted set are uncoupled, the 
sparseness in the matrices is well preserved. 
1.7 Static Loads 
In NASTRAN, static loads are applied to grid points in two ways: 
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Loads applied directly to grid points (using F@RCE and WMENT 
cards) 
Equivalent loads resulting from enforced displacements of grid points 
(using SPC cards) 
Any number of load sets can be defined in the bulk data deck. However, only 
those sets selected in the case control deck as described in section 2.3 are 
used in the problem solution. The manner of selecting each type of load is 
specified on the associated bulk data card described in section 2.2. 
The NRCE card is used to define a static load applied to a geometric 
grid point in terms of components defined by a local coordinate system. The 
orientation of the load components depends on the type of local coordinate sys- 
tem used to define the load. The directions of the load components are the 
same as those indicated in figure 1 for displacement components. The M@fENT 
cards are used in a similar fashion to define the application of a concentrated 
moment at a grid point. 
Equivalent loads resulting from enforced displacements of grid points are 
calculated by the program and are added to the other applied loads. The mag- 
nitudes of the enforced displacements are specified on SPC cards in the global 
coordinate system. The application of the load is automatic when the user 
selects the associated SPC set in the case control deck. 
The LjBUl card in the bulk data deck defines a static loading condition 
that is a linear combination of load sets which consist of loads applied 
directly to grid points. The application of the combined loading condition is 
requested in the case control deck by selecting the set number of the L$AD 
combination. 
Equivalent loads (enforced deformation and enforced displacement) must 
have unique set identification numbers and be separately selected in the case 
control deck. For any particular solution, the total static load is the sum 
of the applied loads and the equivalent loads. 
1.8 Analyses Descriptions 
This condensed form of NASTRAN is merely a limited capability form of 
NASTRAN Level 16. In general, it can be used to solve three types of problems: 
statics, vibration, and buckling. A description of each type analysis follows. 
The user should refer to the appendix to see how to apply a DMAP sequence to 
static, vibration, and buckling analyses in particular. In general, DMAP may 
be used for any problem. 
I 
1.8.1 Linear Static Analysis 
The linear static analysis uses most of the features available in NWFRAN 
for model definition. These features include specification of coordinate 
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systems, grid-point locations , element connectivities , material properties, and 
constraints, as well as direct grid-point and element loadings. The results 
available for output consist of weight and balance information, displacements, 
grid-point loadings, element forces and stresses, and support reactions. The 
user may also request plots of both the undeformed and the deformed structural 
model. 
1.8.2 Vibration Analysis 
This method provides for a normal modes analysis of undamped systems with 
symmetric matrices. It generates both the mass and stiffness matrices and also 
offers the inverse power method for eigenvalue extraction. Available output 
includes the resulting eigenvalues and natural frequencies, mode shape deflec- 
tions, modal forces and stresses for selected elements, modal reaction forces, 
modal mass, and plots of the structural model for each mode shape. 
1.8.3 Buckling Analysis 
NASTRAN provides for differential stiffness. The differential stiffness 
effects provide the user with a second-order approximation to the nonlinear 
effects of large deflections. Applied loads are assumed to move. with their 
points of application and remain fixed in magnitude and direction. The differ- 
ential stiffness matrix is computed as an addition to the original stiffness 
matrix from the work done by each element in response to a user-specified pre- 
load. Buckling analysis takes the differential stiffness matrix and, together 
with the original stiffness matrix, solves an eigenvalue problem to obtain the 
critical load factor that will produce buckling. This critical load factor, 
or eigenvalue, multiplied into the preload vector gives the critical loading 
at which the structure would go unstable. The eigenvector obtained is the mode 
shape in which the structure would buckle. 
1.8.4 Direct Matrix Abstraction Programs 
The user also has the DMAP (direct matrix abstraction program) programming 
language at his disposal. The DMAP facilities include the instructions that 
are required to perform matrix operations and data manipulation, to exercise ' 
executive control, to perform structural computations, to exercise user-designed 
functions programmed by the user, and to output the desired results. Utility 
DMAP instructions may be used to output data to tape for input to programs 
external to NASTPAN and to read input data generated outside of NASTRAN. When 
difficult modeling problems arise, these DMAP instructions may be used to 
retrieve internal NASTRAN data blocks, to perform special operations to verify 
the accuracy of a solution, or to extract intermediate results. All these 
options can be used to help detect the source of errors, to avoid problems, or 
to improve the results. This extensive capability allows the user to go beyond 
the scope of the existing analyses and solve a broad range of nonstructural 
matrix problems within the framework of NASTRAN. 
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2. NASTBAN DATA DBCK 
2.1 General Description of NASTBAN Data Deck 
The NASTBAN data deck is constructed in the following order: 
NASTBAN Card (section 2.5) 
Executive Control Deck (section 2.4) 
Case Control Deck (section 2.3) 
Bulk Data Deck (section 2.2) 
The NASTBAN card iS Optional but if used must always come first. It is 
used to change the default values for certain system parameters. The NASTBAN 
card is followed by the executive control deck, which identifies the job and 
the type of solution to be performed and also contains DMAP. The case control 
deck follows. This deck selects items from the bulk data deck, which comes 
last. The bulk data cards are used to define the structural model and the 
various pools of data which may be selected by case control at execution time. 
The bulk data deck is usually the first group of data prepared by a user and 
hence is described first in this guide. 
The general construction of the NASTRAN data deck is shown as follows: 
/ 
ENDDATA 
BULK DATA DECK 
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2.2 Bulk Data Deck 
The primary NASTRAN input medium is the bulk data card. These cards are 
used to define the structural model and the various pools of data which may be 
selected by case control at execution time. 
T , 
The bulk data deck may be submitted with the cards in any order because 
a sort is performed prior to the execution of the input file processor. The 
user may obtain a printed copy of either the unsorted or sorted bulk data by 
selection in the case control deck. 
The bulk data card format is variable to the extent that any quantity 
except the mnemonic can be punched anywhere within a specified 8- or 16-column 
field. The normal card uses an 8-column field, as indicated in the following 
diagram of a small field bulk data card: 
The mnemonic is punched in field 1 beginning in column 1. Fields 2 to 9 are 
for data items. The only limitations in data items are that they must lie com- 
pletely within the designated field, have no embedded blanks, and be of the 
proper type (i.e., blank, integer, real, double precision, or BCD). All real 
numbers including zero must contain a decimal point. A blank will be inter- 
preted as a real zero or integer zero as required. Real numbers may be encoded 
in various ways. For example, the real number 7.0 may be encoded as 7.0, .7El, 
0.7+1, 70.-l, or .70+1. A double-precision number must contain both a decimal 
point and an exponent with the character D, such as 7.ODO. Double-precision 
data values are only allowed in a few situations, such as on the PARAM card. 
BCD data values consist of one to eight alphanumeric characters, the first of 
which must be alphabetic. . 
Normally field 10 is reserved for optional user identification. However, 
for continuation cards, field 10 (except column 73 which is not referenced) is 
used in conjunction with field 1 of the continuation card as an identifier and 
hence must contain a unique entry. The continuation card contains the symbol t 
in column 1, followed by the same seven characters that appeared in columns 74 
to 80 of field 10 of the card that is being continued. This arrangement allows 
the data to be submitted as an unsorted deck. 
The small field data card should be more than adequate for the kinds of 
data normally associated with structural engineering problems. Since abbrevi- 
ated forms of floating point numbers are allowed, up to seven significant 
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decimal digits may be used in an eight-character field. Occasionally, however, 
the input is generated by another computer program or is available in a form 
where a wider field would be desirable; then, the larger field format with a 
16-character data field is provided. Each logical card consists of two physi- 
cal cards, as indicated in the following diagram for a large field bulk data 
card: 
The large field card is denoted by placing the symbol * after the mnemonic 
in field la and some unique character configuration in the last seven columns 
of field 10a. The second physical card contains the symbol * in column1 
followed by the same seven characters that appeared after column 73 in 
field 10a of the first card. The second card may in turn be used to point to 
a large or small field continuation card, depending on whether the continuation 
card contains the symbol * or the symbol + in column 1. The use of multi- 
ple and large field cards is illustrated in the following examples: 
Small Field Card With Small Field Continuation Card 
~Ijg,rj~l 
Large Field Card 
QED124 
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Large Field Card With Large Field Continuation Card 
TYPE* 
*ED301 
"ED302 
*ED305 
Large Field Card Followed by a Small Field Continuation Card and a Large 
Field Continuation Card 
TYPE* 
*ED462 QED421 
*ED361 QED291 
*ED291 
Small Field Card With Large Field Continuation Card 
. 
QED632 
*ED632 QED204 
*ED204 
In the above examples, column 73 arbitrarily contains the symbol Q whenever 
field 10 is used as a pointer. However, column 73 could have been left blank 
or contained the same symbol used in column 1 of the following card (i.e., the 
symbols * or +). 
The detailed descriptions of the bulk data cards are contained in this 
section in alphabetical order. Small field examples are given for each card 
along with a description of the contents of each field. In the format and 
example section of each card description, both a symbolic card format descrip- 
tion and an example of an actual card are shown. Literal constants are shown 
in the card format section enclosed in quotes (e.g., "O,,). Fields that must 
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'necessarily be blank are indicated in the card format section by [><3 when- 
ever they are followed by nonblank fields or whenever such notation will clarify 
the card description. 
The input file processor produces error messages for any cards that do not 
have the proper format or that contain illegal data. 
Continuation cards need not be present unless they contain required data. 
For multiple continuation cards, the intermediate cards must be present (even 
though fields 2 to 9 are blank) if one of the following cards contains data in 
fields 2 to 9. In addition, a double-field format requires at least two cards 
(or subsequent multiples of two) so that ten data fields are included, Thus, 
one or more double-field cards may contain no data. 
The 
CBAR 
CNGRNT 
CpINa 
C@3DlC 
C@RDlR 
C@RDlS 
CSHEAR 
CTRIA2 
CTRMEM 
DMI 
EIGB 
EIGR 
WRCE 
GRID 
WAD 
MAT1 
WA 
bulk data cards used in the condensed form of NASTRAN are as follows: 
simple beam element connection 
identical elements indicator 
concentrated mass element connection 
cylindrical coordinate system definition 
rectangular coordinate system definition 
spherical coordinate system definition 
shear panel element connection 
triangular element connection with bending 
triangular element connection 
direct matrix input 
buckling analysis data 
real eigenvalue extraction data 
static load 
grid point 
static load combination 
material property definition 
static moment 
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WIT 
PARAM 
PBAR 
PSHEAR 
PTRIA2 
PTRMEM 
SPC 
SPCADD 
SUP@RT 
$ 
anitted coordinates 
parameter 
simple beam property 
shear panel property 
homogeneous triangular element property 
triangular membrane property 
single-point constraint 
union of single-point constraint sets 
fictitious support 
comment 
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Input Data Card CBAR Simple Beam Element Connection 
Description: Defines a simple beam element (BAR) of the structural model. 
Format and Example: 
2 5 10 
CBAR EID PID GA GB Xl,GQ( x2 x3 F abc 
I 
..- 
CBAR 2 39 7 3 13. 14. 15. 2 123 
. . 
-~ 
+bC PA PB ZlA Z2A Z3A ZlB Z2B Z3B 
I 
+23 
I 
513 
.- .~. ~~ .,- 
Field Contents 
EID Unique element identification number (Integer > 0) 
PID Identification number of a PBAR property card; default is EID 
(Integer > 0) 
GA,GB Grid-point identification numbers of connection points 
(Integer > 0, GA # GB) 
X1,X2,X3 Components of vector f at end a (fig. l(a)) measured at 
end a; parallel to the components of the displacement coordi- 
nate system for GA; used to determine (with the vector from 
end a to end b) the orientation of the element coordinate 
system for the bar element (real; x12 t x22 + x32 > 0) 
GB 
F 
Grid-point identification number to optionally supply Xl, X2, 
and X3 (Integer > 0, see diagram under field F) 
Flag to specify the nature of fields 6 to 8 as follows: 
r F=2 (3 
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. 
PA,PB Pin flags for bar ends a and b, respectively,-that are used 
to insure that the bar cannot resist a force or moment corre- 
sponding to the pin flag at that respective end of the bar. 
Up to five of the unique digits 1 to 6 are allowed anywhere 
in the field with no embedded blanks (Integer > 0). These 
degree-of-freedom codes refer to element forces and not global 
forces. The bar must have stiffness associated with the pin 
flag. For example, if pin flag 4 is specified, the bar must 
have a value for J, the torsional constant. 
ZlA,Z2A,Z3A 
> 
Components Of Offset VeCtOrS 8a and %br reSpWZtiVely 
ZlB,Z2B,Z3B (fig. 4(a)) in displacement coordinate systems at points GA and GB, respectively (real or blank) 
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to all 
other element identification numbers. 
2. If there are no pin flags or offsets, the continuation card may 
be omitted. 
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Input Data Card CNGRNT Identical Elements Indicator 
Description: Designates secondary element(s) identical to a primary element. 
Format and Example: 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
SECID3 SECIDQ SECID5 SECID6 SECID7 abc 
CNGRNT 11 2 17 34 35 36 
Alternate Form 
Field Contents 
3 
"THRU" SECID2 
2 THRU 55 
A 
PRID Identification number of the primary element (not necessarily the 
lowest number) for which the stiffness and mass matrices will 
be calculated 
SECIDi Identification number(s) of secondary element(s) whose matrices 
will be identical to the primary element 
Remarks: 1. Orientation, geometry, etc., must be truly identical so that the 
same stiffness and mass matrices are generated in the global 
coordinate system. 
2. An element that has been listed as a primary element on any 
CNGRNT card cannot be listed as a secondary element either on 
that card or on any other CNGRNT card. 
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Input Data Card C@W2 Concentrated Mass Element Connection 
Description: Defines a concentrated mass at a grid point of the structural 
Mel. 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
M Xl x2 x3 abc 
tlyaw42 2 15 6 49.7 123 
+bC! Ill 121 122 131 132 133 
+23 16.2 16.2 7.8 
r 
'Field Contents 
EID Element identification number (Integer > 0) 
G Grid-point identification number (Integer > 0) 
CID Coordinate system identification number (Integer 2 0) 
M Mass value (real) 
X1,X2,X3 Offset distances for the mass in the coordinate system defined 
in field 4 (real) 
Iij Mass.moments of inertia measured at the mass center of gravity 
in the coordinate system defined by field 4 (real) 
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to 
all other element identification numbers. 
2. The continuation card may be omitted. 
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L 
3. The form of the inertia matrix about its center of gravity 
is taken as follows: 
- 
M 0 ZM - YM 
M -zM 0 XI4 
M YM -xM 0 
Ill -121 -131 
SYM. 122 -132 
133 
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Input Data Card CGRDlC Cylindrical Coordinate System Definition 
Description: Defines a cylindrical coordinate system by reference to three 
grid points. These points must be-defined in coordinate systems whose 
definition does not involve the coordinate system being defined. The first 
point Gl is the origin, the second G2 lies on the Z-axis, and the third 63 
lies in the plane of the azimuthal origin: 
Format and Example: 
1 x k 10   
CjaDlC l  CID Gl G2 G3 CID Gl G2 G3 
cgRD1c 3 16 32 19 
Field 
CID 
Contents 
Coordinate system identification number (Integer > 0) 
Gl,G2,G3 Grid-point identification numbers (Integer > 0: Gl # 62 # G3) 
Remarks: 1. Coordinate system identification numbers on all CGRDlR, CgRDlC, 
and CGRDlS cards must be unique. 
2. The three points Gl, G2, and G3 must be noncolinear. 
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3. The location of a grid point (P in the sketch) in this coordinate 
system is given by (R,O,Z) where 0 is measured in degrees. 
4. The displacement coordinate directions at P are dependent on 
the location of P, as shown by (uR,u($uZ). 
5. Points on the Z-axis may not have their displacement directions 
defined in this coordinate system since an ambiguity results. 
6. One or two coordinate systems may be defined on a single card. 
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Input Data Card 9RDlR Rectangular Coordinate System Definition 
Description: Defines a rectangular coordinate system by reference to three 
grid points. These points must be defined in coordinate systems whose 
definition does not involve the coordinate system being defined. The first 
point Gl is the origin, the second 62 lies on the Z-axis, and the third 63 
lies'in the X-Z plane. 
Z 
t uZ 
A 
G2 0 P 
/ 0 e! 0 
x 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9RDlR CID Gl G2 63 CID Gl G2 G3 
9RDlR 3 16 32 19 
Field 
CID 
Contents 
Coordinate system identification number (Integer > 0) 
Gl,G2,G3 Grid-point identification numbers (Integer > 0; Gl # G2 # G3) 
Remarks: 1. Coordinate system identification numbers on all 9RDlR, C@?DlC, 
and 9RDlS cards must be unique. 
2. The three points Gl, G2, and G3 must be noncolinear. 
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3. The location of a grid point (P in the sketch) in this coordinate 
system is given by (X,Y,Z). 
4. The displacement coordinate directions at P are shown by 
(UXI uy, uz) l 
5. One or two coordinate systems may be defined on a single card. 
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Input Data Card WRDlS Spherical Coordinate System Definition 
Description: Defines a spherical coordinate system by reference to three grid 
points. These points must be defined in coordinate systems whose definition 
does not involve the coordinate system being defined. The first point Gl is 
the origin, the second 62 lies on the Z-axis , and the third 63 lies in the 
plane of the azimuthal origin. 
Z 
Format and Example: 
1 fl T 10 
9RDlS CID Gl G2 G3 CID Gl G2 63 
CjJRDlS 3 16 32 19 
Field 
CID 
Contents 
Coordinate system identification number (Integer > 0) 
Gl,G2,63 Grid-point identification numbers (Integer > '0; Gl # G2 # 63) 
Remarks: 1. Coordinate system identification numbers on all CgRDlR, CGRDlC, 
and CGRDlS cards must be unique. 
2. The three points Gl, G2, and G3 must be noncolinear. 
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3. The location of a grid point (P in the sketch) in this coordinate 
system is given by (R,O,@) where 0 and @ are measured in 
degrees. 
4. The displacement coordinate directions at P are dependent on the 
location'of P, as shown by (uR#u&u@). 
5. Points on the polar axis may not have their displacement direc- 
tions defined in this coordinate system since an ambiguity 
results. 
6. One or two coordinate systems may be defined on a single card. 
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Input Data Card CSAEAR 
Description: Defines a 
Format and Rxample: 
Shear Panel Element Connection 
shear panel element (SHEAR) of the structural model. 
CSHEhR EID PID Gl G2 63 64 
CSHEAR 3 6 1 5 3 7 
Field 
EID 
PID 
Contents 
Element identification number (Integer > 0) 
Identification number of a PSREAR property card: default is EID 
(Integer > 0) 
Gl,GZ,G3,G4 Grid-point identification numbers of connection points 
(Integer > 0; G1.f G2 # G3 # G4) 
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to all 
other element identification numbers. 
2. Grid points Gl to G4 must be ordered consecutively around the 
perimeter of the element. 
3. All interior angles must be less than 1800. 
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Input Data Card C!CRIAZ Triangular Element Connection 
Description: Defines a triangular membrane and bending element (TRIAZ) of the 
structural model. 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
-;R_EIj -.I- ~~ PID G3--- TX Gl G" 
16 2 12 1 3 16.2 
Field Contents 
EID Element identification number (Integer > 0) 
PID Identification number of a PTRIAZ property card; default is EID 
(Integer > 0) 
Gl,G2,G3 Grid-point identification numbers of connection points 
(Integer > 0: Gl # G2 j 63) 
TX-I Material property orientation angle in degrees (real). The 
following sketch gives the sign convention for TH. 
Gl 
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to all 
other element identification numbers. 
2. Interior angles must be less than 180°. 
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Input Data Card CTRMEM Triangular Element Connection 
Description: Defines a triangular membrane element (TRMEM) of the structural 
model. 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
r 
EID PID Gl 62 63 TH 
CTRME'M 16 2 12 1 3 16.3 
Field Contents . 
EID Element identification number (Integer > 0) 
PID Identification number of a PTRMEM property card; default is EID 
(Integer > 0) 
Gl,G2,G3 Grid-point identification numbers of connection points 
I (Integer > 0; Gl # G2 # G3) 
TH Material property orientation angle in degrees (real). The 
following sketch gives the sign convention for TR. 
Gl 
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique,with respect to all 
other element identification numbers. 
2. Interior angles must be less than 1800. 
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Input Data Card DMI Direct Matrix Input 
Description: Used to define the matrix data blocks directly. Generates a 
matrix of the form 
Al2 . . . Aln 
A22 l l l LA2n 
. . . . 
. 
. 
. 
%nn 
where the elements Aij may be real or complex single-precision or double- 
precision numbers. 
Formats and Example: (The first logical card is a header card.) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
DMI 
DMI 
+abc 
+1 
--. 
~ A(I2,J)I 
5.0 1 
L. 
J 
1 
6.0 
11 
1 
etc. 
A(I1,J) A(Il+l, J) 
1.0 2.0 3.0 
etc. 
4.0 
12 
3 
+abc 
+1 
H 
I 
E++- 4 8.0 9.0 
. -..- - ..-- - 
This same format is used for each nonnull column. 
Field Contents 
Any NASTRAN BCD value (1 to 8 alphanumeric characters, the first 
of which must be alphabetic) which will be used in the DMAP 
sequence to reference thd data block 
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TIN 
Code for type of matrix: 
1 square matrix (not symmetric) 
2 general rectangular matrix 
6 symmetric matrix 
Type of matrix being input as follows: 
1 real, single precision (one field is used per element) 
2 real, double precision (one field is used per element) 
3 complex, single precision (two fields are used per element) 
4 complex, double precision (two fields are used per element) 
Type of matrix which will be created: 
1 real, single precision 
2 real, double precision 
3 complex, single precision 
4 complex, double precision 
M Number of rows in A (Integer > 0) 
N Number of columns in .A (Integer > 0) 
J Column number of A (Integer > 0) 
11,12,etc. Row number of A (Integer > 0) 
A(IxrJ) Element of A (real), (see TIN) 
Remarks: 1. The user must write a DMAP (or make alterations to a rigid format) 
to use the DMI feature since a data block is being defined. All 
rules governing the use of data blocks in DMAP sequences apply. 
In the example previously shown, the data block QQQ is defined 
as a complex, single-precision, rectangular 4 x 2 matrix. 
(0.0, o.o)- 
(6.0, 7.0) 
(0.0, 0.0) 
(8.0, 9.0) 
The DMAP data block NAME (QQQ in the example) appears in the 
initial FIAT and the data block initially appears on the data 
pool file (PpIIzIL). 
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2. A limit to the number of DMI's which may be defined is set by the 
size of the data pool dictionary. The total number of DMI's may 
not exceed this size. 
3. There are a number of reserved words which may not be used for DMI 
names. Among these are PaaL, NPTP, BPTP, UMF, NUMF, PLTl, 
PLTZ, INPT, GEal, GEm2, GE(IIM3, GEgM4, GE@M5, EDT, MPT, 
DPT, DIT, DYNAMICS, IFPFILE, Axrc, F@RCE, MAT-L, PCDB, 
XYCDB, CASECC, any DTI names, and SCRATCH1 to SCEATCHS. 
4. Field 3 of the header card must contain an integer 0. 
5. For symmetric matrices, the entire matrix must be input. 
6. Only nonzero terms need be entered. 
7. A blank field on this card is not equivalent to a zero. If zero 
input is desired, the appropriate type zero must be punched 
(i.e., 0.0 or O.ODO). 
8. Complex input must have both the real and imaginary parts punched 
if either part is nonzero. 
9. A new column requires that a new card be started. 
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Input D,ata Card EIGB Buckling Analysis Data 
Description: Defines the data needed to perform buckling analysis. 
Format and Example: 
1 
EIGB 
EIGB 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
SID MEJ!I-IGD Ll E +abc 
13 0.1 2.5' 2 1 1 0.0 ABC 
+abc WM G C 
.- 
+BC 
Field Contents 
SID 
-pID 
Ll,L2 
NDP,NDN 
G 
C 
Set identification number (Unique integer > 0) 
Method of eigenvalue extraction, INV 
INV- Inverse ,power method; symmetric matrix operations 
Eigenvalue range of interest (real; Ll < L2 > 0.0) 
Estimate of number of roots in positive range (Integer > 0) 
Desired number of positive and negative roots; Default = 3 NBB 
(Integer > 0) 
Convergence criteria, optional (Real 2 0.0) 
Method for normalizing eigenvectors; one of the BCD values MAX 
or P@INT 
MAX- Normalize to unit value of the largest component in the 
analysis set 
WINT - Normalize to unit value of the component defined in 
.f ields 3 and 4; defaults to MAX if defined component is zero 
Grid- or scalar-point identification number; required if and 
only if NpIRM = PplINT (Integer > 0) 
Canponent number; required if and only if N@iM = P$?INT and 
G is a geometric grid point (one of the integers 1 to 6) 
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Remarks: 1. Buckling analysis root extraction data sets must be selected in 
the case control deck (&¶EZE@D = SID) to be used by NASTRAN. 
2. The quantities Ll and L2 are dimensionless and specify a range in 
which the eigenvalues are to be found. An eigenvalue is a 
factor by which the prebuckling state of stress (first subcase) 
is multiplied to produce buckling. 
3. The continuation card is required. 
4. If N@W = MAX, components that are not in the analysis set may 
have values larger than unity. 
5. If NgRM = WINT, the selected component must be in the 
analysis set. 
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Input Data Card EIGR Real Eigenvalue Extraction Data 
Description: Defines the data needed to perform real eigenvalue analysis. 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
EIGR SID METHgD Fl F2 NE 
EIGR 13 INV 1.9 15.6 10 
+abc WJm G C 
+BC BGINT 32 4 
Field Contents 
SID Set identification number (Unique integer > 0) 
Method of eigenvalue extraction, INV 
INV- Inverse power method; symmetric matrix operations 
Fl,F2 Frequency range of interest; required for \METHGD = INV 
(Real 2 0.0: Fl < F2). The frequency range is ignored if 
ND > 0, in which case the eigenvectors for the first ND 
positive roots are found (real: Fl < F2) 
NE 
ND 
NZ 
E 
Estimate of number of roots in range; required for METHGD = INV 
(Integer > 0) 
Desired number of roots for METH@D'= INV; default is 3 NE 
(Integer > 0) 
Number of free-body modes (not used for METHGD INV) 
Mass orthogonality test parameter; default is 0.0, which means 
no test will be made (Real 2 0.0) 
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Method for normalizing test parameter: default is 0.0, which 
means no test will be made (Real 2 0.0) 
MASS - Normalize to unit value of the generalized mass 
MAX- Normalize to unit value of the largest component in the 
analysis set 
paINT - Normalize to unit value of the component defined in 
fields 3 and 4; defaults to MAX if defined component is zero 
G Grid- or scalar-point identification number; required if and 
only if NGRM = PjBNT (Integer 2 0) 
C Component number; required if and only if N@?M = PGINT and 
G is a geometric grid point (one of the integers 1 to 6) 
Remarks: 1. Real eigenvalue extraction data sets must be selected in the case 
control deck (METHGD = SID) to be used by NASTRAN. 
2. The units of Fl and F2 are cycles per unit time. 
3. The continuation card is required. 
4. A nonzero value of E in field 9 also modifies the convergence 
criteria. 
5. If NGRM = MAN, components that are not in the analysis set may 
have values larger than unity. 
6. If NGRM = P$QNT, the selected component must be in the analysis 
set. 
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I. 
I I I 1111111111 ,111 I I I... 
Input Data Card FGRCE Static Load 
Description: Defines 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 
a static load at a grid point by specifying a vector. 
WRCE SID G CID F Nl 
FGRCE 2 5 6 2.9 0.0 
Field Contents 
SID Load set identification number (Integer ’ 0) 
G Grid-point identification number (Integer > 0) 
CID Coordinate system identification number (Integer 2 0) 
F Scale factor (real) 
Nl,N2,N3 Components of vector measured in coordinate system defined by 
CID (real; N12 + N22 + N32 > 0.0) 
Remarks: 1. The static load applied to grid point G is given by 
z =F A 
where G is the vector defined in fields 6, 7, and 8. 
2. Load sets must be selected in the case control deck (WAD = SID) 
to be used by NASTRAN. 
3. A CID of zero references the basic coordinate system. 
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I 
Input Data Card GRID Grid Point 
Description: Defines the location of a geometric grid point of the structural 
model, the directions of its displacement , and its permanent single-point 
. constraints. 
Format and Example: 
1 
GRID 
8 9 10 
GRID 
Field Contents 
ID Grid-point identification number (0 < Integer < 999999) 
CP Identification number of coordinate system in which the location 
of the grid points is defined (Integer 2 0) 
X1,X2,X3 Location of the grid point in coordinate system CP (real) 
CD Identification number of coordinate system in which displace- 
ments, degrees of freedom, constraints, and solution vectors 
are defined at the grid point (Integer 2 0) 
PS Permanent single-point constraints associated with grid point; 
any of the digits 1 to 6 with no embedded blanks (Integer 2 0) 
Remarks: 1. All grid-point identification numbers must be unique with respect 
to all other structural points. 
2. The meaning of Xl, X2, and X3 depends on the type of coordinate 
system CP as follows: (see the coordinate system bulk data 
cards) 
3. The collection of all CD coordinate systems defined on all GRID 
cards is called the global coordinate system. All degrees of 
freedom, constraints, and solution vectors are expressed in the 
global coordinate system. 
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I. 
Input Data Card MAD Static Load Combination (Superposition) 
Description: Defines a static load as a linear combination of load sets that 
are defined by using WRCE and MfhfENT cards. 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
WAD SID S Sl Ll 
pL; ~~~-,~ ;- ..-I -.:gcs, 
s2 L2 
WAD 101 -0.5 1.0 3 6.2 4 I. I -I 
+bC s4 L4 
Field Contents 
SID Load set identification number (Integer > 0) 
S Scale factor (real) 
Si Scale factors (real) 
Li Load set identification numbers defined by means of card types 
previously enumerated (Integer > 0) 
Remarks: 1. The load vector defined is given by 
IP) = s 
c 
Si {PLi) 
i 
2. The Li must be unique. The remainder of the physical card con- 
taining the last entry must be blank. 
3. Load sets must be selected in the case control deck (WAD = SID) 
to be used by NASTRAN. 
4. A L@AD card may not reference a set identification number 
defined by another MAD card. 
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Input Data Card MAT1 Material Property Definition 
Description: Defines the material properties for linear, temperature- 
independent, isotropic materials. 
Format and Example: 
1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
MAT1 MID E G Nu RHPI +abc 
MAT1 17 3.+7 1.9+7 4.28 ABC 
+abc ST SC ss 
+BC 20.+4 15.+4 12.+4 
Field Contents 
MID Material identification number (Integer > 0) 
E Young's modulus (Real 2 0.0, or blank) 
G Shear modulus (Real 2 0.0, or blank) 
NU Poisson's ratio (-1.0 < Real 2 0.5, or blank) 
Mass density (real) 
ST, SC, SS Stress limits for tension, compression, and shear, respectively 
(real) 
Remarks: 1. Either E or G must be positive (i.e., either E > 0.0 or 
G > 0.0 or both E and G may be BO.0). 
2. If either E, G, or NU is blank, it will be computed to satisfy 
the identity E = 2(1+NU)G; otherwise, values supplied by the 
user will be used. 
3. The material identification number must be unique for all MAT1 
cards. 
4. If E and NU or G and NU are both blank, they will both be given 
the value 0.0. 
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Input Data Card MWWE 
Description: Defines a 
Format and &ample: 
Static Moment 
static moment at a grid point by specifying a vector. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8 9 10 
M@MENT SID G CID M Nl N2 N3 
w- 2 5 6 2.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 
Field Contents 
SID 
G 
Load set identification number (Integer > 0) 
Grid-point identification number (Integer > 0) 
CID Coordinate system identification number (Integer 2 0) 
M Scale factor (real) 
Nl,N2,N3 Components of vector measured in coordinate system defined by 
CID (real: N12 + N22 + N32 ' 0.0) 
Remarks: 1. The static mcment applied to grid point G is given by 
2. 
3. A CID of zero references the basic coordinate system. 
iii = M l (Nl,N2,N3) 
Load sets must be selected in the case control deck (L@Ul = SID) 
to be used by NASTRAN. 
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Input Data Card GMIT Gmitted Coordinates 
Description: Defines coordinates (degrees of freedom) that the user desires 
to omit from the problem through matrix partitioning. Used to reduce the 
number of independent degrees of freedom.. 
Format and Example: 
1 5-Y c-7 c-7 's 10 
t 
@KIT ID C ID C ID C ID C 
#MIT 16 2 23 3516 1 4 
Field Contents 
ID Grid-point identification number (Integer > 0) 
C Component number; any unique combination of the digits 1 to 6 
for grid points 
Remarks: 1. Coordinates specified on QlMIT cards may not be specified on 
SUPaRT or SPC cards nor as permanent single-point constraints 
on GRID card. 
2. As many as 24 coordinates may be omitted by a single card. 
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Input Data Card PARAM Parameter 
Description: Specified values for parameters used in bMAp sequences, 
including rigid formats. 
Format and EXaIbple: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
PARM N Vl 
PARAM C$UPMAss 
Field 
N CpruPMASS 
Contents 
vl A positive integer value of this parameter causes the generation 
of coupled mass matrices rather than lumped mass matrices for 
all bar elements that include bending stiffness. This option 
applies to both structural and nonstructural mass for BAR and 
TRIA2. A negative value causes the generation of lumped mass 
matrices (translational components only) for both BAR and 
TRIAZ. (This is the default.) 
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Input Data Card PBAR Simple Beam Property 
Description: Defines the properties of a simple beam (bar) which is used to 
create bar elements by means of the CBAR card. 
Format and Examp.le: 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
PID MID A 11 12 J NSM abc 
39 6 2.9 5.97 123 
c2 Dl D2 El E2 Fl F2 def 
Field 
PID 
MID 
Contents 
Property identification number (Integer > 0) 
Material identification number (Integer > 0) 
A 
11,12,112 
Area of bar cross section (real) 
Area moments of inertia real, 1112 2 If2 > 
J Torsional constant (real) 
NSM 
Kl,K2 
Nonstructural mass per unit length (real) 
Area factor for shear (real) 
Ci,Di,Ei,Fi Stress recovery coefficients (real) 
Remarks: 1. For structural problems, PBAR cards may only reference MAT1 
mater ial cards. 
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I 
.a 
Input Data Card PSHHAR Shear Panel Property 
Description: Defines the elastic properties of a shear panel. Referenced by 
the CSHFAR card. 
Format and Rxample: 
k 
f A 
1 6 7 8 9' 10 
PSHFIAR PID MID T NSM PID MID T NSM 
PSHFAR 13 2 4.9 16.2 14 6 4.9 14.7 
Field Contents 
PID Property identification number (Integer > 0) 
MID Material identification number (integer > 0) 
T Thickness of shear panel (Real # 0.0) 
NSM Nonstructural mass per unit area (real) 
Remarks: 1. All PSHHAR cards must have unique identification numbers. 
2. PSHHAR cards may only reference MAT1 material cards. 
3. One or two shear panel properties may be defined on a single card. 
Input Data Card PTRIA2 Homogeneous Triangular Element Property 
Description: Defines the properties of a homogeneous triangular element of 
the structural model including membrane, bending, and transverse shear 
effects. Referenced by the CTRIAZ card. 
Format and &ample: 
m 2 
1 PID~ l""(r-T-;/;-;N" 
2 16 j.92 14.7 
1 
r 
PTRIAZ 
r 
._._ 
PTRIAZ 
__-. 
'6 
PID 
E 
6 
Field Contents 
PID Property identification number (Integer > 0) 
MID Material identification number (Integer > 0) 
T Thickness (Real > 0.0) 
NSM Nonstructural mass per unit area (real) 
Remarks: 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
All PTRIAZ cards must have unique identification numbers. 
The thickness used to compute the membrane and transverse shear 
properties is T. 
The area moment of inertia per unit width that is used to compute 
the bending stiffness is T3/12. 
Outer fiber distances of *T/2 are assumed. 
One or two homogeneous triangular element properties may be 
defined on a single card. 
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Input Data Card PTRMEM Triangular Membrane Property 
Description: Used to define the properties of a triangular membrane element. 
Referenced by the CTRMEM card. No bending properties are included. 
Format and Example: 
1 10 
PTRMRM PID MID T NSM PID MID T NSM 
PTRMFIM 17 23 4.25 0.2 
Field Contents 
PID Property identification number (Integer > 0) 
MID Material identification number (Integer > 0) 
T Membrane thickness (Real > 0.0) 
NSM Nonstructural mass per unit area (real) 
Remarks: I.. All PTRRRM cards must have unique property identification numbers. 
2. One or two triangular membrane properties may be defined on a 
single card. 
Input Data Card SPC -- Single-Point Constraint 
Description: Defines sets of single-point constraints and enforced 
displacements. 
Format and Example: 
1 
Field 
SID 
G 
C 
D 
Remarks: 
2 rg - 9 lb 
SID G C D G C D 
2 32 436 -2.6 5 +2.9 
Contents 
Identification number of single-point constraint set 
(Integer > 0) 
Grid-point identification number (Integer > 0) 
Component number; up to six unique such digits may be placed in 
the field with no embedded blanks (6 2 Integer b 0) 
Value of enforced displacement for all coordinates designated 
by G and C (real) 
1. A coordinate referenced on this card may not be referenced on an 
PrMIT or SUPaRT card. D must be 0.0 for dynamics problem. 
2. Single-point forces of constraint are recovered during stress data 
recovery. 
3. Single-point constraint sets must be selected in the case control * 
deck (SPC = SID) to be used by NASTRAR. 
4. One to twelve single-point constraints may be defined on a single 
card. 
5. SPC degrees of freedom may be redundantly specified as permanent 
constraints on the GRID card. 
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Input Data Card SPCADD Single-Point Constraint 
Description: Defines a single-point constraint set as a union'bf single-point 
constraint sets that are defined by means' of SPC cards. 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
SPCADD SID Sl s2 s3 s4 s5 S6 s7 abc 
SPCADD 101 3 2 9 1 
I 
+bC s8 s9 -etc.- 
* 
-etc.- 
Field Contents 
SID Identification number for new single-point constraint set 
(Integer > 0) 
Si Identification numbers of single-point constraint sets defined 
by means of SPC cards (Integer > 0; SID # Si) 
Remarks: 1. Single-point constraint sets must be selected in the case control 
deck (SPC = SID) to be used by NASTRAN. 
. 
2. No Si may be the identification number of a single-point constraint 
set defined by another SPCADD card. 
3. The Si values must be unique. 
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Input Data Card SUP@RT Fictitious Support 
Description: Defines coordinates at which the user desires determinate 
reactions to be applied to a free bcdy during analysis. 
Format and Rxample: 
1 : k 10 
.~~~ ~~ 
SUpaRT ID C ID C ID C ID C 
SUPj8RT I.6 215 
Field Contents 
ID Grid-point identification number (Integer > 0) 
C Component number: any unique combination of the digits 1 to 6 
for grid points 
Remarks: 1. Coordinates defined on this card may not,appear on single-point 
cards (SPC) or omit cards (@MIT). 
2. One to twenty-four support coordinates may be defined on a single 
card. 
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Input Data Card 2 Comment 
Description: For the user's convenience in inserting commentary'material into 
the unsorted echo of the input bulk data deck. The $ card is otherwise 
ignored by the program. These cards will not appear in a sorted echo. 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I I I I I I I 
$ followed by any legitimate characters in card columns 2 to 80 
I I I 
$ THIS IS A REMARK (*,I$$)--/ 
I I I 
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- 
2.3 Case Control Deck 
The case control cards that are used for selecting items from the bulk 
data deck, output selecting, and subcase definition are listed below. The 
first four characters of the mnemonic are sufficient. 
DISPLACEMENT 
EWRCE 
LABEL 
LINE 
LprAD 
MAXLINBS 
MBTHgD 
!JLsIIAJJ 
WTPDT 
PLaTID 
SDISPLACEMENT 
SET 
SPC 
SPCP@RCES 
STRESS 
requests .the displacements for a selected set of grid points 
selects echo options for the bulk data deck; default is a 
sorted bulk data echo . 
requests the forces in a set of structural elements 
defines a text to be printed on the third line of each page of 
output 
sets the number of data lines per printed page; default is 50 
selects static loading condition 
sets the maximum number of output lines; default is 20,000 
selects the conditions for eigenvalue analysis 
selects a set of applied loads for output 
delimits the various output packets 
plotter identification 
requests the displacements of the independent components for 
a selected set of points or modal coordinates 
defines lists of point numbers, element numbers, or frequencies 
for use in output requests 
selects a set of single-point constraints 
requests the single-point forces of a constraint at a set 
of points 
requests the stresses in a set of structural elements 
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SUBCASE defines the beginning of a subcase that is terminated by the 
next subcase delimiters encountered 
SUBTITLE defines a text to be printed on the second line of each page 
of output 
TITLE defines a text to be printed on the first line of each page 
of output 
$ comment card 
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Case Control Data Card DISPIACEMWT Displacement Output Request 
Description: Requests the form and type of displacement vector output. 
Format and Rxample(s): 
DISPLACEMEVI' 
DISPIAC- = 5 
DISPLACPMENT(REZL) = ALL 
DISPLACEME&T(S(ZhXT2, PUNCH) = ALL 
Option 
saRT1 
Meaning 
Output will be presented as a tabular listing of grid points 
for each load, frequency, or eigenvalue. 
S$RT2 
PRINT 
PUNCH 
n 
Output will be presented as a tabular listing of load or 
frequency for each grid point. SpIRT2 is available only in 
static analysis. 
The printer will be the output media. 
The card punch will be the output media. 
Displacements for all points will be output. 
Displacements for no points will be output. 
Set identification of previously appearing SET card. Only the 
displacements of points whose identification numbers appear 
on this SRT card will be output (Integer > 0). 
Remarks: 1. Roth PRINT and PUNCH may be used. 
2. In static analysis problems, any request for S@RTZ causes all 
output to be SaRT2. 
3. DISPLACEMENT = N@NE allows overriding of an overall output 
request. 
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Case Control Data Card nCl-@ Bulk Data Echo Request 
Description: Requests the echo of bulk data deck. 
Format and Example(s): 
ECW = BgmH 
ECH@ = PUNCH, SmT 
Option Meaning 
SgRT Sorted echo will be printed. 
UNS@RT Unsorted echo will be printed. 
BpIm Both sorted and unsorted echo will be printed. 
N$NE No echo will be printed. 
PUNCH The sorted bulk data deck will be punched onto cards. 
REMARKS: 1. If no ECHQl card appears, a sorted echo will be printed. 
2. Unrecognizable options will be treated as S@RT. 
3. Any option overrides the default. Thus, for example, if both 
print and punch are desired, both SPRT and PUNCH must be 
requested on the same card. 
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Case Control Data Card ELFgRCE Element Force Output Request 
Description: Requests the form and type of element force output. 
Format and Example(s): , 
ELFPRCE 
ELFgRCE = ALL 
ELFgRCE(PUNCH,PRINT) = 17 
F.LFgRCE = 25 
Option 
S@RTl 
S@RT2 
PRINT 
PUNCH 
ALL 
NPNE 
n 
Meaning 
Output will be presented as a tabular listing of elements for 
each load, frequency, or eigenvalue. 
Output will be presented as a tabular listing of load or 
frequency for each element type. SpIRT2 is available only 
in static analysis. 
The printer will be the output media. 
The card punch will be the output media. 
Forces for all elements will be output. 
Forces for no elements will be output. 
Set identification of a previously appearing SET card. Only 
forces of elements whose identification numbers appear on 
this SET card will be output (Integer > 0). 
Remarks: 1. Roth PRINT and PUNCH may be requested. 
2. In static analysis problems, any request for S@RTZ output causes 
all output to be SgRT2. 
3. ELFgRCE = N@NE allows overriding of an overall request. 
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Case Control Data Card LABEL Output Label 
Description: Defines a RCD label which will appear on the third heading line 
of each page of the NASTRAN printer output. 
Format and &ample(s): 
LABEL= {Any RCD data) 
LABEL= PR$?RLEM 
Remarks: 1. LABEL appearing at the subcase level will label output for that 
subcase only. 
2. LABEL appearing before all subcases will label any outputs which 
are not subcase dependent. 
3. If no LAREL card is supplied, the label line will be blank. 
4. LABEL information is also placed on the NASTRAN plotter output 
when applicable. 
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Case Control Data Card LINE Data Lines Per Page 
Description: Defines the number of data lines per printed page. 
Format and Example(s): 
IBM or CDC 
LINE = 
LINE = 35 
Option Meaning 
n Number of data lines per page (Integer > 0) 
Remarks: 1. If no LINE card appears, the appropriate default is used. 
2. For ll-inch paper, 50 is the recommended number; for 8$-inch 
paper, 35 is the recommended number. 
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Case Control Data Card WAD External Static Load Set Selection 
Description: Selects the external static load set to be applied to the 
structural model. 
Format and Example(s) : 
I@AD=n 
WAD=15 
Cntion 
n 
Meaning 
Set identification of at least one external load card and hence 
must appear on at least one mRCE, M@GZNT, or @AD card 
(Integer > 0). 
Remarks: 1. The above static load cards will not be used by NASTRAN unless 
selected in case control. 
2. L@AD is only applicable in statics and buckling problems. 
3. The total load applied will be the sum of external (MAD) and 
constrained displacement (SPC) loads. 
4. Static loads should have unique set identification numbers. 
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Case Control Data Card MAXLINES Maximum Number of Output Lines 
Description: Sets the maximum number of output lines to a given value. 
Format and Example(s): , 
MAXLINES = 50000 
Option Meaning 
n Maximum number of output lines which the user wishes to allow 
(Integer > 0) 
Remarks: 1. Any time this number is exceeded, NASTRAN will terminate 
through PEXIT. 
2. This card may or may not override the system operating control 
cards. Users should check with the local operations staff. 
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Case Control Data Card METHGD Real Eigenvalue Extraction Method Selection 
Description: Selects the real eigenvalue parameters to be used by the READ 
module. 
Format and Example(s) : 
METHGD=n 
METHGD = 33 
Option Meaning 
n Set identification number of an EIGR card (normal modes or modal 
formulation) or an EIGB card (buckling) (Integer > 0). 
Remarks: 1. An eigenvalue extraction method must be selected when extracting 
real eigenvalues by using the functional module READ. 
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Case Control Data Card $L$AD Applied Load Output Request 
Description: Requests the form and type of applied load vector output. 
Format and Example(s1: 
fiWAD(sBRT1) = 5 
Option 
SgRTl 
Meaning 
Output will be presented as a tabular listing of grid points 
for each load, frequency, or eigenvalue. 
S$RT2 Output will be presented as a tabular listing of load or 
frequency for each grid point. S@RT2 is available only in 
static analysis. 
PRINT The printer will be the output media. 
PDNCH The card punch will be the output media. 
ALL Applied loads for all points will be output. (SBRTl will only 
output nonzero values.) 
NPENE Applied loads for no points will be output. 
n Set identification of previously appearing SET card. Only loads 
on points whose identification numbers appear on this SET card 
will be output (Integer > 0). 
Remarks: 1. Roth PRINT and PUNCH may be requested. 
2. In static analysis problems, any request for @RT2 output causes 
all output to be S$URTZ. 
3. A request for WRT2 causes loads (zero and nonzero) to be 
output. 
4. PILSIIAD = N@JE allows overriding of an overall output 
request. 
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Case Control Data Card @JTPUT Output Packet Delimiter 
Description: Delimits the various output packets, structure plotter, and 
printer/punch. 
Format and Rxample(s): 
OUTPUT r(P@T)l 
L 
gUTPUT 
~~uTPuT(PWT) 
Option 
No qualifier 
PWT 
Remarks: 1. 
2. The delimiting of a printer packet is completely optional. 
Meaning 
Beginning of printer output packet; this is not a required 
card. 
Beginning of structure plotter packet. This card must precede 
all structure plotter control cards. 
The structure plotter packet must be at the end of the case 
control deck. 
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Case Control Data Card. PL@TID Plotter Identification 
Description: Defines the BCD identification which will appear on the first 
frame of any NASTRAN plotter output. 
Format and Example(s): 
PLgTID = {Any BCD data} 
PaTID = TEST PLgT 
Remarks: 1. PaTID must appear before the @JTPUT(PL@T) card. 
2. The presence of PI@TID causes a special header frame to be 
plotted, with the supplied identification plotted several 
times. This allows easy identification of NASTRAN plotter 
output. 
3. If no PLflTID card appears, no ID frame will be plotted. 
4. The PLgTID header frame will not be generated for the table 
plotters. 
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Case Control Data Card SDISPLACR4ENT Solution Set Displacement Output 
Request 
Description: Requests the form and type of solution set displacement output. 
Format and Example(s) : 
SDISPLACPIENT 
SDISPLACEMENT 
SDISPLACPIENT(S@RT2, PUNCH) = WE 
Option 
SJSRTl 
Meaning 
Output will be presented as a tabular listing of grid points 
for each load, frequency, or eigenvalue. 
SgRT2 Output will be presented as a tabular listing of frequency 
for each grid point (or mode number). 
PRINT The printer will be the output media. 
PUNCH The card punch will be the output media. 
ALL Displacements for all points (modes) will be output. 
NPlNE Displacements for no points (modes) will be output. 
n Set identification of previously appearing SET card. Only dis- 
placements of points whose identification numbers appear on 
this SET card will be output (Integer > 0). 
Remarks: 1. Both PRINT and PUNCH may be requested. 
2. SDISPLAC-T = 
t WE allows overriding of an overall output 
request. 
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Case Control Data Card SET Set Definition Card 
Description: Lists identification numbers (point or element) for output 
requests. 
Format and Example(s): 
(1) SET n = il c c , i2, ij mu i4 EXCEPT i5, i6, i7, ig mu ig]} 
SET 77 = 5 
SET 88 = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 THRU 55 EXCEPT 15, 16, 77, 78, 79, 100 THRU 300 
SET 99 = 1 THRU 100000 \ 
(2) SET n = rl c c ,r2, r3, 
SET 101 
SET 105 
Option 
n 
il, i2, etc. 
i3 THRU iq 
EXCEPT 
rl, r2, etc. 
Remarks: 1, 
2. 
= 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 
= 1.009, 10.2, 13.4, 14.0, 15.0 
Meaning 
Set identification (Integer > 0). Any set may be redefined by 
reassigning its identification number. Sets inside SUBCASE 
delimiters are local to the SUBCASE. 
Element or point identification number at which output is 
requested (Integer > 0). If no such identification number 
exists, the request is ignored. 
Output at set identification numbers i3 to iq (i4 > i3). 
Set identification numbers following EXCEPT will be deleted from 
output list as long as they are in the range of the set 
defined by the immediately preceding THRU. 
Frequencies for output (Real > 0.0). The nearest solution 
frequency will be output. EXCEPT and THRU cannot be used. 
A SET card may be more than one physical card. A comma at the 
end of a physical card signifies a continuation card. Commas 
may not end a set. 
Set identification numbers following EXCEPT that are within the 
ranse of the PERU must be in ascendinc order. 
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Case Control Data Card SPC Single-Point Constraint Set Selection 
Description: Selects the single-point constraint set to be applied to the 
structural model. 
Format and Example(s) : 
SPC b n 
SPC = 10 
option Meaning 
n Set identification of a single-point constraint set and hence 
must appear on an SPC or SPCADD card (Integer > 0). 
Remarks: 1. SPC or SPCADD cards will not be used by NASTRAN unless selected 
in case control. 
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Case Control Data Card SPCFprRCES Single-Point Forces of Constraint Output 
Request 
Description: Requests the form and type of single-point force of the constraint 
vector output. 
Format and Example(s): 
SPCWRCES = 5 
SPCF@RCHS ( gRT2, PUNCH, PRINT) = ALL 
SPCWR~ES(PH~~E) = ONE 
Option Meaning 
SaRTl Output will be presented as a tabular listing of grid points 
for each load, frequency, or eigenvalue. 
SgRT2 Output will be presented as a tabular listing of load or 
frequency for each grid point. 
PRINT The printer will be the output media. 
PUNCH The card punch will be the output media. 
ALL Single-point forces of constraint for all points will be output. 
(SORT1 will only output nonzero values.) 
Single-point forces of constraint for no points will be 
output. 
n Set identification of previously appearing SET card. only 
single-point forces of constraint for points whose 
identification numbers appear on this SET card will be 
output (Integer > 0). 
Remarks: 1. Both PRINT and PUNCH may be requested. 
2. In static analysis, any request for S@RTZ output causes all 
output to be S@RTZ. 
3. A request for SgRT2 causes loads (zero and nonzero) to be output. 
4. SPCF'jijRCES = N@NE allows overriding of an overall output 
request. 
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Case Control Data Card 
Description: Requests 
Format and Example(s): 
_- 
STRESS Element Stress Output Request 
the form and type of element stress output. 
STRESS 
STRESS = 5 
STRESS = ALL 
STRESS(S@RTl, PRINT, PUNCH) = 15 
Option 
SaRTl 
SgRT2 
PRINT 
PUNCH 
ALL 
NPINE 
n 
Remarks: 
Meaning 
Output will be presented as a tabular listing of elements for 
each load, frequency, or eigenvalue. 
Output will be presented as a tabular listing of load or 
frequency for each element type. SpIRT2 is available only 
in static analysis. 
The printer will be the output media. 
The card punch will be the output media. 
Stresses for all'elements will be output. 
Stresses for no points will be output. 
Set identification of a previously appearing SET card 
(Integer > 0). Only stresses for elements whose identifi- 
cation numbers appear on this SET card will be output. 
1. Roth PRINT and PUNCH may be requested. 
2. In static analysis, any request for SplRT2 output causes all 
output to be S@RTZ. 
3. STRESS = N$NE allows overriding of an overall output request. 
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Case Control Data Card SUBCASE Subcase Delimiter 
Description: Delimits and identifies a subcase. 
Format and Rxample(s): 
SURCASE'n 
SURCASE 101 
Option Meaning 
n Subcase identification number (Integer 
Remarks: 1. The subcase identification number n must 
’ 0). 
be strictly increasing 
(i.e., greater than all previous subcase identification 
numbers). 
2. Plot requests refer to n. 
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Case Control Data Card SUBTITLE Output Subtitle 
Description: Defines a BCD subtitle which will appear on the second heading 
line of each page of the NASTRAN printer output. 
Format and Example(s): 
SUBTITLE = {Any BCD data) 
SUBTITLE = NASTRAN PRgBLEM Nf8. 5-1A 
Remarks: 1. SUBTITLE appearing on the subcase level will title output for 
that subcase only. 
2. SUBTITLE appearing before all subcases will title any outputs 
which are not subcase dependent. 
3. If no SUBTITLE card is supplied, the subtitle line will be blank. 
4. SUBTITLE'information is also placed on the NASTRAN plotter output 
as applicable. 
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Case Control Data Card TITLE Output Title 
which will appear Description: Defines a BCD title 
of each page of the NASTRAN printer output. 
Format and Example(s): 
TITLE = {Any BCD data} 
TITLE = **$// ABCDEJZHI . . . . $ 
on the first heading line 
Remarks: ) 1. TITLE appearing at the subcase level will title output for that 
subcase only. 
2. TITLE appearing before all subcases will title any outputs which 
are not subcase dependent. l 
3. If no TITLE card is supplied, the title line will contain data 
and page numbers only. 
4. TITLE information is also placed on NASTRAN plotter output as 
applicable.. 
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Case Control 
Description: 
commentary 
Data Card 2 Comment Card 
Defines a comment card by specifying a $ in column 1 with 
text appearing in columns 2 to 80. 
Format and Brample(s): 
$ {Any BCD data) 
$ ---THIS IS AN EXAMPLE @F A C@4MJWT CARD. 
Remarks: 1. Unlike other case control cards which are free field, the comment 
card must have the $ in column 1. 
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2.4 Executive Control Deck 
The executive control deck begins with the NASTEAN ID card and ends with 
the CEND card. It identifies the job and declares the general conditions under 
which the job is to be executed. The completed WAF' sequence must appear in 
the executive control deck. 
The format of the executive control cards is free field. The name of the 
operation (e.g., TIME) is separated from the operand by one or more blanks. The 
fields in the operand are separated by commas and may be up to eight integers 
(K) or alphanumeric (Ai), as indicated in the following control card descrip- 
tions. The first character of an alphanumeric field must be alphabetic, fol- 
lowed by up to seven additional alphanumeric characters. Blank characters may 
be placed adjacent to separating commas if desired. 
The following control cards can be used in the executive control deck: 
ID Al, A2 (required) 
Al, A2 - Any legal alphanumeric fields chosen by the user for problem 
identification. 
ABP DMAP (required) 
lX4AB sequence is to follow, must begi.n with BEGIN $ or XLWW ..:. $ card 
and end with END $ card. 
TIME K 
K - Maximum allowable execution time in minutes. 
CEND (required) 
Indicates end of executive control cards. 
2.5 NASTBAN Card 
The NASTBAN card is used to change the default values for certain opera- 
tional parameters, such as buffer size and computer model number. The NASTKAN 
card is optional, but if present must be the first card of the NASTEAN data 
deck. The NASTEAN card is a free-field card (similar to cards in the executive 
control deck). Its format is as follows: 
NASTKAN keyword1 = value, keyword2 = value, . . . 
The most frequently used keywords are as follows: 
BUFFSIZE defines the number of words in a GIN@ buffer. Usually this value 
is standardized at any particular installation. However, the desired 
value may be different from the default value of 1803 (IBM), 
1183 (Control Data), and 871 (UNIVAC). 
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CaNpIG defines the model number of the configuration for use in timing 
equations for matrix operations. Entries exist for the following 
configurations: 
Computer 
IBM 360/370 
Control Data 6000 
UNIVAC 1100 
Configuration 
0 (default) 91, 95 
3 50 
4 65 
5 75 
6 85 
7 195 
9 155 
0 (default) 6600 
6 6400 
0 (default) 1108 
Model number 
The machine type is automatically determined by NASTRAN. If the model number 
is the default, the C@PIG keyword is not needed on the NASTRAN card. It is 
important to indicate the proper configuration: otherwise, all time-dependent 
matrix decisions will be incorrect. 
Km360 defines the number of 32-bit words to release for IBM 360 @S rou- 
tines and FORTRAN buffers. The default is 4096. 
M$?JDC@M(i) defines a nine-word array for module communications. Currently, 
only M@DCgM(l) is supported. When M@CgM(l) = 999999, optimization of 
passive columns in the symmetric decomposition routine is not used. If 
M@DC@f ( 1) = l,,diagnostic statistics from subroutine SDC@H' are printed. 
HICaRE defines the amount of open core available to the user on the UNIVAC 
1100 series machines. The user area default is nominally 65000 decimal 
words. The ability to increase this value may be installation limited. 
IPRFC is the precision flag. Default is 1 on Control Data and 2 on IBM 
and UNIVAC. 
3. PLO'ITING 
3.1 General Description of Plotting Capability 
NASTRAN provides the capability for generating on any of several different 
plotters the following kinds of plots: 
Undeformed geometric projections of the structural model 
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Static deformations of the structural model by either displaying the 
deformed shape (alone or superimposed on the undeformed shape) or 
displaying the displacement vectors at the grid points (superimposed 
on either the deformed or undeformed shape) 
Modal deformations (sometimes called mode shapes or eigenvectors) that 
result from real eigenvalue analysis by the same options stated in 
the previous statement 
Requests for structure plots are accomplished in the case control deck by 
submitting a structure plot request packet. The discussion of these packets 
constitutes most of the remainder of this section. The optional PLgTID card 
is considered part of the plot packets although it must precede any OJdTPUT(PLj7iT) 
card. 
To create plots, a plotter and model name must be specified by the user. 
The method used to specify this information may vary according to the plot 
request made, but the actual names used do not vary. In addition, a physical 
plot tape must be set up by the user. The control cards needed to set up a 
plot tape are generally installation dependent. There is one plot tape, PLTZ. 
The following table is a list of permissible plotter and model names, 
together with the corresponding plot tapes which must be set up by the user. 
The underlined items are the default models for each plotter. A model name is 
generally specified as two items, each having a default value. The default 
value of the second item is in some cases dependent upon the value specified 
for the first item. If no plotter is specified by the user, the requested 
plots will be created for the Stromberg-Carlson (SC) 4020 microfilm plotter. 
Plotter name 
CalComp 
NASTPLT 
SC - 
Plot tape 
PLT2 
PLT2 
PLT2 
Plotter model 
4020 
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The plotter name CalComp is used for California Computer Products, Inc. 
plotters. The default model is a 765, 205. The first model item is the plotter 
model number as used in CalComp hardware descriptions. The 700 series plotters 
are those having the ZIP mode and 24 incremental directions. The 500 series 
plotters are those having only 8 incremental directions. The 600 series may 
have either 24 or. 8 incremental directions. If the user has access to only a 
663 or 665 plotter, it should be specified as a 563 or 565 if it has only 
8 incremental directions, and as a 763 or 765 if it has 24 incremental.direc- 
tions. The 563 and 763 are both 30-in. drum plotters, and the 565 and 765 are 
both 12-in. drum plotters. 
The second model item indicates the type of tape transport used with the 
CalComp plotter and the increment size of the plotter. There are two possible 
increment sizes, .OlO and .005 in. The last two digits of this second model 
item represent these two possible increment sizes (i.e., 10 = .OlO and 
05 = .005). The first digit of the second model item represents the type of 
tape transport attached to the plotter. There are three types of tape trans- 
ports available. The primary differences among these transports are the number 
of characters needed to cause one incremental movement on the plotter. Some 
transports (e.g., the 470, 570, and 750 models) require three characters. 
These transports can only be attached to the 500 series plotters. Other trans- 
ports (e.g., the 760 and 770) require two characters for each incremental move- 
ment. Still other transports (e.g., the 780) require only one character for 
each incremental movement. The first digit of the second model item is the 
number of characters required by the tape transport for each incremental move- 
ment. An example of a legitimate CalComp model name is (763,105). This repre- 
sents a 763 having a 30-in. drum plotter with an increment size of .005 in. and 
driven by a tape transport requiring only one character for each incremental 
movement (e.g., a 780 tape transport). 
The plotter name NASTPLT is used for the NASTRAN general purpose plotter 
package. This plotter package is used if the desired plotter is not available 
in the NASTRAN plotting software. However, if this package is specified, a 
separate program must be written to interpret the resulting plot tape and to 
create the corresponding plots on the actual plotter desired. The default.model 
is M,O. The first model item may either be M, T, or D, which indicates whether 
the actual plotter is a microfilm plotter, table plotter, or drum plotter, 
respectively. The second model item indicates whether or not the actual plotter 
has any typing capability (i.e., 0 means typing possible, 1 means no typing 
possible). If no typing capability exists, all printed characters will be 
drawn. The default plotter type is a microfilm plotter with typing capability. 
An example of an acceptable model is (T,l). This represents a table plotter 
having no typing capability. See section 3.3 for more detailed information. 
The plotter name SC is used for Stromberg-Carlson Corporation plotters. 
The only permissible model is the 4020 microfilm plotter. If the only avail- 
able plotter model is a 4060, the user should determine if it has a 4020 com- 
patibility package, as is usually the case, so as to avoid using the NASTRAN 
general purpose plotter. 
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3.2 Structure Plotting 
In order to assist NASTEAN users in both the preparation of the analytical 
model and the interpretation of output, the structure plotter provides the fol- 
lowing capabilities for undeformed structures: 
Placing a symbol at the grid-point locations (optional) 
Identifying the grid points by placing the grid-point identification num- 
ber to the right of the grid-point locations (optional) 
Identifying elements by placing the element identification number and 
element symbol at the center of each element (optional) 
Connecting the grid points in a predetermined manner by using the 
structural elements 
The following capabilities are provided for deformed structures: 
Placing a symbol at the deflected grid-point location (optional) 
Identifying the deflected grid points by placing the grid-point identifi- 
cation number to the right of the deflected grid-point locations 
(optional) 
Connecting the deflected grid pointsin a predetermined manner by using 
the structural elements 
Drawing lines that originate at the undeflected or deflected grid- 
point location to user-specified scale in order to represent the 
X,Y,Z components or resultant summations of the grid-point 
deflections 
The preceding plots are available in either orthographic, perspective, or 
stereoscopic.projections on several plotters. Stereoscopic plots are normally 
made only on microfilm plotters since a stereoscopic viewer or projector must 
be used to obtain the stereoscopic effect. A request for structure plotting is 
made in the case control deck by means of a plot request packet, which includes 
all cards from an OflTPUT(PL@T) card to a BEGIN BULK card. It should be noted 
that only elements can be plotted. Grid points that are not associated with 
elements cannot be plotted. 
The data card format is free field and subject to rules in the following 
paragraphs. The cards are basically sequence dependent even though some inter- 
changing in sequence of defining parameters is permissible. The elements and 
grid points to be plotted may be defined anywhere in the submittal, but the 
parameters describing the characteristics of the plot are evaluared on the 
current basis every time a PLgT or FIND card is encountered. To minimize mis- 
takes, it is suggested that a strict sequence dependency be assumed. 
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3.2.1 Rules for Free-Field Card Specification 
1. Only columns 1 to 72 are available. Any information specified in 
columns 73 to 80 is ignored. 
2. If the last character on a card is a comma (not necessarily in 
column 72), the next card is a continuation of this physical card. Any 
number of continuation cards may be specified , and together they form a 
logical card. 
3. The mnemonics or values can be placed anywhere on the card but 
must be separated by delimiters. The following delimiters are used: 
a. Blank 
b. Comma 
c. Left parenthesis 
d. Right parenthesis 
e. Equal sign 
All these delimiters can be used as needed to aid the legibility of the 
data. 
3.2.2 Plot Request Packet Card Format 
In the plot request packet card descriptions, the following notations will 
be used to describe the card format: 
Upper-case letters must be punched exactly as shown. 
Lower-case letters indicate that a substitution must be made. 
Braces { 1 indicate that a choice of the contents is mandatory. 
Brackets [ 1 contain an option that may be omitted or included by the 
user. 
Underlined options or values are those for which a default option or an 
initialized (or computed) value was programmed. 
A physical card consists of information punched in columns 1 to 72 of a 
card. 
A logical card may consist of more than one physical card through the use 
of continuation cards. 
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Numerical values may always be either integer or real numbers even though 
a specific type is at times suggested in order to conform to th,e input 
in other sections of the program. 
3.2.3 Plot Titles 
up to four lines of title information will be printed in the lower left- 
hand corner of each plot. The text for the top three lines is taken from the 
TITLE, SUBTITLE, and LABEL cards in the case control deck. (See section 2.2 
for a description of the TITLE, SUBTITLE, and LABEL cards.) The text for the 
bottom line may.be of two forms, depending on the type plot requested. One 
form contains the word UNDENRMED SHAPE. The other form contains the type of 
plot (statics, modal, etc.), the subcase number, the load set or mode number, 
and the frequency or eigenvalue or time. 
The sequence number for each plot is printed in the upper corners of each 
frame. The sequence number is determined by the relative position of each PLj8T 
execution card in the plot package. The date and, for deformed plots, the 
maximum deformation are also printed at the top of each frame. 
3.2.4 Plot Request Packet Card Descriptions 
The general form for each card of the plot request packet is shown enclosed 
in a rectangular box. A description of the card contents then follows for each 
card. 
3.2.5 SET Definition Cards 
These cards specify sets of elements that correspond to portions of the 
structure; they may be referenced by PLPT and FIND cards. The SET card is 
required. 
Each set of elements defines by implication a set of grid points connected 
by those elements. The set may be modified by deleting some of its grid points. 
The elements are used for creating the plot itself and labeling the element; 
the grid points are used for labeling, symbol printing, and drawing deformation 
vectors. 
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) SET i [mCLLJDE] [ELEMENTS] jl, j2, j3 TBRU j4, j5; etc. 1 
EEfI ~~~~~~~~~ klr k2r k3 TBRU k4, kg, etc. 
i set identification number (positive integer, unique 
for each set) 
j element identification numbers or element types 
k element identification numbers or grid-point 
identification numbers or element types 
Permissible element types are BAR, TRIAZ, TRMBM, and SHEAR. 
ALL may be used to select all permissible element types. 
INCLUDE may be used at any time for element information. When used with 
grid points, INCLUDE can be used only to restore previously EXCLUDED grid 
points. It cannot be used to include grid points in the original set of grid 
points. 
MCLUDE can be used to delete elements or element types. All grid points 
that are associated with deleted elements are also deleted. MCLUDE can be 
used to delete information vectors from grid points enumerated after an BXCLUDE 
command. 
MCBPT is a modifier to an INCLUDE or an EXCLUDE statement. 
THRU is used to indicate all of the integers in a sequence of identifica- 
tion numbers starting with the integer preceding THRU and ending with the 
integer following THRU. The integers in the range of the THRU statement need 
not be consecutive (e.g., the sequence 2, 4, 7, 9 may be specified as 2 THRU 9). 
THRU is not applicable if element types are specified. 
Each SET must be a logical card. Redefinition of sets previously defined 
is not permitted; however, there is no restriction on the number of sets. The 
sets of identification numbers can be assembled by use of the word ALL, or by 
individually listing the integers in any order, such as 1065, 32, 46, 47, 7020 
or by listing sequencs using THRU, EXCLUDE, and EXCEPT such as 100 THRU 1000 
EXCEPT 182 EXCLUDE 877 TBRU 911. Examples of SET cards are as follows: 
SET 1 INCLUDE 1, 5, 10 THRU 15 EXCEPT 12 
(Set will consist of elements 1, 5, 10, 11, 13, 14, and 15.) 
SET 25 = BAR, TRMEM EXCEPT 21 
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(Set will consist of all BAR and TRMR4 elements except element 21.) 
SE?I' 10 BAR EXCLUDE GRID PgINTS 20, 30 THRU 60, EXCEPT 35, 36 INCLlJDE 
ELEMENTS 70 THRU 80 
(This set will include all bar elements plus elements 70 to 80, and 
the associated grid-point set will contain all grid points con- 
nected by these elements. Grid points 20, 30 to 34, and 37 to 60 
will appear on all plots with their symbols and labels; however, 
no deformation vectors will appear at these grid points when VECmR 
is commanded.) 
SET (15) = (15 THRU 100) EXCEPT (21 THRU 25) 
(This set will include all elements from 15 to 20 and from 
26 to 100.) 
SET 2 = ALL EXCEPT BAR 
(This set will include all elements except bars.) 
The equal signs, commas, and parentheses that are used in the preceding 
examples are delimiters and are not required because blanks also serve as 
delimiters. 
3.2.6 Cards Defining Parameters 
These cards specify how the structure will be plotted (i.e., type of pro- 
jection, view angles, scales, etc.). All the multiple-choice parameters are 
defaulted to a preselected choice if not specified. Each parameter requiring 
a numerical value that is not specified by the user can either be established 
internally in the program by means of the FIND card or can assume default 
values. The FIND card is used to request that the program select a SCALE, 
PRIGIN, and/or VANTAGE MINT to allow the construction of a plot in a user- 
specified region of the paper or film. 
The parameter cards are listed here in a logical sequence: however, they 
need not be so specified. Any order may be used, but if a parameter is speci- 
fied more than once, the value or choice stated last will be used. Each param- 
eter may be either an individual card or a combination of cards on one logical 
card. 
All the parameters used in the generation of the various plots will be 
printed out as part of the output whether they are directly specified, 
defaulted, or established using the FIND card. 
Initialization of parameters to default values occurs only once. Subse- 
quently, these values remain until altered by a direct input. The only excep- 
tions are the view angles, scale factors, vantage-point parameters, and the 
origins. Whenever the plotter or the method of projection is changed, the view 
angles are reset to the default values unless they are respecified by the user. 
In addition, the scale factors, vantage-point parameters, and the origin must 
be redefined by the user. 
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PL@TTER plotter name, M@DBL name FSITY (i-i} BP3 
The plotter names and MpIDEL names have been listed previously. The tape 
density information is used only in printout and does not control the density 
of the generated plot tape. To specify the tape density, use the customary 
means of communication established at a given installation between the user and 
the computer operators. This card is required for plotters other than the 
SC 4020. 
The default option is orthographic projection. This card is optional. 
AXES rI sI t SYMMETRIC ANTISYMMETRIC I 
VIEW a, B, a 
rr sI t X or MX, Y or MY, Z or MZ (where M 
axis) 
implies the negative 
Y, B, a three angles of rotation in degrees (real numbers) 
These two parameter cards define the orientation of the object in relation 
to the observer (i.e., the angles of view). Both of these cards are optional. 
Defining the observer's coordinate system as R, S, T and the basic coordinates 
system of the object as X, Y, 2, the angular relationship between the two sys- 
tems is defined by the three angles y, e, and a as follows: 
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T 
R-c%zection , 
The projection plane is always in, 
or parallel to, the S-T plane) 
Using the above convention, y and i3 represent the angles of turn and 
tilt. The default values are: 
y = 34.27O 
23.17O for orthographic and stereoscopic projections 
B = 
0.00 for perspective projection 
a = 0.00 
The order in which y, B, and a are specified is critically important, as 
illustrated in figure 8. 
The AXES card can be used to preposition the object in 90° increments in 
such a manner that only rotations less than 90° are required by the VIEW card 
to obtain the desired orientation. This is accomplished by entering X, Y, 
2, m, MY, or MZ in the fields corresponding to R, S, or T axes where 
m, MY, and MZ represent the negative X-, Y-, and Z-axis directions, respec- 
tively. The default values are X, Y, and 2. 
An undeformed or deformed plot of the symmetric portion of an object can 
be obtained by reversing the sign of the axis that is normal to the plane of 
symmetry. In the case of multiple planes of symmetry, the signs of all 
associated planes should be reversed. The ANTISYMMETRIC option should be 
specified when a symmetric structure is loaded in an unsymmetric manner. This 
option will cause the deformations to be plotted antisymmetrically with respect 
to the specified plane or planes. Since the AXES card applies to all parts 
(SETS) of a single frame, symmetric and antisymmetric combinations cannot be 
made with this card. 
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II Ill 
_ _..- _....-- ---- -- 
(a) y-rotation about T-axis. 
(k) &rotation about S-axis. 
(c) a-rotation about R-axis. 
Figure 8.- Plotter coordinate system-model orientation. 
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I I 
MAXIMDM DEE'@MATI@J d 
This card must always be included if a deformed structure is to be plotted. 
The value of d represents the length to which the maximum displacement compo- 
nent is scaled in each subcase. The maximum deformation of the structure must 
be specified in units of the structure (not inches of paper). These data are 
necessary since the actual deformations are usually too small to be distin- 
guished from the undeformed structure if they are plotted to true scale. If 
FINL) card parameters are to be based on the deformed structure, the FIND card 
must be preceded by the MAXIMUM DEF@WATIm card. 
1 SCALE a[-, bl 1 
a real number representing scale to which the model is-drawn 
b ratio of model size to real object size (stereoscopic projection only) 
For orthographic or perspective projections, the scale a is the ratio 
of the plotted object in inches to the real object in units of the structural 
model (i.e., one inch of paper equals one unit of structure). For stereoscopic 
projection, the stereoscopic effect is enhanced by first reducing the real 
object to a smaller model (scale b) and then applying scale a. The ratio of 
plotted to real object is then the product a x b. A scale must be defined in 
order to make a plot; however, the SCALE card is not recommended for general 
use. 
j 9~~2134 i, u, v 1 
i origin identification number (any positive integer) 
U horizontal displacement of paper origin from RST origin 
V vertical displacement of paper origin from RST origin 
In the transformation performed for any of the three projections, the 
origins of both the object (XYZ system) and of the observer (RST system) are 
assumed to be coincident. 
This card refers to the paper origin. It represents the displacement of 
the paper origin (lower left-hand corner) from the RST origin. The units are 
inches and are not subject to the scaling of the plotted object. The BRIGIN 
card is not recommended for general use. 
Ten origins are permitted to be active at one time. However, any one can 
be redefined at any time. An eleventh origin is also provided if more than 
ten origins are erroneously defined (i.e., only the last of these surplus 
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origins will, be retained). However, when a new projection or &otter is called 
for, all previously defined origins are deleted. 
I VANTAGE MINT rot so' 
(Perspective and stereoscopic projections only) 
r0 
SO 
R coordinate of the observer 
S coordinate of the observer in perspective projection or 
S coordinate of the left eye of the observer in the stereoscopic 
projection 
t0 
sor 
T coordinate of the observer 
S coordinate of the right eye of the observer in the stereoscopic 
(not needed in perspective) projection 
This card defines the location of the observer with respect to the 
structural model. A vantage point is required for either perspective or 
stereoscopic projection. The VANTAGE PgINT card is not recommended for gen- 
eral use. 
PR$?jJECTI@l PLANE SEPARATIgN do 
1 
(Perspective and stereoscopic projections only) 
This card specifies the R-direction separation of the observer and the projec- 
tion plane. 
The PR@JECTI@J PLANE SEPARATI@N card is not recommended for general 
use. See the FIND card described at the end of this section. The card may be 
omitted if VANTAGE NINT is included on the FIND card. 
@!lJIAR SEX?ARATI@N 
(Stereoscopic projection only) 
S-coordinate separation of the two vantage points in the stereoscopic pro- 
jection is defaulted to 2.756 in., which is the separation used in the standard 
stereoscopic cameras and viewers (70 mm). It is recommended that the default 
value be used. 
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(Microfilm plotters only) 
This card offers three options of different cameras or combinations: 
FIIM - 35-mm or 16-mm film (positive or negative images) 
PAPER - positive prints 
BOTH - positive prints and 35-mm or 16-mm film 
The request for a 35-mm or 16-mm camera and positive or negative images 
must be communicated to the plotter operator through normal means of communica- 
tions at the installation. Insertion of blank frames between plots is optional 
and is applicable only to plots generated on film. The type option must be 
FILM or BpITB if blank frames are desired. The plotter must be operated in 
the manual mode in order to have blank frames inserted between positive prints. 
If blank frames are desired only on film and not on paper, the plotter must be 
operated-in the automatic mode. The default values are Type = PAPER, n = 1. 
This card is completely optional. 
(Table plotters only) 
a horizontal size of paper in inches 
b vertical size of paper in inches 
The default parameters are 8.5 x 11.0, type VELLUM. This card 
optional. 
I 
(Table plotters only) 
i pen designation number 
j pen size number (0 to 3) 
name color desired 
is completely 
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, 11.111 I 
This card generates a message on the printed.output which may be used to 
inform the plotter operator as to what size and which color pen point to mount 
in the various pen holders. The actual number of pens available will depend 
on the plotter hardware configuration at each installation. This card does not 
control the pen used in generating the plot. The PEN card is optional and is 
not appropriate for microfilm plotters. 
The pen designations vary on various plotters; therefore, the designation 
numbers used here are only the pointers to true identification of the pens. 
The following table summarizes these pen designations and the actual pen num- 
bers on the plotters used: 
NASTRAN pen 
designation 
PLgTTER pen number 
I 
FIND [SCALEI, [ORIGIN il, [VANTAGE MINT], [SET jl, [RFGI~~N le,be,re,te] 
c! 
i origin identification number (any positive integer) 
j set identification number (any positive integer) 
le fractional distance of left edge of plot region from the lower left 
corner of the image area (Default value = 0) 
be fractional distance of bottom edge of plot region from the lower left 
corner of the image area (Default value = 0) 
re fractional distance of right edge of plot region from the lower left 
corner of the image area (Default value = 1) 
te fractional distance of top edge of plot region from the lower left 
corner of the image area (Default value = 1) 
The FIND card requests the structure plotter to compute any of the param- 
eters SCALE, PRIGINi, and/or VANTAGE P@INT indicated by the user based on 
the plotter requested on the PL#lTER card; the projection requested on the 
PR@JECTI@J card; SETj and RM;I@l le,be,re,te requested on the FIND card; 
the orientation requested on the VIEM and/or AXES card(s); the deformation 
scaling requested on the MAXIMUM D~TI@N card; and the paper size for 
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table plotters as requested on the PAPER SIZE card. All dependencies on which 
a FIND card is'based must precede the FIND card. 
Any one, two, or all three parameters may be computed by the program by 
using this car&, provided that the parameters not requested have already been 
defined. If no set is specified on this card, the first set defined is used 
by default. If no options are specified on the FIND card, a SCALE and 
VANTAGE P$JINT are selected and @RIGIN 1 is located by using the first 
defined SET so that the plotted object is located within the image area. 
The plot region is defined as some fraction of the image area 
(Image area = 0, 0, l., 1. and First quadrant = .5, .5, l., 1.). The image 
area is located inside the margins on the paper. Each FIND card must be one 
logical card. The FIND card is recommended for general use. 
The following is a diagram of the PL@T execution card: 
[MAXIMUM DEF!%MATI@N d], 
r 
LABEL 1 
GRID MINTS 
ELEMENTS 
.W@H _ 
km j2][$3RIGIN k2] . . . . etc. 
This logical card will cause one picture to be generated for each subcase, 
mode, or time step requested by using the current parameter values. If only 
the word PLflT appears on the card, a picture of the undeformed structure will 
be prepared using the first defined set and the first defined origin. The 
available plot options and their meanings are: ' 
STATIC Plot static deformations. 
MPDAL Plot mode shapes. 
DEFgRMATI@l Nonzero integers following refer to subcases that are to be 
plotted. Default is all subcases. See SHAPE and VECT@R 
for use of "0" command. 
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VEXJZfCITY 
ACCELERATIm 
il,i2,... 
RANGE 
TIME 
PHASE LAG 
MAGNITUDE 
MAXIMUM 
DE!?@JATI@ 
SET 
$.JRIGIN 
SYMMETRYw 
Nonzero integers following refer to subcases that are to be 
plotted. Default is all subcases. 
Nonzero integers following refer to subcases that are to be 
plotted. Default is all subcases. 
Nonzero integers following refer to subcases that are to be 
plotted. Default is all subcases. See SHAPE and VECT@R for 
use of "0" (underlay) command. 
Refers to range of eigenvalues or frequencies by using requested 
subcases for which plots will be prepared. 
Refers to time interval by using requested subcases and output 
time steps for which plots will be prepared. 
Real number 4 in degrees (default is 0.0). The plotted value 
is uR cos $ - uI sin @ where uR and uI are the real 
and imaginary parts, respectively, of the response quantity. 
Plotted value is &T$ 
Real number following is used as the maximum displacement 
component in scaling the displacements for all subcases. 
Each subcase is separately scaled according to its own maximum 
if this item is absent. 
Integer following identifies a set which defines the portion of 
the structure to be plotted. Default is first set defined. 
Integer following identifies the origin to be used for the 
plot. Default is first origin defined. 
Prepare an undeformed or deformed plot of the symmetric portion 
of the object which is defined by SET j. This symmetric 
portion will be located in the space adjacent to the region 
originally defined in @RIGIN k and will appear as a reflec- 
tion about the plane whose normal is oriented parallel to the 
coordinate direction w. 
ANTISYMMEZRY w Prepare a deformed plot of the symmetric portion of the anti- 
symmetrically loaded object which is defined by SET j. 
This symmetric portion will be located in the space 
adjacent to the region originally defined by 9RIGIN k 
and will appear as a reflection of the antisymmetrically 
deformed structure about the plane whose normal is 
oriented parallel to the coordinate direction w. 
The symbol w may specify the basic coordinates X, Y, or Z or any 
combination of the three. This option allows the plotting of symmetric 
and/or antisymmetric combinations provided that an origin is selected for 
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the portion of the structure defined by the bulk data that allows suffi- 
cient room for the complete plot. This does not permit the combination 
of symmetric and antisymmetric subcases, as each plot must represent a 
single subcase. In the case of a double reflection, the figure will 
appear as one reflected about the plane whose normal is parallel to the 
first of the coordinates w, followed by a reflection about the plane 
whose normal is oriented parallel to the second of the coordinates w. 
This, capability is primarily used in the plotting of structures that are 
loaded in a symmetric or an antisymmetric manner. The plane of symmetry 
must be one of the basic coordinate planes. 
PEN Integer following controls the internal NASTPAN pen number that 
is used to generate the plot on table plotters. 
DENSIW. Integer following specifies line density for film plotters. 
A line density of d is d times heavier than a line density 
of 1. 
SYMBPILS m[ ,nl All of the grid points associated with the specified set will 
have symbol m overprinted with symbol n printed at its 
location. If n is not specified, only symbol m will be 
printed. Grid points excluded from the set will not have 
a symbol. Grid points in an undeformed underlay will be 
identified with symbol 2. 
The following is a table of symbols available on each plotter. Symbols 
that are not available on a given plotter are defaulted to a similar 
symbol indicated in parentheses. 
Symbol 
No. m or n 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Symbol 
No symbol 
X 
* 
+ 
Availability 
EAI 3500 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
(:I 
SC 4020 All others 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
(:I 
(7) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
LABEL GRID MINTS All the grid points associated with the specified set 
have their identification number printed to the right 
of the undeflected or deflected location (undeflected 
location in the case of superimposed plots). 
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LABEL ELEMENTS All the elements included in the specified set are identi- 
fied by the element identification number and type at 
the center of each element (undeflected location in the 
case of superimposed plots). 
LABEL B@TH Label both the grid points and elements. 
Labels for element types are given in the following table: 
BAR-BR 
SHEAR - SH 
TRIA2 - T2 
TRMEH-TM 
SHAPE All the elements included in the specified set are shown by con- 
necting the associated grid points in a predetermined manner. 
Both deformed and undeformed shapes may be specified. All of the deformed 
shapes relating to the subcases listed may be underlaid on each of their 
plots by including "0" with the subcase string on the PUT card. The 
undeformed plot will be drawn using PEN 1 or DENSITY 1 and SYMB@L 2 (if 
SYMBpILS is specified). 
VEcTpra v A line will be plotted at the grid points of the set to repre- 
_ sent the deformation of the point in length and direction. 
Vectors representing the total deformation or its principal components may 
be plotted by insertion of the proper letter(s) for variable v. Possible 
vector combinations are: 
X or Y or Z Requesting individual components 
XY or X2 or YZ Requesting 2 specified components 
XYZ Requesting all 3 components 
RXY or RXZ or RYZ Requesting vector sum of 2 components 
R Requesting total vector deformation 
N 'Used with any of the above combinations to 
request no underlay shape be drawn 
All plots requesting the VECI'@R option shall have an underlay generated 
of the undeformed shape using the same sets, "PEN 1" or "DENSITY 1," and 
symbol 2 (if SYMB@LS is specified). If "SHAPE" and "VEcTpIR" are speci- 
fied, the underlay will depend on whether "0" is used with DEF@MATI@N. 
It will. be the deformed shape when not used and will be both deformed and 
undeformed shapes when it is used. The part of the vector at the grid 
point will be the tail when the underlay is undeformed and the head when 
it is deformed. If the “N” parameter is used, no shape will be drawn but 
other options such as SYMB@LS will still be valid. 
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3.2.7 Surmnary of Structure Plot Request Packet Cards 
SET Definition - required 
SET i [INCLUDE][ELEMENTS] jl, j2, j3 TRRU j4, jg, etc. 
I 
Ez3 ~~~~~,,,3 kl, k2, k3 THRU kq, k5, etc. 
Parameter Definition - optional,'except as noted 
PL@rTER plotter name, WDEL name FENSITY (4Ii) BP3 (R~~~i~~"4~&) 
AXES r, s, t 
[I 
SYMMETRIC 
ANTISYMMETRIC 
1 SCALE a[, b] 1 (Required if not on FIND card) 
I @RIGIN i, u, v I (Required if not on FIND card) 
(Required for perspective and 
VANTAGE PgINT rot So, to[, Sor] stereoscopic projections if not 
on FIND card) 
(Required for perspective and stereo- 
PRPIJECTI@J PLANE SEPARATIm do scopic projections if VANTAGE P@INT 
not on FIND card) 
I $%ULAR SEPARATIW 
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1 MAXIMUMDEF@3MATI~ d 1 (Required 'if deformed slopes are to be drawn) 
FIND Card - optional 
i FIND [SCALE], [PRIGIN i 1, [VANTAGE PRINT 1, [SET j 1, [REGI@N le, be, re, te 1 I 
PL@T Execution Card - required 
[MAXIMUM DEF@?MATI@N d], 
km jl] [ORIGIN kl] [{:E&RY} w] [{i&Y} 4 kmgLs m[' +=EL 
I 
I 
km ~~][~RIGIN k2] . . . . etc. 
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3.3 NASTRAN General Purpose Plotter 
One feature which the NASTBAN plotting software lacks is the ability to 
directly use the plotting equipment attached on-line to a computer. This is 
not due to special purpose programming but rather to one of the basic charac- 
teristics of NASTRAN, computer independence. To access on-line plotters would 
not only make NASTRAN computer dependent, but probably installation dependent 
also. This installation dependency would result from the necessity of using 
special subroutines provided by the computer installation to access the on-line 
plotter, with no guarantee that subroutines having the same name and calling 
sequences would be available at any other computer installation. Even so, 
there would almost certainly occur a subroutine-naming conflict due to the 
great number of subroutines in NASTRAN. 
An effort is made in NASTRAN to partially overcome this deficiency. In 
general, NASTRAN will produce a plot tape which can be used directly by any one 
of several off-line plotters. In addition, NASTRAN can be directed by the user 
to produce a so-called "general purpose plotter" tape. Another program com- 
pletely external to NASTRAN would then have to exist, its function being to 
translate this plot tape for the on-line plotter so that it will produce the 
plots intended by NASTRAN. This implies that in order to produce a NASTRAN 
plot, two programs must be run: first, NASTRAN itself, and then the external 
translator program. 
The purpose of this section is to explain the characteristics and construc- 
tion of the NASTRAN general purpose plotter tape so that a programmer will be 
able to write a program to translate this plot tape for the on-line plotter. 
Understanding the overall logic used by the NASTRAN plotter software package 
in producing a plot tape will simplify the task of writing this translator pro- 
gram. It is therefore recommended that the programmer become familiar with , 
this section. 
The NASTRAN general purpose plotter tape is composed of a simple set of 
elementary plot operations which can easily be deciphered by a FgRTFiAN program 
on any digital computer. As each operation is deciphered, the translator pro- 
gram should direct the on-line plotter to appropriate action. This would 
normally be done by using the installation software to interface between the 
translate program and the on-line plotter. With the existence of this external 
translator program, NASTRAN would then have the capability of indirectly ref- 
erencing the corresponding on-line plotter. A by-product of this environment 
is the implied capability of indirectly accessing any plotter, whether on-line 
or off-line, after the appropriate external translator programs are written. 
The NASTRAN general purpose plotter tape is a seven-track, odd parity, 
fixed-length record tape. An end-of-file mark follows the last plot only. 
Each record is composed of 3000 six-bit-unsigned integers (750 words on an 
IBM 360, 500 words on a UNIVAC 1108, and 300 words on a Control Data 6600 com- 
puter system) and is composed of 100 plot commands, each being composed of 
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30 six-bit unsigned integers (15 half-words on an IBM 360, 5 words on a UNIVAC 
1108, and 3 words on a Control Data 6600 computer system). Not all plot com- 
mands will have useful information in all 30 six-bit integers. Some commands 
use only 2 of the 30 six-bit integers while others use 22. The general format 
of each command is as follows: 
where 
P plot command 
C control index 
Ri decimal digit of an integer called R 
si decimal digit of an integer called S 
Ti 
ui 
decimal digit of an integer called T 
decimal digit of an integer called U 
0 zero 
The plot command is a six-bit integer, any one of seven possible plot com- 
mands, as follows: 
0 no operation 
1 start new plot 
2 select camera 
3 skip to a new frame 
4 type a character (may also equal 14) 
5 draw a line (may also equal 15) 
6 draw an axis (may also equal 16) 
The control index is also a six-bit integer. It may be a pen number, a line 
density, a camera number, or a pointer into a list of characters and symbols. 
The four integer values (R,S,T,U) specified in a command must be reconstructed 
by the external translator program. Each integer value is represented in the 
command as follows: 
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where the original integer value is given by: 
dq104 + d3103 + d2102 + dllO1 + dOlOo 
The significance of each of the four integer values (R,S,T,U) may vary from one 
plot command to another. 
Command 0, no operation, is simply a padding for plot records that may 
otherwise have been less than 300 characters long. All 30 characters of this 
command will be zero. 
Command 1, start new plot, will always be the first command introducing 
each new plot. The first integer, R, will be the plot number. The second and 
third integers, S and T, are the maximum x and .y values specified in any 
other command for this plot. The minimum x and y values are always zero 
and are therefore not specified in this command. If necessary, the translator 
program can use these maximum x and y values to scale subsequent integer 
values so that the plot will not exceed the limits of the plotting surface. 
The plot number is included because some plotters require the plot number as 
part of the first command for each new plot. In addition, if the receiving 
plotter is a table plotter, the translator program should issue a command to 
the plotter which will stop it so that the plotter operator can change the 
paper. If the plotter is a drum plotter, the translator program must skip a 
sufficient amount of paper to insure that the previous plot will not be over- 
plotted. And if the receiving plotter is a microfilm plotter, nothing else 
need be done. 
Command 2, select camera, uses only the control index C. The remaining 
28 characters are always zeros. This command is meaningful only on a microfilm 
plotter having both film and hardcopy output. The control index is the camera 
or medium request number: 1 is film only, 2 is hardcopy (paper) only, and 3 
is both. Upon receiving this command, the translator program should issue a 
command to the receiving plotter to select the requested camera or output 
medium; then this command should be ignored. 
Command 3, skip to a new frame, also uses only the control index. The 
remaining 28 characters are always zeros. This command is meaningful only on 
a microfilm plotter. The control index is the camera or output medium request 
number: 1 is film only, 2 is hardcopy (paper) only, and 3 is both. The appro- 
priate camera will have already been selected in a previous command. The only 
reason the camera number is included in this command is because some microfilm 
plotters require the camera or output medium to be specified in both a select- 
camera and skip-frame command. Upon receiving this command, the translator pro- 
gram should issue a command to the receiving plotter to skip to a new frame. 
If the receiving plotter is not a microfilm plotter, then this command should 
be ignored. Note: At least one command 3 will appear after each command 1 and 
before the next command 1. 
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Command 4, type character; command 5, draw line; and command 6, draw axis, 
will always occur in sets (i.e., a set of command 4, a set of command 5, a set 
of command 6). There may be more than one set of each type of command, but 
within a set, the commands will all be of an identical type. This is done 
because on some plotters it is,very inefficient to frequently change modes of 
operation (e.g., typing mode, line drawing mode). The plot command of the 
first command in a set will always be equal to ten plus the basic plot command 
value (i.e., command 4 equals 14; command 5 equals 15, and command 6 equals 16). 
In all subsequent plot commands in the set, the plot command value will always 
equal the basic plot command value. 
For command 4, the control index is a pointer into a specific list of 
characters and special symbols. The list of characters to which the pointer 
applies is shown at the end of this section. The first two integer values 
(R and S) in the plot command represent the x and y coordinates of the 
point on the plotting surface at which the center of the character or symbol 
should be typed. The remaining 18 characters of the command are always zeros. 
Upon receipt of command 4, the translator program should issue a command to the 
receiving plotter to type the requested character or special symbol at the 
specified point. Of course, there is no guarantee that all the possible char- 
acters and special symbols can be typed by the receiving plotter. If any 
character or special symbol cannot be typed by the receiving plotter, the 
translator program will then have to make a substitution or not type the 
character at all. 
For command 5, the control index is either a pen number (for table and 
drum plotters) or a line density (for microfilm plotters). If the receiving 
plotter is a microfilm plotter, it is recommended that the translator program 
simply draw the line as many times as is indicated by the line density value 
rather than use any special density settings available on the plotter hardware. 
The first two integer values (R and S) represent the x and y coordinates 
of the starting point of the line. The next two integer values (T and U) 
represent the x and y coordinates of the ending point of the line. The 
last eight characters of the command are always zeros. Upon receiving this 
command, the translator program should issue a command to the receiving plotter 
to draw the line. However, some plotters require that a line be broken into 
a series of short lines. If this is the case on the receiving plotter, the 
translator program will have to accomplish this task unless the installation 
software makes provision for this automatically. 
Command 6 is identical to command 5. The only difference is in the orien- 
tation of the drawn line. The line drawn by command 6 will always be either 
horizontal or vertical. For most plotters, the translator program will handle 
this command just like command 5. However, some plotters which would ordinarily 
require that lines be broken into a series of short lines may have a special 
command available to draw a horizontal or vertical line of any length. only 
for these few plotters will this command have any special significance in the 
translator program. If such is the situation, the translator program, upon 
receiv-ing this command, should issue a command to the receiving plotter to 
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draw the axis. Otherwise, the translator program should simply issue a command 
to the receiving plotter to draw a line representing the axis. 
The sequence of characters is 
0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A B C D E F G H I J 
K L M N 0 P Q R S T 
uvwxYzo+- 
* /=-,$I dot circle 
blank 
Square diamond triangle (point up) 
4. DIRECT MATRIX ABSTRACTION PROGRAMMING 
4.1 General DMAP Rules 
DMAP is the user-oriented language used by NASTRAN to solve problems. DMAP, 
like English or WRTRAN, has many grammatical rules which must be followed in 
order to be interpreted by the NASTRAN DMAP compiler. Section 4.2 provides the 
user with the rules of DMAP that allow him to construct a DMAP sequence by 
using the many modules contained in the NASTRAN DMAP repertoire. 
Section 4.1 is an index of the matrix, structural, utility, and executive 
DMAP modules that are contained in sections 5.2 to 5.5, respectively. The 
appendix provides several examples of DMAP usage. 
4.2 DMAP Rules 
Grammatically, DMAP instructions consist of two types, executive operation 
instructions and functional module instructions. Grammatical rules for these 
two types of instructions are discussed separately. 
Functional modules are arbitrarily classified as structural modules, 
matrix operation modules, utility modules, or user-generated modules. 
The DMAP sequence itself consists of a series of DMAP instructions or 
statements, the first of which is BEGIN or XDMAP and the last of which is END. 
The remaining statements consist of executive operation instructions and 
functional module calls. 
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4.3 DMAP Rules for Functional Module Instructions 
The primary characteristic of the functional module DMAP instruction is 
its prescribed format. The general form of the functional module DMAP state- 
ment is: 
MPD I1,I2,---,Im/01,02,---,On/al,bl,pl/a2,b2,p2----/az,bz,pz $ 
where 
M%D DMAP functional module name 
Ii; i = 1,m input data block names 
Oi; i = 1,n output data block names 
ai,bi,pi; i = 1,z parameter sections 
In the general form shown, commas separate several like items and slashes 
separate sections from one another. The module name is separated from the rest 
of the instruction by a blank or a comma. The dollar sign is used to end the 
instruction and is not required unless the instruction ends in the delimiter / . 
Blanks may be used in conjunction with any of the previous delimiters for ease 
in reading. 
A functional module communicates with other modules and with the executive 
system entirely through its inputs, outputs, and parameters. The module name 
is a BCD value that consists of an alphabetic character followed by up to seven 
additional alphanumeric characters. A data block name may be either a BCD 
value or null. The absence of a BCD value indicates that the data block is not 
needed for a particular application. 
Each functional module DMAP statement must conform to the module properties 
list (MPL) in the following ways: 
Name spelling 
Number of input data blocks 
Number of output data blocks 
Number of parameters 
Type of each parameter 
See sections 4.4 and 4.5 for allowable exception to these rules. 
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4.4 Functional Module Input Data Blocks 
In most cases, an input data block should have been defined in a DMAP 
program before it is used. However, there may be instances in which a module 
can handle, or may even expect , a data block to be undefined at the time the 
module is initially called. An input data block is previously defined if it 
appears as an output data block in a previous DMAP instruction, as output from 
the input file processor, or as any user-input (by means of bulk data cards) 
DMI data block name. Although the number of data blocks is prescribed, if any 
number of final data blocks are null, they may be omitted from the section. 
For example, the module MATPBE which uses five input data blocks may be defined 
by 
MATPBE GEIZIMl,,,, // $ 
MATPFN GE@Ml // $ 
A potentially fatal error message (see section 4.8) is issued at compilation 
time to warn the user that a discrepancy in the data block name list has been 
detected or that a previously undefined data block is used as input. There is 
also an error-level option on the XDMAP compiler option card which may be 
invoked by the user to terminate execution in the event of such errors. 
4.5 Functional Module Output Data Blocks 
In general, a data block name appears as output only once. However, there 
are cases in which an output data block may be of no subsequent use in a DMAP 
program. In such a case, the name may be used again but caution should be used 
when employing such techniques. Although the number of output data blocks is 
prescribed, the data block name list may be abbreviated in the manner of 
section 4.4. Potentially fatal error messages warn the user if possible ambi- 
guities can occur from these usages. 
4.6 Functional Module Parameters 
Parameters may serve many purposes in a DMAP program. They may pass data 
values in and/or out of a module or they may be used as flags to control the 
computational flow within the module or the DMAP program. There are two allow- 
able forms of the parameter section of the DMAP instruction. The first 
explicitly states the attributes of the parameters, and the second is a briefer 
simplified specification. The general form of the formal parameter section is 
/ ai,bi,pi / 
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where the allowable parameter specifications are: 
ai = 
5 Parameter value is variable and may be changed by module 
during execution. 
C Parameter value is prescribed initially by user and is 
an unalterable constant. 
S Parameter is of type V and will be saved automatically 
at completion of module. 
Y Initial parameter value may be specified on PARAM bulk 
data card. 
bi = 
N Initial parameter value may not be specified on PARAM 
bulk data card. 
PNAMB=v PNAME is BCD name selected by the user to 
represent given parameter. 
I 
pi = PNAMJZ 
V 
The default values for ai and bi depend on the value given for pi. 
The three forms available for pi require additional clarification. The 
symbol v represents an actual numeric value for the parameter and may be used 
only when ai = C and bi = N. The other forms are clarified by the examples 
found at the end of this section. Each parameter has an initial value that is 
established when the DMAP sequence is compiled during execution of the NASTRAN 
preface. The means by which initial values are established for all DMAP param- 
eters is explained by the symbolic examples that follow. The value used at 
execution time may differ from the initial value if and only if the module 
changes the value. 
The formal parameter specifications defined above can, in frequently 
encountered instances, be greatly simplified. Situations where these simpli- 
fications may be used are: 
/ C,N,v / can be written as / v / 
The value v is written exactly as it would be in the formal speci- 
fication with the exception of BCD constant parameters, in which case 
the BCD string is enclosed by asterisks (i.e., / *STRING* /). 
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I . 
/ V,N,PNAMR / can be written as / PNAME / 
/ V,N,PNAMF, = v / can be written as / PNAME = v / 
Again, in the case where the value v appears, it is written 
exactly as in the case of the formal specification. In this case, 
BCD strings are not delimited by asterisks. 
/ (default value) / can be written as // 
If a particular parameter has a predefined default value and the user 
wishes to choose this value, then it is necessary only to code suc- 
cessive slashes. If a parameter does not have a default value, an 
error message is issued. 
Six parameter types are available and the type of each parameter may not 
be changed. The types and examples of values as they would be written in DMAP 
are given as follows: 
Integer 
.Real 
BCD 
Double precision 
Complex single precision 
Complex double precision 
_ -. 
Value examples 
7 -2 0 
-3.6 2.4+5 0.01-3 
vARg1 STRING3 B3R56 
2.5D-3 1.354D7 
(l.O,-3.24) 
(1.23D-2,-3.67D2) 
Many possible forms of the parameter section may be used. The following 
examples help clarify the possibilities: 
// Equivalent to / C,N,v / where v is the default value 
which must exist. 
/ C,Y*v Constant input parameter, for example 
/ C,N,O / C,N,BKL@ / C,N,(l.O,-1.0) 
/ 0 / *BKw* / (l.O,-1.0) ' 
In the examples shown, both in formal and simplified form, 
the values 0 (integer), BKL@ (BCD), and l.O-il.0 
(complex single precision) are defined. 
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/ cry,= Constant input parameter; the default value is used upless 
a PARAM bulk data card referencing PNAM?Z is present. 
Error condition is detected if either no PARAM card is 
present or if no default value exists. 
/ C,Y,PNAME = v Constant input parameter; the value v is used unless a 
PAFWM bulk data card referencing PNAMI!, is present 
/ v,y,p- Variable parameter; may be input, output, or both; initial 
/V,YFNAME = v 
value is the first of 
Value from the most recently executed S parameter, if any 
Value from PAFUW bulk data card referencing PNAME will be 
used if present in bulk data deck 
v, if present in IMAP instruction 
MPL default value, if any 
0 
/ V,N,PNAME 
@ 
/ PNAME 
/v,NTNAME = v 
m 
/PNAME=v 
Variable parameter: may be input, output, or both; initial 
value is the first of 
Value from the most recently executed SAVE instruction, 
if any 
v, if present in IMAP instruction 
MPL default value, if any 
0 
If any of the previous V parameters are to be carried forward on S, it must 
replace the V for that parameter (i.e., /S,N,PNAME). 
4.7 IMAP Compiler Options - XDMAP Instruction 
The user can elect several options when compiling and executing a DMAP 
program by including an XEMAP compiler option instruction in the program. The 
available options are: 
G@ (default) or NG@@ - 
The C(d option compiles and executes the program, and N@W termi- 
nates the job at the conclusion of compilation. 
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. 
/ 
LIST or N@LIST (default) -- 
This option produces a IMAP program source listing. 
DECK or NBDECK (default) 
This option will produce a punched card deck of the program. 
(default) %SCAR or N&%SCR 
If the @SCAR option is selected, a complete listing of the. 
operation sequence control brray will be given. 
REF or N@REF (default) -- 
This option will produce a complete cross reference of variable 
parameters, data block names, and module calls for the DMAP 
program. 
ERR=0 or 1. (default) or 2 -- 
This option specifies the error level - '0' for WARRING, '1' for 
PaTENTIALLY FATAL, and '2' for FATAL ERR@R MESSAGE - at which 
termination of the job occurs. See section 4.8 for further 
explanation. 
The complete description of the XMAP card may be found in the DMAP module 
description section. An XDMAP card need not appear when all default values are 
elected but may be replaced with a BEGIN instruction. 
4.8 Extended Error Handling Facility 
There are three levels of error messages generated during the compilation 
of a DMAP sequence. These levels are WARRING MESSAGE, PaTENTrALLY FATAL 
ERR%R MESSAGE, and FATAL ERRPR MESSAGE. The user has, through available 
compiler options, the ability to specify the error level at which the job will 
be terminated. (See section 4.7 for the manner of specification.) The class 
of PgTENTIALLY FATAL ERR%R MESSAGES is generated by certain compiler con- 
veniences which, if not fully understood by the user, could cause an erroneous 
or incorrect execution of the DMAP sequence. The default value for the error 
level is that of the PgTENTIALLY FATAL ERR@R. An experienced DMAP user often 
uses compiler conveniences when they are fully understood and executes with the 
ERR=2 (FATAL ERRPR) option. 
4.9 IMAP Rules for Executive Operation Instructions 
Each executive operation statement has its own format, which is generally 
open-ended; this means that the number of inputs, outputs, and parameters is 
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not prescribed. Executive operation instructions or statements are divided 
into general categories as follows: 
Declarative instructions FILE, LABEL, and XDMAP which aid the DMAP com- 
piler and the file allocator, as well as provide user convenience 
Instructions EQUIV and PURGE which aid the NASTRAN executive system in 
allocating files and interfacing between functional modules 
Control instructions REPT, JUMP, WD, EXIT, and END which control the 
order in which DMAP instructions are executed 
The rules associated with the executive operation instructions are distinct for 
each instruction and are discussed individually in section 4.2. 
4.10 Techniques and Examples of Executive Module Usage 
Before reading this section, the new DMAP user should read sections 5.2 
to 5.5 to become familiar with the terminology. 
Even though the DMAP program may be interpretable by the DMAP compiler, 
there is no guarantee that the program will yield the desired results. There- 
fore, this section is provided to acquaint the DMAP programmer with techniques 
and examples used in writing DMAP programs. In particular, the instructions 
REPT, FILE, EQUIV, and PURGE are discussed in some detail. 
The data blocks and functional modules referenced, in the following examples 
are fictitious and have no relationship to any real data blocks or functional 
modules. A data block is described as having a status of "not generated," 
"generated," or. "purged." A status of not generated means that the data block 
is available for generation by appearing as output in a functional module. A 
status of generated means that the data block contains data which are available 
for input to a subsequent module. A status of purged means that the data block 
cannot be generated and any functional module attempting to use this data block 
as input or output is informed that the purged data block is not available for 
use. 
4.11 REPT and FILE Instructions 
DMAP instructions bounded by both the REPT instruction and the label refer- 
enced by the REPT instruction are referred to as a loop. The location refer- 
enced by the REPT is called the top of the loop. In many respects, a DMAP loop 
is like a giant functional module since it requires inputs and generates output 
data blocks without any special action by the DMAP programmer. The one excep- 
tion is a data block that is not referenced outside the loop (i.e., an internal 
data block with respect to the loop). The file allocator considers internal 
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data blocks as scratch data blocks to be used for the present pass through the 
loop but not saved for input at the top of the loop. Should the DMAP programmer 
desire to save an internal data block, he may do so by declaring the data block 
SAVE in the FILE instruction. 
When the REPT instruction transfers control back to the top of the loop, 
the status of all internal data blocks is changed to not generated unless the 
internal data block is declared SAVE or APPEND in a FILE instruction. Equiva- 
lences established between internal data blocks (not declared saved) and data 
blocks referenced outside the loop are not carried over the next time through 
the loop. The equivalence must be reestablished each time through the loop. 
Data blocks generated by the input file processor are considered referenced 
outside all mAP loops. The following example shows the use of REPT and FILE 
instructions: 
DMAP 
/ XDMAP 
FILE 
LABEL 
M%Dl 
C%ND 
M@D2 
LABEL 
M@D3 
REPT 
MgD4 
C- 
ERR=2 
X=SAVE / Y=APPEND / Z-APPEND $ 
Ll $ 
B/W,Y $ 
L3,PX $ 
A/X/S,N,PX=O $ 
L3 $ 
W,X,Y/Z $ 
Ll,l $ 
z// $ 
$ 
Assume that M$D2 sets PX = 0 when it is executed. Note that Z is declared 
APPEND whereas Y will be saved since it is an internal data block that is to 
be appended. X is an internal data block that is to be saved since it is only 
generated the first time through the loop but is needed as input each time the *' 
loop is repeated. W is an internal data block that is generated each time 
through the loop: therefore, it is not saved. This example is controlled with 
a constant REPT instruction. To code loops where the loop variable is unknown 
until execution time, the variable REPT option may be used. 
The following table shows what happens when the preceding DMAP program is 
executed. Only modules being executed are shown in the table. Data blocks A 
and B are assumed to be generated by the input file processor and hence are 
considered referenced outside all DMAP loops. 
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dule being 
executed 
WfDl 
CaND 
W5D2 
Wn3 
FUZPT 
CaND 
Wn3 
REPT 
M@D4 
END 
Input status 
and comments 
B - assumed generated by 
the input file processor 
PX is Cl 
A - assumed generated by 
the input file processor 
W,X,Y are all generated at 
this point 
Loop count is initially 
set at 1 
B- generated 
PX is not <O due to SAVE 
N,X,Y - generated 
Loop count is now 0 
Z - generated 
-~..- 
Output status and 
comments 
w,y - generated 
No transfer occurs since PX 2 0 
x- generated 
PX is set <O and saved for subse- 
quent use 
Z - generated 
Transfer to Ll - set loop count to 
l- 1 = 0; status of data blocks 
at top of loop will be A,B,Z - 
generated (referenced outside 
loop) ; X,Y - generated (internal 
data blocks declared saved) 
W - not generated (internal data 
block) 
W - generated 
Y - generated (appended) 
Transfer to L3 occurs 
Z - generated (appended) 
No transfer occurs 
Output to printer (assumed) 
Normal termination tif probl-.q 
__ 
4.12 EQUIV Instruction 
There are no restrictions on the status of data blocks referenced in an 
EQUIV instruction. Consider the instruction EQUIV A,Bl,---,BN/P $ when P < 0. 
Data blocks Bl,--- ,BN take on all the characteristics of data block A including 
the status of A; thus, the status of some Bj can change from purged to generatec 
or not generated. 
The EQUIV instruction will unequivalence data blocks when P L 0. In an 
unequivalence operation, the status of all secondary data blocks reverts to not 
generated. Suppose A, B, and C are all equivalenced and P 2 0. EQUIV A,B/P $ 
breaks the equivalence between A and B but not between A and C. 
Now consider the following situation: Data block B is to be generated 
by repeatedly executing functional module M@D2. The input to M@D2 is the 
previous output from MgD2. That is to say, each successive generation of B 
depends on the previous B generated. The following example shows how the EQUIV 
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instruction is used to solve this problem. (Assume parameter BREAK 2 0 and 
parameter LINK < 0.) 
$Y 
ERR=2 $ 
A/B $ 
LABEL Ll $ 
DMAP 
loop 
: 
EQUIV B,BB/BREAK $ 
MgD2 B/BB $ 
EQUIV BB,B/LINK $ 
REPT Ll,l.$ 
M$D3 BB// $ 
END $ 
The following table shows what happens when the above DMAP program is exe- 
cuted. Only modules being executed are shown in the table. 
Module being 
executed 
MPrDl 
EQUIV 
WD2 
EQUIV 
REPT 
EQUIV* 
W’D2 
RQUIV 
REPT 
M%D3 
END 
Input status 
and comments 
A- assumed generated 
by input processor 
B will not be equiva- 
lenced to BB since 
BREAK2 0 
B- generated 
BB and B are not equiva- 
lenced; B - generated: 
BB - generated 
LINK < 0 
Loop count is 
initially 1 
B and BB are generated 
and equivalenced; 
BREAK>=0 
B- generated 
BB and B are generated 
and not equivalenced; 
LINK < 0 
Loop count is 0 
BB - generated 
Output status and 
comments 
B- generated 
No action taken 
BB - generated 
B is equivalenced to BB; that is, 
B assumes all of the character- 
istics of BB and B and BB then 
both have the status of generated 
Transfer to Ll; set loop count 
to l-1=0 
The equivalence is broken; 
B- generated; 
BB - not generated 
BB - generated 'i 
B equivalenced to BB;, 
B,BB - generated 
No transfer occurs 
Output to printer (assumed) 
Normal termination of problem 
Since equivalences are automatically broken between internal files not 
declared saved and files referenced outside the loop, the above DMAP program 
could be written as follows and the same results achieved: 
XDMAP 
WDl 
i 
LABEL 
DMAP MjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMjMj2 
loop EQUIV 
RBPT 
MgD3 
END 
ERR=2 $ 
A/B $ 
Ll $ 
B/BB $ 
BB,B/LINX $ 
Ll,l $ 
B// $ 
$ 
Data block BB is not internal: therefore, the instruction EQUIV B,BB/BREAX $ 
is not needed. 
4.13 PURGE Instruction 
The status of a data block is changed to purged by explicitly or implicitly 
purging it. A data block is explicitly purged through the PURGE instruction 
whereas it is implicitly purged if it is not created by the functional module 
in which it appears as an output. 
The primary purpose of the PURGE instruction is to prepurge data blocks. 
Prepurging is the explicit purging of a data block prior to its appearance as 
output from a functional module. Prepurging data blocks allows the NASTRAN 
executive system to allocate available files more efficiently and decreases 
problem execution time. The DMAP programmer should look for data blocks that 
can be prepurged and purge them as soon as it is recognized that they are not 
generated. 
Sometimes during the execution of a problem it is necessary to generate 
a data block whose status is purged. This situation can occur in DMAP looping. 
To generate a data block that is purged, it is first necessary to unpurge it 
(i.e., change its status from purged to not generated). Unpurging is achieved 
by executing a PURGE instruction which references the purged data block and 
whose purge parameter is positive. 
The PURGE instruction thus has two functions, to unpurge and purge data 
blocks, depending on the value of the purge parameter and the status of the 
referenced data block. The following table shows that action is taken by the 
PURGE instruction for all combinations of input: 
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PURGE A/P $ 
ltatus of data block Value of P Status of data block A prior to PURGE after PURGE 
Not generated PLO Not generated (i.e.*, no action taken) 
Not generated PC0 Purged 
Generated PLO Generated (i.e., no action taken) 
Generated PC0 Purged 
Purged P >, 0' Not generated (i.e., unpurged) 
Purged P<O Purged (i.e., no action taken) 
The user may wonder why he should not prepurge all data blocks and then 
unpurge them when necessary in order to really assist the file allocator. This , 
is not recommended, however, since there is a limited amount of space in the 
.table where the status of data blocks is kept. It is possible to overflow this 
table if too many data blocks are purged at one time; therefore, only those 
data blocks that can truly be prepurged should be done so. An example of 
explicit and implicit purging and prepurging follows: 
XDMAP ERR=2 $ 
M@Dl Ip/A/S,Y,PX/S,Y,PY/S,Y,PB $ 
PURGE X/PX / Y/PY $ 
M@D2 A/B,C,D/V,Y,PB/S,Y,PC $ 
PURGE C/PC $ 
MgD3 B,C,D/E $ 
M@D4 E/X,Yr 2 $ 
M@D5 X,Y.Z// $ 
END $ 
Assume that module M@Dl sets PX < 0, PY b 0, and PB = 0. Assume that B 
is not generated by M@D2 if PB = 0. Assume that mD2 sets PC < 0 but 
does not change PB. 
The following table shows what happens when the above DMAP program is 
executed. Only modules being executed are shown in the table. 
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Module being Input status .Output status and 
executed and comments comments ___.-.. ~ 
@l IP - assumed generated by A - generated 
the input file processor PX < 0, PYZO, PB = 0 and save 
for use in subsequent modules 
PURGE XrY - not generated X - purged (i.e., prepurged) 
PX < 0, PY L 0 Y - not generated 
M(3D2 A- generated: PB = 0 B- purged (i.e., implicitly); 
C,D - generated: PC < 0; 
PC is saved for subsequent use 
PURGE C - generated 
PC < 0. 
C- purged 
M(dD3 B,C - purged E- generated 
D - generated 
M@D4 E - generated X- purged: Y - generated; 
z - generated 
M@DS X - purged Output to printer (assumed) 
Y,Z - generated 
END Normal termination of problem 
The following is an example of unpurging: 
XDMAP 
FILE 
FILE 
M@Dl 
DMAP 
loop 
ERR=2 $ 
X=SAVE/Y=SAVE $ 
Z=APPEND $ 
IP/A $ 
Ll $ 
L2,NPX $ 
X/NPX $ 
A/X,Y/S,Y,PX=O/S,N,NPX=O $ 
X/PX $ 
L2 $ 
X,Y/Z $ 
L1,2rS 
z// $ 
$ 
Assume that M9D2 sets PX < 0 and NPX b 0 the first time it is executed. 
Assume that MgD2 sets PX 2 0 and NPX < 0 the second time it is executed. 
The following table shows what happens when this DMAP program is executed. 
Only modules being executed are shown in the table. 
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Module being 
executed 
WDl 
CmDl 
PURGE 
WD2 
PURGE 
M@D3 
REPT 
CJ2IND 
PURGE 
M$D2 
PURGE 
MJZID3 
RRPT 
CWD 
M@D3 
REPT 
WD4 
END 
Input status 
and comments 
IP - assumed generated 
by input file processor 
NPX = 0 
X- not generated 
A- generated 
X- generated; PX < 0. 
X- purged; Y - generated 
Loop count = 2 
NPX 1 0 
X- purged; NPX >= 0 
A- generated 
X- generated; PX I 0 
X,Y - generated 
Loop count = 1 
NPX < 0 
X,Y - generated 
Loop count = 0 
Z- generated 
Output status and 
comments 
A- generated 
Jump not executed 
X- not generated (i.e., no action 
taken) 
x,y - generated; PX < 0 and 
NPX 2 0 are saved for subsequent 
use 
X- purged 
z - generated 
Transfer to location Ll; 
loop count = 1 
Jump not executed 
X- not generated (i.e., unpurged) 
X- generated; Y - generated (note 
old data for Y are lost because 
Y not appended); PX 1 0 and 
NPX < 0 are saved for subse- 
quent use 
X- generated (i.e., no action 
taken) 
z - generated (note new data 
appended to old because Z 
declared appended) 
Transfer to location Ll; 
loop count = 0 
Transfer to location L2 
Z- generated (i.e., appended) 
Fall through to next instruction 
Output to printer (assumed) 
Normal termination of problem 
5. DIRECT MATRIX ABSTRACTION MODULES 
5.1 Index of DMAP Modules Descriptions ' 
Descriptions of all,modules are contained herein and are arranged alpha- 
betically by category, as indicated by the following lists: 
Executive Operation Modules 
END 
EQUIV 
EXIT 
FILE 
JUMP 
LABEL 
PURGE 
RJWT 
XDMAP 
Structurally Oriented Modules 
DPD 
DSMGl 
EMG 
GPl 
GP2 
GP3 
GP4 
GPSP 
PLVT 
PLTSET 
PRTMSG 
RBMGl 
pBMG2 
RBMG3 
RBMG4 
READ 
SCEl 
SDRl 
SDR2 
SMPl 
SMP2 
SSGl 
SSG2 
SSG3 
TAl 
Q! 
Matrix Operation Modules 
ADD MPYAD 
DEC@4P PARTN ' 
FBS S@LVE 
MERGE TRNSP 
Utility Modules 
WY PARAML 
DIAG$NAL PARAMR 
INPUTT. PRTPARM 
MATPRW SCALAR 
@JTPUT2 SETVAL 
PARAM SWITCR 
In the examples that accompany each description, the following notation 
is used: 
Upper-case letters and special symbols in the DMAP calling sequence must 
be punched as shown except for data block names, parameter names, and 
label names that are symbolic 
Lower-case letters represent constants whose permissible values are indi- 
cated in the descriptive text 
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Due to the many possible forms which may be used when writing parameters, 
a variety of arbitrarily selected forms is used in the examples. This situa- 
tion does not imply that the form used in any example is required or that it 
is the only acceptable form allowed. 
< 
The form, type, and precision of the terms are used in many functional 
module descriptions. By form, one of the following is meant: 
Form Meaning 
1 Square 
\ 2 Rectangular 
6 Symmetric 
BY type, one of the following is meant: 
Type Meaning 
1 Real, single precision 
2 Real, double precision 
3 Complex, single precision 
4 Complex, double precision 
P 
By precision, one of the following is meant: 
Precision indicator Meaning 
. 
1 Single-precision numbers 
2 Double-precision numbers 
5.2 Executive Operation Modules 
Module Basic function Page 
Conditional forward jump 131 
END Always last in WAP; terminates mP execution 132 
EQUIV Assigns another name to a data block 133 
EXIT Conditional DMAP termination 134 
FILE Defines special data block characteristics to DMAP compiler 135 
JUMP Unconditional forward jump 136 
LABEL Defines IHAP location 137 
129 
Module Basic function Page 
PURGE Conditional data block elimination 138 
REPT Repeats a series of BMAP instructions a139 
XDMAP Controls the MAP compiler options 141 
All modules classified as executive operation modules are individually 
described in this section. Additional discussions concerning the interaction 
of the executive modules with themselves and with the NASTRAN executive system 
are contained in sections 4.9 to 4.13. 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
NAME: WD (Conditional transfer) 
PURWSE: To alter the normal order of execution of DMAP modules by con- 
ditionally transferring program control to a specified location in the 
DMAP program. 
DMAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
caND n,V $ 
where 
n BCD label name specifying the location where control is 'to be 
transferred (see LABEL instruction) 
V BCD name of a variable parameter whose value indicates whether 
or not to execute the transfer. If V < 0, the transfer is 
executed. I 
EXAMPLE: 
BEGIN $ 
. 
. 
. 
WD Ll,K $ 
WDULE~ A/B/v,Y,Pl $ 
. 
. 
. 
LABEL Ll $ 
WDULEN X/Y $ 
. 
. 
. 
aJD $ 
If K 2 0, WULEl is executed. If K < 0, control is transferred to 
the label Ll and WDULEN is executed. 
REMARKS: 
1. Only forward transfers are allowed. See the REPT instruction for 
backward transfers. 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v: END (End IMAP program) 
PURPj%E: Denotes the end of a DMAP program. 
DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
END $ 
-KS: 
1. The m instruction also acts as an implied EXIT instruction, 
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I 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
NAME: EQUIV (Data block name .equivalence) 
PURP@SE: To attach one or'more equivalent (alias) data block names 
an existing data block so that the data 'block can be referenced by 
several.equivalent names. 
DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
EQUIV DBNlA,DBN2A,DBN3A / PARMA / DBNlB,DBN2B / PARMB $ 
to 
The number of data block names (DBNij) prior to each parameter (PARMj) 
and the number of such groups in a particular calling sequence are 
variable. 
INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
DBNlA,DBN2A, etc. Any data block names that appear within the DMAP 
sequence. The first data block name in each group 
(DBNlA and DBNlB in the previous examples) is known 
as the primary data block and the second, etc., 
data block names become equivalent to the primary, 
depending on the associated parameter value. These 
equivalenced data blocks are known as secondary 
data blocks. 
@JTPUT DATA BL~ZKS: None specified or permitted. 
PARAMETERS: 
PARMA, etc. One is required for each set of data block names. 
METBGD: The data block names in each group are made equivalent if the 
value of the associated parameter is less than 0. If a number of data 
blocks are already equivalenced and the parameter value is 20, the 
equivalence is broken and the data block names again become unique. If 
the data blocks are not equivalenced and the parameter value is LO, no 
action is taken. 
REMARKS: 
1. An EQUIV statement may appear at any time as long as the primary data 
block name has been previously defined. 
2. If an equivalence is to be performed at all times (i.e., the parameter 
value is always negative), it is not necessary to specify a parameter 
name. For example, 
EQUIV DBl,DB2 // DB3,DB4 $ 
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I. NAME: EXIT (Terminate WAP program) 
II. PURP@SE: To conditionally terminate the execution of the UMAP program. 
III. UMAP CALLING SEQUaCE: 
EXIT c $ where c is an integer constant which specifies the number of 
times the instruction is to be ignored before terminating the pro- 
gram. If c= 0, the calling sequence may be shortened to EXIT $. 
IV. EXAMPLE: 
BEGIN $ 
. / 
. 
. 
LABEL Ll $ 
I 
MQ~DULE A/B/v,Y,Pl $ 
- : 
loop . 
1 
MIT 3 $ 
REPT L1,3 $ 
. 
. 
. 
END 8 
V. REMARKS: 
1. The EXIT instruction is executed the third time the loop is repeated 
(i.e., the instructions within the loop will be executed four times). 
2. EXIT may appear anywhere within the UMAP sequence. 
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I. NAME: FILE (File allocation aide) 
II. PUBP@%E: To inform the file allocator of any special characteristics 
of a data block. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
FILE A=al,a2...au / B=bl,b2...bB / . . . . / Z=zl,z2...zW $ 
where 
A,B...Z names of data blocks possessing special characteristids 
al... acX,bl...b8,...,zl...ZW special characteristics from the following 
list 
The allowable special characteristics are: 
SAVE Indicates data block is to be saved for possible looping in 
DMAP program. 
APPEND Output data blocks which are generated within a DMAP loop are 
rewritten during each pass through the loop unless the data 
block is declared APPEND in a FILE statement. The APPEND 
declaration allows a module to add information to a data block 
on successive passes through a DMAP loop. 
TAPE Indicates that data block is to be written on a physical tape 
if a physical tape is available. 
Data blocks created by the NASTRAN preface may not appear in FILE 
declarations. 
Symbolic DMAP sequences which explain the use of the FILE instruction are 
given in section 4.11. 
FILE is a nonexecutable DMAP instruction which is used only by the DMAP 
compiler for information purposes. 
A data block name may appear only once in all FILE statements; otherwise, 
the first appearance will determine all special characteristics applied 
to the data block. 
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I. NAMB: .JUMP (Unconditional transfer) 
II. PUB-SE: To alter the normal order of execution of BMAP modules by 
unconditionally transferring program control to a specified location in 
the UMAP program. The normal order of execution of UMAP modules is the 
order of occurrence of the modules as DMAP instructions in the DMAP 
program. 
III. UMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
JUMP n $ where n is a BCD name appearing on a LABEL instruction which 
specifies where control is to be transferred. 
IV. REMARKS: 
1. Jumps must be forward in the BMAP sequence. See the REPT instruction 
for backward jumps. 
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I. NAME: LABEL @MAP location) 
II. PURP$%E: To label a location in the DMAP program so that the location 
may be referenced by the DMAP instructions JUMP, CgjND, and REPT. 
III. MAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
LABEL n $ where n is a BCD name. 
IV. REMARKS: 
1. The LABEL instruction is inserted just ahead of the DMAP instruction 
to be executed when transfer of control is made to the label. 
2. LABEL is a nonexecutable DMAP instruction which is used only by the 
DMAP compiler for information purposes. 
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I. NAME: PURGE (Explicit data block purge) 
II. PURPJbSE: To flag a data block so that it will not be assigned to a 
physical file. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
PURGE DBNlA,DBNZA,DBN3A / PARMA / DBNlB,DBNZB / PARMB $ 
The number of data block names (DBNij) prior to each parameter 1PARM-j) 
and the number of groups of data block names and parameters in a particu- 
lar calling sequence are variable. 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
DBNlA,DBNZA, etc. Any data block names that appear within the DMAP 
sequence 
V. @JTPUT DATA BL@CKS: None specified or permitted 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
PARMA, etc. One is required for each group of data block names. 
VII. MEXRglD: The data blocks in a group are purged if the value of the 
associated parameter is less than 0. If a data block is already purged 
and the parameter value is LO, the purged data block is unpurged so that 
it may be subsequently reallocated. If the data block is not purged and 
the parameter value is '-0, no action is taken. 
VIII. REMARKS: 
1. If a purge is to be made at all times (i.e., the parameter value is 
always negative), it is not necessary to specify a parameter name. 
For example, 
PURGE DBl,DBZ,DB3,DB4 $ 
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I 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
NAME: REPT (Repeat) 
p: To repeat a group of DMAP instructions a specified number of 
. 
DMAP CALLING SEQUBJCE: 
REPT n,c $ @R RBPT n,p $ 
where 
n BCD name appearing in a LABEL instruction which specifies the 
location of the beginning of a group of DMAP instructions to be 
repeated (see LABEL instruction) 
C An integer constant hard coded into the DMAP program which 
specifies the number of times to repeat the instructions 
P A variable parameter set by a previously executed module which 
specifies the number of times to repeat the instructions 
EXAMPLES: 
BEGIN $ 
. 
. 
. 
LABEL Ll $ 
t@Du~El A/B/v,~,pl $ 
. 
. OR 
. 
t@DULm B/C/V,Y,PZ $ 
REPT L1,3 $. 
. 
. 
. 
END $ 
BEGIN $ 
. 
. 
. 
LABEL Ll $ 
WULEl A/B/V,Y,Pl $ 
. 
~DULEI B/c/v,y,~L@@ $ 
. 
M@ULEN C/D/V,Y,P2 $ 
REPT Ll,NLmP $ 
. 
. 
. 
END $ 
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V. REMARKS: 
1. KEPT is placed at the end of the group of instructions to be repeated. 
2. When a variable number of loops are to be performed,~as in the second 
example in the Examples section, the value of the variable at the first 
time the KEPT instruction is encountered will determine the number of 
loops. This number will not be changed after the initial assignment. 
3. A C@JD (conditional jump) instruction may be used to exit from the 
loop if desired. 
4. In the first example, the instructions M(8DULEl to MPDULEN will be 
repeated three times (i.e., executed four times). 
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I. NAME: XDMAP (Execute DMAP program) 
II. PURPBSE: To control the DMAP compiler options. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
XDMAP 
where 
(3 
WGPI 
ERR 
Compiles and executes program (default) 
Compiles only and terminates job 
Defines the error level at which suspension of execution will 
occur 
LIST 
ERR = 0 warning error level 
ERR = 1 potentially fatal error level 
ERR = 2 fatal error level 
Listing of the DMAP program will be printed 
NGLIST 
DECK 
No listing (default) 
NGDECK 
jascAR 
N@REF 
Deck of the DMAP program will be punched 
Deck will not be punched (default) 
Detailed listing of @3ZR (operation sequence control array); 
output of the DMAP compiler 
No BSCAR listing (default) 
Cross-reference listing of the program will be printed 
No cross-reference (default) 
IV. REMARKS: 
1. The XDMAP instruction is nonexecutable and is used to control the 
previously mentioned options by the DMAP compiler. 
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5.3 Structurally Oriented Modules 
Module 
DPD 
DSMGl 
GPl 
GP2 
GP3 
GP4 
GPSP 
PlFP 
PWT 
PLTSE'J! 
PRTMSG 
RBMGl 
RBMG2 
RBMG3 
RBMG4 
READ 
SCEl 
SDRl 
SDR2 
Basic function 
Dynamics pool distributor 
Differential stiffness matrix generator 
Element matrix assembler 
Element generator 
Geometry processor - phase 1 
Geometry processor - phase 2 
Geometry processor - phase 3 
Geometry processor - phase 4 
Grid-point singularity processor 
Output file processor 
Structural plotter 
Plot set definition processor 
Message writer 
Rigid-body matrix generator - phase 1 
Rigid-body matrix generator - phase 2 
Rigid-body matrix generator - phase 3 
Rigid-body matrix generator - phase 4 
Real eigenvalue analysis 
Single-point constraint eliminator 
Stress data recovery - phase 1 
Stress data recovery - phase 2 
Page 
144 
146 
148 
1 4 
151 
152 
153 
154 
156 
157 
158 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
168 
170 
172 
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Module 
SMPl 
SMP2 
SSGl 
SSG2 
SSG3 
TAl 
Basic function Page 
Structural matrix partitioner - phase 1 175 
Structural matrix partitioner - phase 2 176 
Static solution generator - phase 1 177 
Static solution generator - phase 2 178 
Static solution generator - phase 3 180 
Table assembler 182 
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I. NAME: DPD (Dynamics pool distributor) 
II. PUEP(bSE: DPD is the principal data processing module for dynamics 
problems. New tables are assembled to account for any extra points in 
the model and the additional displacement sets used in dynamics. Bulk 
data cards that control the solution of a dynamics problem are processed 
and assembled into various data blocks for convenience and efficiency in 
solving the dynamics problem. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUEHCE: 
DPD DYNAMICS,GPL,SIL,USET/GPLD,SILD,USETD,TF~L,DLT,PSDL,FRL,NLFT,TRL, 
EED,EQDYN/V,N,LUSET/V,N,LUSETD/V,N,NPITEV,N, 
NJ2IFRL/V,N,~LFT/V,N,NPITRL/V,N,NPIEED/C,N,PI/V,N,N~UE $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL#CKS: 
DYNAMICS Collection of bulk data cards for dynamics problem 
GPL Grid-point list 
SIL Scalar index list 
USET Displacement set definitions table 
DYNAMICS may be purged. Other input data blocks may not be purged. 
v. @JTPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
GPLD Grid-point list dynamics 
SILD Scalar index list dynamics 
USETD Displacement set definition table dynamics 
Transfer function pool 
DLT Dynamic loads table 
PSDL Power spectral density list 
FRL Frequency response list 
NLFT Nonlinear forcing table 
TRL Transient response list 
EED Eigenvalue extraction data 
Equivalence between external and internal numbers; dynamics 
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VI. 
GPLD,SILD,USETD, and EQDYN may not be purged. All other data blocks may 
be purged. 
PARAMETERS: 
LUSET 
LUSSTD 
WTFL 
WDLT 
WPSDL 
WFRL 
N@~~LFT 
WEED 
WUE 
Input; integer; no default. Degrees of freedom in the g dis- 
placement set. 
Output; integer; no default. Degrees of freedom in the p dis- 
placement set. 
Output; integer; no default. Number of transfer function sets 
in the bulk data; -1 if no sets are defined. 
Output; integer; no default. +l if dynamics load data are 
present in the bulk data (i.e., DLT is created); -1 otherwise. 
Output; integer; no default. +l if the PSDL is created; 
-1 otherwise. 
Output; integer; no default. +l if the FRL is created; 
-1 otherwise. 
Output; integer; no default. +l if the NLFT is created; 
-1 otherwise. 
Output; integer; no default. +l if the TRL is created: 
-1 otherwise. 
Output; integer; no default. +l if the EED is created; 
-1 otherwise. 
Output; integer; no default. Number of extra points in the 
model; -1 if there are no extra points. 
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I. NAME: DSMGl (Differential stiffness matrix generator) 
II. PUHP$&E: To generate the differential stiffness matrix 
is used in buckling analysis. 
which 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: . 
DSMGl CASECC,SIL,EDT,UGV,CSTM,MPT,M3PT,GPCTIDIT/KD~/V,N,DSC~S~ $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
CASECC Case control data table 
SIL Scalar index list 
EDT 
UGV 
Element deformation table 
Initial approximation to the displacement vector; g set 
CSTM Coordinate system transformation matrices 
MIT 
EcJ?r 
Material properties table 
Element connection and properties table 
GPCT Grid-point connection table 
DIT Direct input tables 
A fatal error exists if CASECC is purged. 
A fatal error exists if an element deformation set is requested by the 
user in case control and EDT is purged. 
A fatal error exists if UGV is purged. 
CSTM can be purged. However, if some grid point of the model is not in 
basic coordinates and the CSTM is purged, a fatal error occurs. 
If the MPT is purged and some element references a material property, a 
fatal error occurs. 
A fatal error occurs if the ECPT is purged. 
A fatal error occurs if the GPCT is purged. 
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. 
V. @JTPUT DATA BL$fCKS: 
KDN’N ’ Partition of differential stiffness matrix; g set 
KDNN cannot be prepurged. A fatal error occurs if it is. 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
DSC@W.C Output; integer; no default value 
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Y 
I.NAMz:EMA (Element matrix assembler) 
II. PURWSE: To superimpose matrices corresponding to elements into a 
structural matrix corresponding to all degrees of freedom at all grid 
points. 'V 
'l 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
m GPECT,XEMD,XMAT / XGG,GPST / C,N,wK4 / C,N,WTMA!SS $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL$Z%KS: 
GPECT Grid-point element connection table 
XEMD X-matrix element matrix dictionaries (X = K, M, B, or KD) 
XMAT Element matrices 
v. @JTPUT DATA B~KS: 
XGG Structural matrix (X = K, M, B, KD, or K2) 
GPST Grid-point singularity table 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
WK4 Input; integer; no default. Flag which specifies whether 
damping factor is to be used in assembling matrix (-1 ignores 
factor). 
WTMASS Input; floating point; Default = 1.0. Constant by which all 
element matrix terms are multiplied. 
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I.NAMB: EMG (Element generator) 
II. PURP$%E: This module will compute and output stiffness and mass 
matrices for individual elements. The module also produces auxiliary 
description and location data (i.e., dictionary information) with 
respect to the above element stiffness and mass matrices. This module 
does not assemble these element matrices with regard to some element 
linkage specification. The assembly process is performed by module EMA. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
IV. INPUT DATA BWKS: 
EST Element summary table 
CSTM Coordinate system transformation matrices 
MPT Material properties table 
DIT Direct input table 
GE@l2 Geometry table 2 
The CSTM may be purged. The MPT may be purged only if elements which do 
not reference any material data are used. 
V. @JTPUT DATA BL$CKS: 
KELM Element stiffness matrix partitions 
KDICT Dictionary table for element stiffness matrix partitions 
MBLM Element mass matrix partitions 
MDICT Dictionary table for element mass matrix partitions 
BELM Element damping matrix partitions 
BDICT Dictionary table for element damping matrix partitions 
If either of a matrix-dictionary data block pair is purged, that particu- 
lar data block pair will not be formed. 
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VI. PARAMErEKS: 
WK Input; integer; no default. A value 20 implies that they 
do not form stiffness matrix and dictionary data blocks. A 
value >O implies that they form stiffness matrix and 
dictionary data blocks. 
Same as N@K but for mass matrices. 
NBB Same as NpIK. 
mK4GG output; Default = -1. 
Currently not used. 
clpINM== Integer: input; no default. A value 40 implies that they 
do not form consistent mass matrices. A value '0 implies that 
they form consistent mass matrices. 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
I 
IV. 
V. 
NAME: GPl. (Geometry processor - phase 1) 
PURP@SE: GPl performs basic geometry processing for the model. A list 
of all grid and scalar points is assembled and placed in internal order. 
Coordinate system transformation matrices are computed, and all grid 
points are transformed to the basic coordinate system. 
DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
GPl GE~l,GE~2,X/GPL,EQEXIN,GPDT,CSTM,BGPDT,SIL/V,N,LUSET/V, 
N,N@ZSTM/V,N,mGPDT $ 
INPUT DATA BWKS: 
GE@41 Grid point; coordinate system; sequence data 
GE@42 Element connection data 
X Dummy data block 
@JTPUT DATA BL@CKS_: 
GPL Grid-point list 
. 
EQEXIN Equivalence between external grid or scalar numbers and 
internal numbers 
GPDT Grid-point definition table 
CSTM Coordinate system transformation matrices 
BGPDT Basic grid-point definition table 
SIL Scalar index list 
No output data block may be purged. 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
LUSET Output: integer; no default. Total degrees of freedom in the 
g displacement set. 
WCSTM 
N$GPDT 
Output; integer: no default. Number of coordinate systems 
defined in the bulk data deck; -1 if no coordinate systems 
defined. 
Output; integer; no default. -1 if no grid or scalar points 
defined in bulk data deck; +l otherwise. 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
NAME: GP2 (Geometry processor - phase 2) 
PUBP@SE: GP2 processes element connection data and converts extqrnal 
point numbers to internal numbers. 
DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
GP2 GB@f2,BQBXIN/BCT $ 
INPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
GEPIM2 
FQEXIN 
Element connection data 
Equivalence between external grid or scalar numbers and 
internal numbers 
EQBXIN may not be purged. 
PTPUT DATA BI@CKS: 
ECT Element connection table 
ECT may not be purged. 
PABAMFz&S: None 
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I. NAME: GP3 (Geometry processor - phase 3) 
II. PURPf&E: GP3 processes static loads data. Static loads data are col- 
lected by set, and external numbers are converted to internal numbers. 
III. BlAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
GP3 GE@43,EQEXIN,GE$MZ/SLT/V,N,I@I@AD/V,N,N$GRAV/V,N,N~TEMP' $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
GE@43 Static loads and.temperature data 
EQEXIN Equivalence between external grid and scalar numbers and 
internal numbers 
=‘f7?Q Element connection data 
EQEXIN may not be purged. 
v. @JTPUT DATA BL@~KS: 
SLT Static loads table 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
Output; integer: no default. -1 if no static loads (i.e., 
SLT is not created); +l otherwise. 
NQlGRAV Output; integer; -1. 
N(8TEMP Output; integer; -1. 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
NAME: GP4 (Geometry processor - phase 4) 
PUR-SE: GP4 assembles the various displacement sets and builds the 
displacement set definition table (USET). Additionally, for statics 
problems, GP4 analyzes subcases based on single-point constraint sets 
and set parameters to control execution of the DMAP sequence. 
IWAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
GP4 CASECC,GE@l4,EQEXIN,SIL,GPDT,BGPDT,CSTM / YS,USET /V,N,LUSET / 
V,N,MPCFl / V,N,MPCF2 / V,N,SINGLE / V,N,@MIT / V,N,REACT / 
V,N,NSKIP / V,N,REPEAT / V,N,N@SET / V,N,NgL / V,N,NgA / 
C,N,SSID $ 
INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
CASECC Case control data table 
GE@l4 Displacement set definition 
EQEXIN Equivalence between external grid and internal numbers 
SIL Scalar index list 
GPDT Grid-point definition table 
BGPDT Basic grid-point definition table 
CSTM Coordinate system transformation matrix table 
Only GE(8M4 and CSTM may be purged. 
@UTPUT DATA BL@2KS: 
YS Constrained displacement vector(s) set 
USET Displacement set definition table 
YS may be purged. 
PARAMETERS: 
LUSET Input; integer; no default. Degrees of freedom in the g dis- 
placement set. 
MPCFl Output; integer; -1. 
MPCFZ Output; integer; -1. 
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II 
SINGLE 
REACT 
NSKIP 
REPEAT 
SSID 
Output; integer; no default. +l if the current subcase con- 
tains single-point constraints; -1 otherwise. 
Output; integer; no default. +l if the model contains 
omitted coordinates: -1 otherwise. 
'Output; integer: no default. +l if the model contains sup- 
ports; -1 otherwise. 
Input and output; integer; Default = 0. Number of records 
to skip to reach the first record in the case control data 
block for the next subcase. (NSKIP = 0 for the first. 
subcase.) 
Output; integer; no default. -1 if the current subcase is the 
last subcase in the problem; +l otherwise. 
Output; integer; no default. -1 if MPCFl = -1, SINGLE = -1, 
WIT = -1, and REACT = -1; +l otherwise. 
Output; integer; Default = +l. -1 if all degrees of freedom 
in the model belong to dependent displacement sets (i.e., no 
degree of freedom belongs to an independent set); +l otherwise. 
output; integer; Default = +l. -1 if MPCFl = -1, 
SINGLE = -1, and @UT = -1; +1 othhrwise. 
Input; integer; Default = 0. Reserved for future use. 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
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NAM.E: GPSP (Grid-point singularity processor) 
PURWSE: The GPST data block contains data on possible stiffness 
matrix singularities. These singularities may be removed through the 
application of single-point constraints. The GPSP module checks each 
singularity against the list of constraints , and if the singularity is 
not removed, writes data for warning the user. 
DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
GPSP GPL,GPST,USET,SIL / @PST / V,N,NgGPS $ 
INPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
GPL Grid-point 
GPST Grid-point 
list 
singularity table 
USET Displacement set definitions table 
SIL Scalar index list 
No input data block can be purged. 
@JTPUT DATA BWKS:, 
@PST Unremoved grid-point singularities. This data block will 
be processed by the @FP (output file processor) mcdule. 
PARAMETERS: 
NprGPS Output: integer; Default = 1. If N@GPS < 0, then @PST 
is empty. 
I. NAME:> @FP (Output file processor) 
II. PURP@E: @FP outputs to the system output file, in user-oriented, 
self-explanatory formats, data blocks prepared for output by other 
functional modules. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
@FP DBl,DB2,DB3,DB4,DB5,DB6//V,N,CARDN@ $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
One to six input data blocks are output in the order desired. Any or all 
input data blocks may be purged. 
V. @UTPUT DATA BI@CKS: None 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
CARDNg Input and output; integer; Default = 0. CARDNP is incre- 
mented by one and punched in columns 73 to 80 for each card 
punched by QIFP. 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
NAME: PMT (Structural plotter) 
PUEWSE: To draw structural shapes on a variety of different plotters. 
DMAP CALLING SEQUMZE: 
PWT PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS,C~~,~PDT,~~IN,SIL,PL~SPl,PL~SP2, 
ECPT,aESl/P~TX/V,N,NGP/V,N,LSIL/V,N,NPS~/V,N,PLTFLG/V,N, 
PLTNUM $ 
INPUT DATA BLj%ZKS: 
PLTPAE Plot parameters and plot control table 
GPSETS Grid-point sets related to the element plot sets 
ELSETS Element plot set connection tables 
CASECC Case control data table 
BGPDT Basic grid-point definition table 
EQFXIN Equivalence between external grid or scalar numbers and 
internal numbers 
SIL Scalar index list 
PLTDSPl Translational deformation (statics) 
PLTDSP2 Translational deformations (dynamics) 
EK!PT Grid-point element connection table 
$ESl Output element stress requests 
Only SIL, PLTDSPl, and PLTDSP2 may be purged. If this is the case, only 
undeformed shapes may be drawn. 
If either PLTDSPl or PLTDSPZ is purged, that type of deformed shape will 
not be drawn. 
If either PLTDSPl or PLTDSP2 is not purged, SIL may not be purged. 
PTPUT DATA B~KS: 
PL$TX User messages 
PWTX may not be purged. 
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I 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
NGP Integer; input; no default value. Number of grid points. 
LSIL Integer; input; no default value. Last scalar index value. 
NPSET Integer; input: no default value. Number of element plot sets. 
PLTFLG Integer; input/output; Default value = 1. Displacement plot 
flag. 1 if undeformed shapes have not yet been drawn; -1 if 
undeformed shapes have been drawn. 
PLTNDM Integer; input/output; Default value = 0. Plot number. 
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V. 
VI. 
NAME: PLTSET (Plot set definition processor) 
PUB-SE: To generate the structural element sets to be used by the 
structural plotter (functional module PLQIT). 
DMAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
PLTSBT P(3DB,EQEXIN,ECT/PLTSETX,PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS/V,N,NGP/V,N,NPSET $ 
INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
PCDB Plot control data block for the structure plotter 
EQEXIN Equivalence between external grid or scalar numbers and 
internal numbers 
M3T Element connection table 
If PCDB is purged, nothing is done in this module. However, if PCDB is 
not purged, neither EQEXIN nor ECT may be purged. 
j8UTPUT DATA BL@.ZKS: 
PLTSETX User error messages related to the definition of element plot 
sets for the structure plotter 
PLTPAB Plot parameters and plot control table 
GPSETS Grid-point sets related to the element plot sets 
ELSETS Element plot set connection tables 
None of these data blocks may be prepurged unless PCDB is also purged. 
PARAMETERS: 
NGP Output: integer; no default. Total number of grid points. 
NPSET Output; integer; Default value = -1. Number of element plot 
sets (set to -1 if none). 
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I. NAME: PRTMSG (Message writer) 
II. PURP@SE: To process a data block of user-oriented messages. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
PRTMSG MSG// $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL(8CKS: 
MSG Messages to be printed (if purged, nothing is done) 
v. @JTPUT DATA BLji+CKS: None 
VI. PARAMETERS: None 
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I II II I 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. @JTPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
VI. 
NAME: RBMGl (Rigid-body matrix generator - phase 1) 
PURPPSE: RBMGl partitions Cl Kaa into [$,IJ , [Qr] t and [Krr] l 
If c 1 Maa is not purged, it is partitioned similarly. 
[' [ 
FLR 1 KIlr 
Kaa = --e-w - -, -e--e- - 
Krll I Krr 1 
DMAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
RBMGl USET;KAA,MAA/KLL,KLR,KRR,MLL,MLR,MRR $ 
INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
USET Displacement set definitions table 
Partition of stiffness matrix; a set 
Partition of mass matrix; a set 
. 
USET may not be purged. 
KLL 
KLR 
KRR 
MLL 
Partition 
Partition 
Partition 
Partition 
Partition 
MRR Partition 
of stiffness matrix; II set 
of stiffness matrix 
of stiffness matrix; r set 
of mass matrix; R set 
of mass matrix 
of mass matrix; r set 
Output data blocks may be purged only if the corresponding input data 
block is purged. 
PARAMBTBRS: None 
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I.NAME: RBMG2 (Rigid-body matrix generator - phase 2) 
II. PURP@E: RBMG2 decomposes I34 into its triangular factors Iid 
and [w?.l l 
III. lX4AP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
RBffi2 KLL/LLL/V,N,Pj2JWBR/V,N,DET $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
KLL Partition of stiffness matrix; R set 
KLL may not be purged. 
V. @JTPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
LLL Lower triangular factor of KLL'; J? set 
LLL may not be purged. 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
P@WBR Output: integer; Default = 1. Power of 10 in the 
determinant of KLL. 
DET Output; real; Default = 1.0. Magnitude of determinant 
of KLL ( i.e., det [Kkfi] = DET*lO~~R. > 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
NAME: RBMG3 (Rigid-body matrix generator - phase 3) 
PURP$SE: RBMG~ solves for the rigid-body transformation matrix [D] 
from the equation 
The rigid-body error ratio c is computed from 
E = IICKrrl + CKdT CD1 1
II kill 
* (2) 
The absolute value II II is the square root of the sum of the squares 
(not a determinant). . 
(1) 
DMAP CALLING SEQUJ2XE: 
RBMG3 LLL,KLR,KRR/DM $ 
INPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
LLL Lower triangular factor of KLL; R set 
KLR Partition of stiffness matrix 
KRR Partition of stiffness matrix; r set 
Input data blocks may not be purged. 
PUTPUT DATA B~KS: 
DM 
The DM data 
PARAMETERS: 
Rigid-body transformation matrix 
block corresponds to the matrix ccl and may not be purged. 
None 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
NAME: RBMG4 (Rigid-body matrix generator - phase 4) 
PURP@SE: RBMG4 computes 
matrix equation 
pr] = prr] + 
DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
RBMG4 DM,MLL,MLR,MRR/MR 
INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
the rigid-body mass matrix mr [:I from.the. 
[DIT [MRr] + [MI1rlT CD] + FIT [Mu.] bl (1) 
$ 
DM Rigid-body transformation matrix 
MLL Partition of mass matrix: R set 
MLR Partition of mass matrix 
MRR Partition of mass matrix: r set 
No input data block may be purged. The DM data block corresponds to the 
matrix PI in equation (1). 
@JTPUT DATA BWKS: 
MR Rigid-body mass matrix; r set 
PARAMETERS: None 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
NAME: READ (Real eigenvalue analysis) 
PURP$&E: To solve the equation 
[K-j - x [M](u) = 0 
for eigenvalues X and their associated eigenvectors. 
WAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
READ KJ’&{~} ,M.R,DM,EED,USET,CASECC/LAMA,PHIA,MI,~EIGS/V,N, 
P#u~.AT/V,N,NEIGVS/V,N,NSKIP $ 
INPUT DATA BL(3CKS: 
Partition of stiffness matrix; a set 
KDAAM Negative of partition of differential stiffness matrix 
a set 
Partition of mass matrix; a set 
MR Rigid-body mass matrix; r set 
DM Rigid-body transformation matrix 
EED Eigenvalue extraction data 
USET 
CASECC 
Displacement set definitions table 
Case control data table 
KAA must be present. 
,MR may or may not be present. 
DM and USET must be present if MR is present. 
EED and CASECC must be present. 
In buckling analysis, MAA = -KDAA. 
d c 1 Kaa i 
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V. gUTPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
LAMA Real eigenvalue table 
PHIA Eigenvectors matrix that gives the eigenvectors in the a set 
MI Modal mass matrix 
~EIGS Real eigenvalue summary table 
LAMA and PHIA may also be input data blocks if the append mode is being 
used. 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
FPniMAT Input; BCD; no default. If WRMAT # ODES, READ will 
solve a buckling problem i.e., C X M - K](u) = 0) by using 
EIGB data cards where M is the negative of the differential 
stiffness matrix. 
NEIGVS Output; integer; no default. NEIGVS is the number of eigen- 
values found. If none were found, NEIGVS = -1. 
NSKIP Input: integer; Default value = 1. The method used by READ 
is taken from the NSKIP record of CASECC. 
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I. NAME: SCEl (Single-point constraint eliminator) 
II. PUB-SE: To reduce the n set matrices to f set matrices by 
removing the single-point constraints. 
III. MAP CALLfNG SEQUlK?CE: 
,&N,BNN, K4NN,{gF}, {E}, {;;;'} ,MFFIBFFI 
K4FF / $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
USET Displacement set definitions table 
KDNN Partition of differential stiffness matrix; n set 
Partition of stiffness matrix; n set 
Partition of mass matrix; n set 
BNN Partition of damping matrix; n set 
K4NN Partition of the structural damping matrix; n set 
USET cannot be purged. 
KNN, MEN, BNN, and K4NN can be purged. 
At least one degree of freedom must belong to the f and s sets. 
v. @TPUT DATA BL@~Ks: 
KDFF Partition of differential stiffness matrix after single-point 
constraints have been removed; f set 
KFF Partition of stiffness matrix after single-point constraints 
have been removed; f set 
KDFS Partition of differential stiffness matrix after single-point 
constraints have been removed 
KFS Partition of.stiffness matrix after single-point constraints 
have been removed 
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KDSS Partition of differential stiffness matrix after single-point 
constraints have been removed: s set 
KSS Partition of stiffness matrix after single-point constraints 
have been removed; s set 
MFF Partition of mass matrix after single-point constraints have 
been removed: f set 
BFF Partition of damping matrix after single-point constraints 
have been removed; f set 
K4FF Partition of structural damping matrix with single-point 
constraints removed; f set 
VI. PARAMETERS: None 
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I. NAMH: SDRl (Stress data recovery - phase 1) 
II. PURP#SE: The SDRl module utilizes solution vectors to produce dis- i, 
placements, eigenvectors, velocities, accelerations, applied loads, and 
reaction loads. The vectors input to SDRl are in the form of packed 
matrices, with each column a solution vector for a different subcase, 
either eigenvalue or load. The row position of each term in a vector 
corresponds to a degree of freedom in a unique displacement set. The 
relative position of the term must be converted to a relative position 
in the vector, which includes all displacement components in the system. 
The dependent components of the displacement vector are recovered and 
merged to produce a complete vector describing all degrees of freedom 
in the structural or dynamics model. In the static analysis, SDRl col- 
lects solutions for each boundary condition onto a single file, which 
is convenient for the solution of symmetry problems. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SDRl USHT,PG,PHIA,U~V,YS,G@,GM,PS,KFS,KSS,QR/PHIG,PGG, 
QG/V,N,APPHND/V,N,J$%MAT $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BLfdCKS: 
USET Displacement set definition table 
PG Static load vector matrix giving static loads; g set 
PHIA Partition of the displacement vector matrix giving displace- 
ments in the g set (d set for transient response) 
QWJ Partition of the displacement vector matrix giving displace- 
ments in the o set 
YS Constrained displacements: s set 
Structural matrix partitioning transformation matrix 
GM Rigid-body transformation matrix 
PS Partition of load vector matrix giving loads in s set 
KFS Partition of stiffness matrix after single-point constraints 
have been removed 
KSS Partition of stiffness matrix after single-point constraints 
have been removed; s set 
QR Determinant support forces matrix; r set 
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The first input block must always be present. 
The second input block may or may not be present. 
The third input block must always be present. 
The fourth input block must be present unless the o set is null or 
PplRMAT = DYNAMICS (see section labeled "Parameters"). 
The fifth input block may or may not be present. 
The sixth input block must be present unless the o set is null. 
The seventh input block must be present unless the m set is null. 
The eighth input block may or may not be present. 
The ninth input block must be present unless the s set or the third 
output block is not present. 
The tenth input block must be present unless the fifth input block is 
absent, the s set is null, or the third output block is not present. 
The eleventh input block may or may not be present. 
V. (4UTPUT DATA BL$+CKS: 
PHIG Displacement vector matrix giving displacements in the g set 
Static load vector appended to include all boundary conditions; 
g set 
Qc Single-point constraint forces and determinate support forces 
matrix; g set 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
APPEND 
EprrzMAT 
Input; integer; no default 
Input; BCD; no hefault. Format indicates the problem type: 
STATICS Statics type problem 
REIGEN Real eigenvalue problem 
DYNAMICS Dynamic problem 
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I. NAME: SDR2 (Stress data recovery - phase 2) 
II. PURPj.%E: The SDR2 module processes the output requests for forces of '1 i 
single-point constraint, loads, point displacements, point velocities, ! 
point accelerations, element stresses, and element forces and formats 
the output data blocks with these final output results for direct out- 
putting by the output file processor (PFP) module or input to the 
S@RT2 processor (SDR3) module and then the XY-output modules (XYTRAN 
and XYPLPIT). 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SDR2 CASECC,CSTM,MPT,DIT, {Et= },SIL,EDT, 
I ,EST,YXCDB,PGG / 
9x1 ,JbQGl , ,~ESl,@EFl,PPHIG / 
(STATICS] 
C,N, /V,N,N@gRTZ $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL$CKS: 
CASECC Case control data table 
CSTM Coordinate system transformation matrices 
MPT Material property table 
DIT Direct input tables 
EQEXIN Equivalence between external grid or scalar numbers and 
internal numbers 
EQDYH Equivalence between external points and scalar index values 
SIL Scalar index list 
EDT Element deformation table 
BGPDT Basic grid-point definition table 
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PGG Static load vector appended to include all boundary conditions 
PGVl Matrix of successive sums of incremental load vectors 
Table of output times 
Real eigenvalue table 
QG Single-point constraint forces and determinant support forces 
matrix 
QBG Single-point forces of constraint matrix for differential 
stiffness; g set 
Matrix of successive sums of incremental vectors of single- 
point constraint forces 
DGV Displacement vector matrix giving displacements in the g set ,' 
DGVl Matrix of successive sums of incremental displacement vectors 
PHIG Eigenvector matrix giving eigenvectors 
EST Element summary table 
XYCDB Xy case control data block 
If the first input data block is purged, it is a fatal error. This data 
block is called case control in this module functional description. 
The CSTM may be purged if no coordinate systems are referenced, or if 
stresses and/or forces are not requested. 
The Ml?T may be purged if no stress or force requests are present. 
The DIT may be purged if no stress or force requests are present, or if no 
temperature dependent materials are referenced. 
The second record of EQEXIN must exist if a request exists for any loads, 
forces of single-point constraint, displacements, velocities, accelera- 
tions, or plots. 
SIL may be purged if no stress or force requests exist or if there are no 
extra points and no plots. (The second record is used by SDR2.) 
The EDT may be purged if there are no element requests for forces or 
stresses, or if there are no enforced element deformations in the 
problem. 
The BGPDT may be purged if the problem is in basic coordinates and no ele- 
ment requests for stresses or forces exist. No plots will result however. 
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LAMA may not be purged in an eigenvalue problem. 
If input data block 11 (QG -is purged, forces of single-point constraint 
requests are ignored. 
If input data block 12 (UGV or UGVl, etc.) is purged, SDR2 will process 
only loads and forces of single-point constraint requests. 
If the EST or ESTIL is purged , element stresses and force requests are 
ignored. 
The KYCDB may be purged. 
V. @JTPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
!J=l Output load vector requests 
Output forces of single-point constraint requests 
@JGVl Output displacement vector requests 
~PHIG Output eigenvector requests 
Output element stress requests 
Output element force requests 
PPHIG Translation components of the displacement vector rotated to 
basic coordinates 
Output data blocks purged will result in output requests to those data 
blocks not being processed. 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
Name 
STATICS BCD constant indicating a statics solution 
REIGEN BCD constant indicating a real eigenvalue 
solution 
Approach code 
1 
2 
BCD constant indicating the statics phase of a 
buckling solution 7 
BCD constant indicating the final phase of a 
buckling solution 8 
WSBT2 Integer; output; set to 0 if there are no S#RT2 
requests or requirements; set to 1 otherwise 
The approach code is placed in the output data blocks. 
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I. NAME: SMPl (Structural matrix partitioner - phase 1) 
II. PURP@E: SMPl partitions c 1 Kff into [kaa] t [Koa] r and [Koo] - 
The matrix equation pool ko] = -bo] is solved for [Go]. bff] is 
then reduced by the matrix equation [Kaa] = [liaa] + [Koa]T cGo]= 
If [ 1 Mff is not purged, it is reduced by the equation 
kaa] = [;aa] + bo]' c"oa] + ["ozJ T PO] + [Go]T boo][Go]* 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: - 
SMPl USET,KFF,MFF/$,KAA,K@&L(Z@,MAA,M$4j&M@A / $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL$fCKS: 
USET Displacement set definitions table 
KFF Partition of stiffness matrix; f set 
MFF Partition of mass matrix; f set 
MFF may be purged. 
v. @JTPUT DATA BL@~KS: 
CPI Structural matrix partitioning transformation matrix 
KAA Partition of stiffness matrix; a set 
WV Partition of stiffness matrix; 0 set 
Lower triangular factor of K@@B; 0 set 
MAA Partition of mass matrix; a set 
WV Partition of mass matrix: a set 
WA Partition of mass matrix 
Upra and LpIs2 are not standard-form matrices. Their format is 
compatible only for input to subroutine FBS. 
MAA, I$@, or l@A may be purged only if MFF is purged. 
VI. PARAMETERS: None 
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I. NAME: SMP2 (Structural matrix partitioner - phase 2) 
II. PURP@SE: To perform the following matrix operations: 
ia] + [KZJ [GO] + ( [KLj [GO])T + [GJT [KzO] CGOl 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SMP2 USKT,G(8,KDFF/KDAA / $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
USET Displacement set definitions table 
QJ I Structural matrix partitioning transformation matrix 
KDFF Partition of differential stiffness matrix; f set 
V. @ITPUT DATA BL$%KS: 
KDAA Partition of differential stiffness matrix; a set 
VI. PARAMETERS: None 
(2) 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
NAME: SSGl (Static solution generator - phase 1) 
PURP@SE: To compute the static loads, thermal loads, 
deformation loads selected by the user. 
and enforced 
DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SSGl SLT,BGPDT,CSTM,SIL,EST,MPT,EDT,MGG,CASECC/~/V,N,LUSET/V,N,NSKIP $ 
INPUT DATA BL$%KS: 
SLT Static loads table 
BGPDT Basic grid-point definition table 
CSTM Coordinate system transformation matrices 
SIL Scalar index list 
EST Element summary table 
MPT Material property table 
EDT Element deformation table 
MGG Partition of mass matrix; g set 
CASECC Case control data table 
SLT, BGPDT, and SIL cannot be purged if external static loads or LPAD 
cards are selected in CASECC. 
CSTM cannot be purged if any grid point or load references a coordinate 
system other than basic. 
CASECC cannot be purged. 
@JTPUT DATA BL~XKS: 
.PG Static load vector matrix giving static loads; g set 
PG can never be purged. 
PARAMETERS: 
LUSBT 
NSKIP 
Input; integer; no default. LUSET defines length of PG. 
Input; integer; no default. One static load is built for 
each CASECC record starting with NSKIP + 1, provided the 
boundary conditions are constant. 
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I. NAME: SSG2 (Static solution generator - phase 2) 
II. PURWSE: To reduce the applied load vectors and enforced displacements 
,into equivalent load vectors applied to the independent displacement 
coordinate sets. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SSG2 USET,YS,KFS,G$Zj,DM,PG/QR,Pg,PS,PL / $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BI@CKS: 
USET Displacement set definitions table 
YS Constrained displacements; s set 
KFS Partition of stiffness matrix after single-point constraints 
have been removed 
Structural matrix partitioning transformation matrix 
DM Rigid-body transformation matrix 
PG Static load vector matrix giving static loads; g set 
USET must be present. 
YS must be present if s set is not null. 
KFS must be present if s set is not null. 
G@ must be present if o set is not null. 
DM must be present if r set is not null. 
PG must be present. 
v. @JTPUT DATA B~KS: 
QR Determinate SUppOrt forces matrix; r set 
WJ Partition of the load vector matrix giving loads due to 
static force; 0 set 
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Ps 
PL 
Partition of load vector matrix giving loads in s set 
Partition of load vector matrix giving static loads on 
R set 
QR must be present if r set is nonnull. 
P$3 must be present if 0 set is nonnull. 
PS must be present if s set is nonnull. 
PL must be present if R set is nonnull. 
If the problem has no sets, SSG2 will return. 
VI. PARAMETERS: None 
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I. NAME: SSG3 (Static solution generator - phase 3) 
II. PURWSE: To perform the actual static solutions. A displacement 
solution is produced for each applied load and tested for possible 
matrix decomposition errors. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
V,Y,IRES/V,N,NSKIP/V,N,EPSI $ . 
IV. INPUT DATA BWKS: 
LLL Lower triangular factor of KLL; g set 
KLL Partition of stiffness matrix; a set 
KAA Partition of stiffness matrix; a set 
PL Partition of the load vector matrix giving static loads on 
II set 
Lower triangular factor of K&3; o set 
Partition of stiffness matrix; 0 set 
PPI Partition of the load vector matrix giving loads due to 
static forces: 0 set 
ULL, LLL, and PL must be present. 
KLL can be purged if RULV is purged. 
U&j, I@$, and P$ can be purged if mIT< 0. 
Km can be purged if @MIT < 0 or RUgV is purged. 
v. @UTPUT DATA BL@~KS: 
ULV Partition of the displacement vector matrix giving displace- 
ments; R set 
WW Partition of the displacement vector matrix giving displace- 
ments; 0 set 
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RULV 
RLJgV 
ULV must 
U@plV can 
RULV and 
[RULVj = 
[RU(q = 
Residual vector matrix for the R set 
Residual vector matrix for the o set 
be present. 
be purged if $JMIT< 0. 
RU(iW can be purged. 
[KLL] [ULq - [PL] . 
[K!@] [vprPr+j - [:pal - 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
@MIT 
IRES 
NSKIP 
EPSI 
Input; integer: no default. OMIT controls operations on 
o-set matrices. 
Not used. 
Input; integer; Default = 0. Identifies load vector numbers 
for diagnostic printout. 
Output; real: Default = 0.0. Value of total residual 
error C, of last vector. 
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I..-: TAl (Table assembler) 
II. PUBP@E: TAl processes element connection data, element property 
data, and geometry. These data are merged in two different sorts for 
efficiency in later processing. 'The element summary table contains 
connection, property, and geometry data for each element. The element 
connection and properties table contains, for each grid or scalar point 
in the T ' del, connection , property, and geometry data for all elements connected to the point. Element temperature data are also includedein 
the EST where applicable. The grid-point element connection table con- ' 
tains, for each grid point in the model , connection data for all elements 
connected to the point. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
TAl ECT,EPT,BGPDT,SIL,GPDT,CSTM / EST,,GEI,GPECT, / V,N,LUSBT / 
V,N,mSIMP / C,N,l / V,N,N@GENL / V,N,GENEL $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BWKS: 
ECT Element connection table 
EPT Element properties table 
BGPDT Basic grid-point definition table 
SIL Scalar index list 
GPDT Grid-point definition table 
CSTM Coordinate system transformation matrices 
The ECT, BGPDT, and SIL data blocks may not be purged. 
V. @JTPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
EST Element summary table 
GE1 General element input 
GPECT Grid-point element connection table 
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VI. PARAMETERS: 
LUSET Input; integer; no default. Degrees of freedom'in the 
g displacement set 
N$SIMP Output; integer; no default. Number of elements in the 
model (exclusive of general elements) or -1 if no elements. 
WGmL Output; integer; -1 
GENEL Output; integer; no default. GENEL = -N@GENL. 
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5.4 Matrix Operation Modules 
Module 
D-P 
FBS 
MPYAD 
PARTN 
S@LvE ' 
TRNSP 
Basic operation 
kl = +I + Gil 
bil = ’ Cd El 186 
[Xl = (ii] bd )-’ id 188 
[A] < = 
All i Al2 [ . --w-L ---- A21 1 A22 1 
[A] I > 
Page 
185 
190 
192 
194 
199 
201 
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I.NAMB: ADD (Matrix add) 
II. PURP@SE: To compute h] = ab] + b[B] where a and b are scale 
factors. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
ADD A,B / X / C,Y,ALPBA=(1.0,2.0) / C,Y,BETA=(3.0,4.0) $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL$%KS: 
A Any matrix 
B Any matrix 
[Al and/or [B] may be purged, in which case the corresponding term in 
the matrix sum will be assumed null. The input data blocks must be 
unique. 
V. @ITPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
X Matrix 
[xl is maximum o;A;hei:ypE, [A], [B], a, and b. The 
is the size of is present. Otherwise, it 
is that of 
bl l 
Id cannot be purged. 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
ALPHA Input; complex; single precision; Default = (1.0, 0.0). 
This is a, the scalar multiplier for [A]. 
BETA Input; complex: single precision; Default = (1.0, 0.0). 
This is b, the scalar multiplier for LB]. 
If Im(ALPBA) or Im(BETA) = 0.0, the corresponding parameter will be 
considered real. 
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I. NAME: DECaMP (Matrix decomposition) 
II. P&Q&E: To decompose a square matrix [A] 
triangular factors [U] and [L]. 
into upper and lower 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
DEC@lP A / L,U, / V,Y,KSYM / V,Y,CB~LSKY / V,N,MINDIAG / V,N,DEU! / 
V,N,P@WER / V,N,SING $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
A Square matrix 
v. @ITPUT DATA BL@~KS: 
L Nonstandard lower triangular factor of [A] 
U Nonstandard upper triangular factor of [A] 
VI. PAKAMEIEBS: 
KSYM Input; integer; Default = 1. If 1, use symmetric decomposi- 
tion; if 0, use unsymmetric decomposition. 
CI-IplLSKY Input: integer; Default = 0. If 1, use Cholesky decomposi- 
tion - matrix must be positive definite; if 0, do not use 
Cholesky decomposition. 
MINDIAG Output; real; double precision; Default = O.ODO. The minimum 
diagonal term of [u]. 
DIKC output; complex; single precision; Default = O.ODO. The 
scaled value of the determinant of k?l . 
Output; integer; Default = 0. Integer PaWEB of 10 by 
which DET should be multiplied to obtain the determinant 
of [A]. 
SING Output; integer; Default = 0. SING is set to -1 if bl 
is singular. 
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VII. REMARKS: 
1. Nonstandard triangular factor matrix data blocks are used to improve 
the efficiency of the back substitution process in module FBS. 
2. The matrix manipulating utility modules should be cautiously employed 
when dealing with nonstandard matrix data blocks. 
3. If the CH~LSKY option is selected, the resulting factor which will ( 
be wri,tten as U [ I> cannot be input to FBS. 
4. Variable parameters output from functional modules must be saved if 
they are to be subsequently used. Replace V with S in parameter 
string to save parameter. 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
NAME: FBS (Matrix 
PURP$SE: To solve the 
r-l 
forward-backward substitution) 
matrix equation [L] [u] [x] = *[B] where [L] 
and LUJ are the lawer and upper triangular factors of a matrix 
previously obtained by means of functional module DEC@lP. 
JIMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
FBS L,U,B / X / V,Y,SyM / V,Y,SIGK / V,Y,PREC / V,Y,TYPE $ 
INPUT DATA BI@CKS: 
L Nonstandard lower triangular factor 
U Nonstandard upper triangular factor 
B Rectangular matrix 
PTPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
X Rectangular matrix having the same dimensions as LB] 
PARAMETERS: 
SYM 
SIGN 
PREC 
Input; integer; Default = 0 
output: integer 
Input; integer; Default = 1 
Input; integer: Default = 0 
output; integer 
i 
1 matrix L-J M is symmetric 
-1 matrix M Cd is unsymmetric 
0 reset to 1 or -1, depending 
won M being purged or 
not, respectively 
SYM used 
f 
1 solve h-1 bl iti = b!] 
1 -1 solve CL3 bl [xl = - bl 
1 use single-precision arithmetic 
2 use double-precision arithmetic 
0 logical choice based on input 
and system precision flag 
Precision used 
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TYPE Input; integer; Default = 0 
Output; integer TYPE used 
VII. REMARKS: 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 
output type of matrix [X] is 
real single precision 
output type of matrix [X] is 
real double precision 
output type of matrix [X] is 
complex single precision 
output type of matrix [X] is 
complex double precision 
logical choice based on input 
matrices 
1. Nonstandard triangular factor matrix data blocks are used to improve 
the efficiency of the back substitution process. 
2. The matrix manipulating utility modules should be cautiously employed 
when dealing with nonstandard matrix data blocks. 
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I. NAME: MBRGE (Matrix merge) 
II. PURP#%E: To form the matrix CA1 from its partitions: 
f 
CA1 + p 
III. W CALLING SEQUmCE: 
- CPF 
All : Al2 
---;------- 
A21 ; A22 
= 0 #O 
. I 
1 = 0 #O 
MERGE All,A2l,Al2,A22,CP,RP / A / V,Y,SYM / V,Y,TYPB / 
v,y,m s 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
All Matrix 
A21 Matrix 
Al2 Matrix 
A22 Matrix 
CP Column partitioning vector; single-precision column vector. 
(See the following comments.) 
RP Row partitioning vector; single-precision column vector. 
(See the following comments.) 
Any or all of [ill], [A12], [A21], and [A221 can be purged. When all 
are purged, it implies bl = co1 l 
{RP} and {CP) may not both be purged. 
See Remarks for meaning when either (RP) or {CP} is purged. 
[ill], [A12], [A21], and [A221 must be unique matrices. 
V. @JTPUT DATA BL$CKS: 
A Merged matrix from [All], [A12], [A21], and [A223 
bl cannot be purged. 
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VI. PARAMETERS: 
SYM 
TYPE 
Input: integer; Default = -1. SYM C 0; {CP} is used for 
(RP) l SYM I 0; {CP} and {RP) are distinct. 
Input; integer; Default = 0. Type of [A] (see remark (4)). 
Input; integer; Default = 0. Form of [A] (see remark (3)). 
VII. -KS: 
1. MERGE is the inverse of PARTN in the sense that if 
[A213, and [A221 
[All] I [A123 I 
were produced by PARTN using {RP), {CP), EJ8RM, 
SYM, and TYPE from [A], MERGE will produce [A]. See PARTN for options 
on (RP), (CP}, and SYM. 
2. All input data blocks must be distinct. 
3.When FplRM= 0, a compatible matrix [A] results as shown in the 
follwing table: 
Form of A22 
Square Rectangular Symmetric 
Square Square Rectangular Rectangular 
Form 
of Rectangular Rectangular Rectangular Rectangular 
All 
Symmetric Rectangular Rectangular Symmetric 
4. If TYPE = 0, the type of the output matrix will be the maximum type 
of [All], [A12], [A21], and [A22]. 
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I. NAME: MPYAD (Matrix multiply and add) 
II. PURPj8SE: MPYAD performs the multiplication of two matrices and, 
optionally, addition of a third matrix to the product. By means of param- 
eters, the user may compute &[A][4 + [d = [x] , or f[AT[~] f [c] = [x] . 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
MPYAD A,B,C / X / V,N,T / V,N,SIGNAB / V,N,SIGNC / V,N,PRBC $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
A Left-hand matrix in the matrix product [d[d 
B Right-hand matrix in the matrix product M bl 
C Matrix to be added to bd bi 
If no matrix is to be added, [C] must be purged. 
[A], [B] , and [c] must be physically different data blocks. 
Dil and [B] must not be purged. 
V. @JTPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
X Matrix resulting from the MPYAD operation 
[x3 may not be purged. 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
T Integer; input; no default 
SIGNAB 
SIGNC 
1 perform [A]~[B] 
T= 
0 perform [A][B] 
f- 
+l perform b-d bl 
Integer; input; Default = 1 SIGNAB = 0 omit [Jd cd 
-1 perform -[A][B] 
+l add [c] 
Integer; input; Default = 1 SIGNC = 0 omit kl 
-1 subtract cc3 
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PREC Integer; input; Default = 0 
L 
VII. EXAMPLES: 
1. [x] = [A] [B] + [c] ([x] see "Output Data Blocks") 
MPYAD A,B,C / X / C,N,O $ 
2. [x] = [A]~[B] - [c] ([x] single precision) 
MPYAD A,B,C / X / C,N,l / C,N,l / C,N,-1 / C,N,l $ 
3. [Xl = - [Al [B, ( [Xl see "Output Data Blocks" > 
MPYAD A,B, / X / C,N,O / C,N,-1 $ 
elements of Cxl 
will be output 
in single 
precision 
elements of CXJ 
will be output 
in double 
precision 
logical choice 
based on input 
and system 
precision flag 
The precision of [x] is determined from the input matrices in that, if 
any one of these matrices is specified as double precision, then [x] 
will also be double precision. If the precision for the input matrices 
is not specified, the precision of the system flag will be used. 
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I. NAME: PARTN (Matrix partition) 
II. PURP@SE: To partition [A] into @ll], [Al2], [A21], and b22-j: 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
PARTN A,CP,RP / All,A2l,Al2,A22 / V,Y,SYM / V,Y,TYPE / V,Y,Fll / 
V,Y,F21 / V,Y,Fl2 / V,Y,F22 $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@C!KS: 
A Matrix to be partitioned 
CP Column partitioning vector; single-precision column vector 
RP Row partitioning vector; single-precision column vector 
V. @JTPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
All Upper left partition of [A] 
A21 Lower left partition of [A] 
Al2 Upper right partition of [A] 
A22 Lower right partition of [A] 
Any or all output data blocks may be purged. 
For size of outputs, see the METBgD section that follows. 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
SYM Input: integer; Default = -1. SYM chooses between a symmetric 
partition and one unsymmetric partition. If sYM<o, 1 CPI 
is used as {RP). If sYM1 0, 1CP1 and (RP} are distinct. 
TYPE Input; integer; Default = 0. Type of output matrices (see 
remark 8). 
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Fll 
F21 
F12 
Input; integer; Default = 0. Form of l&l 
Input; integer; Default = 0. Form of CA211 
See Remark 7 
Input; integer; Default = 0. Form of CA121 
F22 Input; integer; Default = 0. Form of 
VII. METH@D: 
Let NC = number of nonzero terms in {CPJ 
Let NR = number of nonzero terms in {RP) 
Let NRPWA = number of rows in CA3 
Let NC?j%A = number of columns in [A] 
Case 1 {CP) purged and SYM 2 0 
[All) is an (NRgWA - NR) by N@LA matrix 
CA211 is an NR by NC$LA matrix 
CA121 is not written 
CA221 is not written 
Case 2 {RP) purged and SYM 1 0 
[Ad is an NRPWA by (NC$i%A - NC) matrix 
b21, is not written 
CA121 is an NR@WA by NC matrix 
CA221 is not written 
Case 3 SYM < 0 ({RP) must be purged > 
bl', is an (NRpIWA - NC) by (NCJ8LA - NC) matrix 
[ti21] is an NC by (N@LA - NC) matrix 
r=il is an (NRgWA - NC) by NC matrix 
CA221 is an NC by NC matrix 
All 
[A] + --- [ 1 A21 
[A] + [All i A123 
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I’ 
Case 4 Neither CCP) nor (RP) is purged and SYM > 0 
Ml is an (NRPWA - NR) by (NaLA - NC) matrix 
C+l is an NR by (NC(i3LA - NC) matrix 
CAGl is an (NRPWA - NR) by NC matrix . 
CA221 is an NR by NC matrix 
All L-4 + ; A12 [ 1 --+--- A21 ; A22 
VIII. REMARKS: 
1. If [A] is purged, PARTN will cause all output data blocks to be 
purged. 
2. If {CP) is purged, [A] is partitioned as follows: 
All 
[A] = > --- [ 1 A21 
3. If {RP) is purged and SYM 2 0, [A] is partitioned as follows: 
[A] = > 
4. If {RP) is purged and SYM < 0, [A]' is partitioned as follows: 
[A] = > 
All 1 Al2 
[ 1 
----L---w 
A21 i A22 
where {CP1 is used as both the row and column partitioner. 
5. {RP) and {CP) cannot both be purged. 
6. 
All ! Al2 
[A] = > ' [ 1 ----T---- A21 f A22 
Let [A] be an m by n order matrix. 
Let {CP) be an n order row matrix containing q zero elements. 
Let {RP} be an m order column vector containing p zero elements. 
Partition of CA111 will consist of all elements Aij of [A] for 
which CPj = RPi = 0 in the same order as they appear in [A]. 
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Partition [A121 will consist of all elements A*. of. bl 
;~ic~AlcPj # 0 and RPi = 0 in the same order ai'they appear 
for 
Partition [A211 
which CPj 
will consist of all elements Aij‘ of "[A] for 
in [A]. 
= 0 and RPi # 0 in the same order as they appear 
Partition b=l will consist of all elements Aij of [A] for 
which CPj = 0 and RPi # 0 in the same order as they appear 
in [A]. 
7. If the defaults for Fll, F21, F12, or F22 are used, the corresponding 
matrix will be output with a compatible form entered in the trailer. 
8. If TYPE = 0, the type of the output matrices will be the type of the 
input matrix cd .
IX. EXAMPLES: 
1. Let [A], {CP), and (RP) be defined as follows: 
[A] = 
Then,, the DMAP instruction 
PARTN A,CP,RP / All,A2l,Al2,A22 / C,N,l $ 
will create the real double-precision matrices 
[All] = [i:;], Fll = 2 
[A211 = bO.O], F21 = 1 [A223 = [9.0 11.0 12.01, F22 = 2 
1.0 3.0 4.0 3 ' F12 = 5.0 7.0 8.0 2 
2. If, in example 1, the DMAP instruction were written as 
PARTN A,CP, / All,A2l,Al2,A22 / C,N,l $ 
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:I 
the resulting matrices would be 
bll] = [ ::: 1 ::: :::- 
10.0 9.0 11.0 12.0 
b+J = Purged b?J = Purged 
3. If, in example 1, the DMAP instructions ,were written as 
. 
PAWN A,,RP / All,A2l,Al2,A22 / C,N,l $ 
the resulting matrices would be 
b21] = [9.0 10.0 11.0 12.01 
blil = Purged 
CA221 = Purged 
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I 
1. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
NAME: S@LVB {Linear system solver) 
PURP$%E: To solve the matrix equation 
[Al bl = f bl 
DMAP CALLING SEQUl3JCE: 
S@LVE A,B / X / V,Y,SYM / V,Y,SIGN / V,Y,PREC / V,Y,TYPE $ 
INPUT DATA BL@ZKS_: 
A ' Square, r&al, or complex matrix 
B' Rectangular, real, or complex matrix (if purged, the identity 
matrix is assumed 
@UTPUT DATA BL~~CK~_: 
X A rectangular matrix 
A standard matrix trailer will be written, identifying [x] as a 
rectangular matrix with the same dimensions as [B] and the type 
specified. 
PARAMETERS: 
SYM 
SIGN 
PREC 
-1 use unsymmetric decomposition 
Input; integer; Default = 0 1 use symmetric decomposition 
0 logical choice based on input 
matrices 
Output; integer SYM used 
1 solve bd [Xl = bl 
Input; integer; Default = 1 ! -1 solve CA1 Cxl = -L-B3 
0 logical choice based on input 
Input; integer; Default = 0 1 use single-precision arithmetic 
2 use double-precision arithmetic 
Output; integer PREC used 
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f 
0 logical choice based on input 
1 output type of matrix [X] 
real single precision 
2 output type of matrix [X] 
TYPE Input; integer; Default = 0 
I 
real double precision 
3 output type of matrix [X] 
complex single precision 
4 output type of matrix [X] 
complex double precision 
OUtpUti integer TYPE used 
VII. METI-I$JD: 
Depending on the SYM flag and the type of [A], one of the subroutines 
SDCgMP or DEC!$JMP is called to form PI = CL1 L-4 l 
FBS is then called to solve CL1 ryl = G!l and [u] [X] = [Y] , as 
appropriate. 
is 
is 
is 
is 
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I. NAME: TRNSP (Matrix transpose) 
II. PURP@SE: To form [AIT given bl l 
III. DF??P CALLING SEQUENCE: 
TRNSP A/X $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
A- Any matrix data block 
If bl is purged, TRNSP will cause IA to be purged. 
V. @JTPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
. x Matrix transpose of 
[Xl cannot be purged. 
VI. PARAMETERS: None 
VII. REMARKS: 
1. Transposition of large full matrices is very expensive and should be 
avoided if possible. 
2. TRNSP currently uses an algorithm that assumes the matrix is dense. 
This algorithm is extremely inefficient for sparse matrices. Sparse 
matrices should be transposed by using MPYAD. 
5.5 Utility Modules 
Module Basic function Page 
afpy Define a new data block as a physical copy 
of one already existing 
203 
DIAG@?AL Strip diagonal from matrix 204 
INPUTT Read data blocks from FORTRAN-written user 
tapes 
205 
MATPRN Print matrices 207 
@ITPUT Write data blocks onto user tapes by means 
of FORTRAN . 
208 
PARAM Manipulate parameter values 210 
PARAML Select parameters from a user input matrix 212 
or table 
PARAMR Perform specified arithmetic, logical, and 213 
conversion operations on real or complex 
parameters 
PRTPARM 
SCALAR 
Print parTmeter values and DMAP error 215 
Convert matrix element to parameter 216 
SEX'VAL Set parameter values 217 
SWITCH Interchange the data block names of two 
files 
218 . 
Utility modules are an arbitrary subdivision of the functional modules and 
are used to output matrix and table data blocks and to manipulate parameters. 
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* 
I. NAME: capy (Define new physical copy of existing data block) 
II. PURP@SE: To generate a physical copy of a data block. 
III. MAP CALLING,SEQUmCE: 
C@PY DB1 / DB2 / PARAM $ 
TV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
DBl Any NASTRAN data block 
v. JZIUTPUT DATA B~KS: 
DB2 Any valid NASTRAN data block name 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
PARAM If PARAM < 0, the copy will be performed - integer; input; 
no default 
VII. METHgD: If PARAMZO, a return is made; otherwise, a physical copy 
of the input data block is generated. 
VIII. REMARKS: 
1. The input data block may not be purged. 
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I. NAME: DIAG@WL (Strip diagonal from matrix) 
II. PURWSE: To remove the real part of the diagonal from a matrix, raise 
each term to a specified power, and output a column vector or square 
synunetric matrix. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
DIAG@NAL A/B/C,Y,@'T=CpILUMN/V,Y,Pj8WER=l. $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
A Any square or diagonal matrix 
V. j.8lJTPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
B Either a real column vector or symmetric matrix containing 
the diagonal of A 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
Input; BCD; Default = @LrJMN 
= '@LUMN produces column vector output (labeled as a 
general rectangular matrix) 
= 'SQUARE' produces square matrix (labeled a symmetric 
matrix) 
Input i real, single preciSiOn; Default = 1. Exponent to 
which the real part of each diagonal element is raised. 
VII. REMARKS: 
1. The module checks for special cases of P@WER = O., 0.5, 1.0, and 2. 
2. The precision of the output matrix matches the precision of the input 
matrix. 
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II 
I. NAME: INPUTT (Reads user-written l?$&TRAN tapes) 
II. PURNSE: Recovers up to five data blocks from a WTRAN-written user 
tape. This tape may be written either by a user-written FprRTRAN program 
or by the companion module #UTPUTZ. 
LII. DMAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
INPUTT / DBl,DB2,DB3,DBd,DB5 / V,N,Pl / V,N,B2 / V,N,P3 $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: 
Input data blocks are not used in this module call statement. 
v. PTPUT DATA BL~~CKS: 
DBi Data blocks which will be recovered from one of the NASTRAN 
mTRAN tape files UTl, UT2 to UT5. Any or all of the out- 
put data blocks may be purged. Only nonpurged data blocks 
will be taken from the tape. The data blocks will be taken 
sequentially from the tape, starting from a position deter- 
mined by the value of the first parameter. Note that the 
output data block sequence A,B,,, is the same as ,A,,B, or 
rrrA,B l 
VI. PARAMETERS: The meaning of the first parameter (Pl) value is given in 
the table below. (The default value is 0.) 
Pl value Meaning 
+n Skip forward n data blocks before reading. 
0 Data blocks are read starting at the current position. 
The current position for the first use of a tape is at 
the label P3. Hence, P3 counts as one data block. 
-1 Rewind before reading; position tape past label P3. 
-3 Print data block names and then rewind before reading. 
-5 Search user tape for first version of data block (DBi) 
requested. If any (DBi) are not found, fatal termina- 
tion occurs. 
-6 Search user tape for final version of data block (DBi) 
requested. If any (DBi) are not found, fatal termina- 
tion occurs. 
-7 Search user tape for first version of data block (DBi) 
requested. If any (DBi) are not found, warning message 
is written on the output file and run continues. 
-8 Search user tape for final version of data block (DBi) 
requested. If any (DBi) are not found, warning message 
is written on the output file and run continues. 
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The second parameter P2 for this module is the NRTRAN unit number from 
which the data blocks will be read. This unit is not required to be a 
physical tape. The allowable values for this parameter are highly machine 
and installation dependent. (The default value for P2 is 0.) 
User tape code F~~RTRAN file name 
11 . UT1 
12 UT2 
13 UT3 
14 UT4 
15 UT5 
The third parameter P3 for this module is used as the WRTRAN user tape 
label for NASTRAN identification. The label P3 is an alphanumeric variable 
of eight characters or less (the first character must be alphabetic). The 
value of P3 must match a corresponding value on the NASTRAN user tape. 
The comparison of P3 with the value on the user tape is dependent on the 
value of ~1 as shown in the table below. (The default value for P3 is 
xxxxxxxx . ) 
Pl value Tape label checked --1 
+n No 
0 No i-‘ -1 Yes 
-3 Yes (warning 
-5 Yes 
-6 Yes 
-7 Yes 
-8 Yes 
check) 
. 
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I. NAME: MATPRN (General matrix printer) 
II. PURP@SE: To print general matrix data blocks. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
MATPRN MlIM2,M3,M4,M5 // $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@ZKS: 
Mi Matrix data blocks, any of which may be purged 
V. (1IIJTPUT DATA BL@CKS: None 
VI. PARAMETERS: None 
VII. ~JTPUT: 
The nonzero band of each column of each input matrix data block is 
unpacked and printed in single precision. 
VIII. REMARKS: 
1. Any or all input data blocks can be purged. 
IX. EXAMPLES: 
1. MATPRN KGG ,111 // s 
2. MATPRN KGG,PL,PG,BGG,UPV // $ 
a 
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I. NAME: 9UTPUT2 (Creates user-written WTRAW tapes) 
II. PURP#E: Writes up to five data blocks and a user tape label onto a 
WTRAN-written user tape for subsequent use at a later date with the 
companion module INPUTTZ. PRJTPUT2 is also used to position the user 
tape prior to writing the data blocks. Multiple calls are allowed. A 
message is written on the output file for each data block successfully 
written. The user is cautioned to be careful when positioning a user 
tape with @JTPUTZ since he may inadvertently destroy information through 
improper positioning. Even though no data blocks are written, an E$F, 
which has the effect of destroying anything on the tape forward of the 
current position, will be written at the completion of each call. 
III. tHAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
@JTPUT2 DBl,DB2,DB3,DBd,DB5 // V,N,Pl / V,N,P2 / V,N,P3 $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL$ZJCKS: 
DBi Any data block which the user desires to be written on one 
of the NASTRAN FJJRTRAN tape files UTl, UT2 to UT5. Any or 
all of the input data blocks may be purged. Only nonpurged 
data blocks will be placed on the tape. 
v. @UTPUT DATA BLjXKS: None 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
The meaning of the first parameter Pl value is given in the following 
table. (The default value is 0.) 
Pl value 
+n 
0 
Meaning 
.- 
Skip forward n data blocks before writing. 
Data blocks are written starting at the current 
position. The current position for the first use 
of a tape is at the label ~3. In this case, P3 
counts as one data block. 
-1 
-3 
Rewind before writing. 
Rewind tape; print data block names; and then 
write after the last data block on the tape. 
-9 Write a final E@? on the tape. 
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The second parameter P2 for this module is the FpIRTRAN unit number, onto 
which the data blocks will be written. This unit is not required to be a 
physical tape. The allowable values for this parameter are highly machine 
or installation dependent. (The default value for P2 is 0.) 
User tape code ~RTRAN file name 
11 UT1 
12 UT2 
13 UT3 
14 UT4 
15 UT5 
The third parameter P3 for this module is used to define the E'@RTRAN user 
tape label. The label is used for NASTRAN identification. The label P3 is 
an alphanumeric variable of eight or less characters (the first character 
must be alphabetic) which is written on the user tape. The writing of this 
label is dependent on the value of Pl as follows (the 
P3 is XXXXXXXX): 
Pl value 
+n I- 0 -1 -3 
l-2-- 
Table label written 
No 
No 
Yes 
No (warning check) 
No 
The user may specify the third parameter as V,Y,name. The user then must 
default value for 
also include a PARAM card in the bulk data deck to set a value for name. 
VII. REMARKS: 
1. The primary objective of this module is to write tapes using simple 
FpIRTRAN so that a user can read NASTRAN generated data with his own 
program. Similarly, matrices can be generated with externally written 
simple FgrRTRAN programs and then read by module INPUTTZ. To do 
this, the format of the information on these tapes must be adhered 
to. The basic idea is that a one-word logical KEY record is written 
which indicates what follows. A zero value indicates an end-of-file 
condition. A negative value indicates the end of a record where the 
absolute value is the record number. A positive value indicates that 
the next record consists of that many words of data. 
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I.NAME: PARAM (Parameter processor) 
II. PURPj%E: To perform specified operations on integer DMAP parameters. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUmCE: 
PARAM // C,N,gP / V,N,@JT / V,N,INl / V,N,IN2 $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BLWKS: None 
V. @lTPUT DATA BL@ZKS: None 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
BP BCD operation code from the table below (input; no default); 
gP is usually specified as a "C,N" parameter 
PIUT Parameter which is being generated by PARAM (OUtpUt; 
integer; Default = 1) 
IN1 Name of a parameter whose value is used to compute @UT 
according to the table that follows (input; integer; 
Default = 1) 
IN2 Name of a parameter whose value is used to compute @JT 
according to the table that follows (input; integer; 
Default = 1) 
VII. REMARKS: 
1. The following table gives the results for @UT as a function of pIP, 
INl, and IN2: 
Arithmetic operations 
PIP ADD SUB MPY DIV WT 
PIUT INl+INZ INl-IN2 INlaIN INl/IN2 -IN1 
Logical operations 
IzrP AND @R' IMPL 
WT -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1. 
IN1 <o <o 20 10 <o <o do 20 <O <o bo 20 
IN2 <O 10 <o 20 <o 20 <o Lo co Lo <(-J 10 
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I 
Special operationsi 
%UT 
@UT iunchanged) 
Current CPU time in integer seconds from the 
start of the job 
Remaining CPU time in integer seconds based 
on the TIME card 
PREC Returns the currently requested precision; 
2 = D.P. , 1 = S.P. 
PARAM does its own save; therefore, an s need not replace the V 
calling sequence. 
in the 
VIII. EXAMPLES: 
PARAM // C,N,N(JT / V,N,XYZ / V,N,NgXYZ $ - this example changes 
the sense of parameter Np(XYZ which may be useful for the C@ND or 
EQUIV instructions. Alternatively, XYZ could have been set in the 
following ways: 
PARAM // C,N,MPY / V,N,XYZ / V,N,NgXYZ / C,N,-1 $ 
PARAM // C,N,IMPL / V,N,AW / V,N,DEF / V,N,CRI $ 
PARAM // C,N,NgP / V,N,P1=5 $ - this example sets the value of 
parameters Pl to P5 and saves it for subsequent use. 
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I.NAME: PARAML (Selects parameters from a list) 
II. PURP@SE: To select parameters from a user input matrix or table. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: - 
PARAML INPUT // C,N,$P / V,N,RECN@ / V,N,W@RDN / 
V,N,RBALl / V,N,INTEG / V,N,REALZ / V,N,BCD $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: --- 
INPUT Any matrix or table 
V. @JTPUT DATA BI#CKS: None 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
BP Input; BCD; no default 
RECNg Input; integer; Default = 1 
WJdRDN Input; integer; Default = 1 
REAL1 OUtpUti real; Default = 1.0 
INTEG OUtpUti integer; Default = 0 
REAL2 OUtpUti real; Default = 1.0 
BCD Output; BCD; Default = Blank 
VII. REMARKS: 
1. REALl, INTEG, RBALZ, and BCD will be set by the module whenever they 
are V type parameters. 
2. RECNg and Wj8RDN control the starting point, according to @P. If 
IlrP = DMI, RECNP is the column number and W@RDN is the row number. 
If @P = DTI, REC!N@ is the record number and W@!DN is the word 
number. If pIP= PRESENCE, INTEG will be -1 if INPUT is purged. 
3. PARAML does its own save; therefore, an S need not replace a V in the 
calling sequence. 
VIII. EXAMPLE: 
Obtain the value in column 1, row 1 of a matrix. 
PARAML KGG // C,N,DMI / C,N,l / C,N,l / V,N,TERM $ 
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I. NAME: PARAMR (Parameter processor - real) 
II. PURPJbSE: To perform specified arithmetic, logical, and conversion 
operations on real or complex parameters. ._ 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQURJCE: 
PARAMR // C,N,#P / V,N,@lTR / V,N,INRl / V,N,INR2 / 
V,N,@JTC / V,N,INCl / V,N,INC2 / 
V,N,J== $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BLWKS: None 
V. @ITPUT DATA BL@CKS: None 
VI. CAETERS: 
BP InPUt; BCD operation code from the table that follws; no 
default 
I2JUl-R Output; real; Default = 0.0 
INRl Input: real; Default = 0.0 
INR2 Input; real; Default = 0.0 
Output; complex; Default = (0.0,O.O) 
INCl Input; complex; Default = (0.0,O.O) 
INC2 Input; complex; Default = (0.0,O.O) 
FLAG Output: integer; Default = 0 
The values of the parameters are dependent upon PIP, as shown in the 
following table: 
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W @JTPUTS IdP P~UTPUTS 
ADD @Jm = INRl + INR2 DIVC pIuTc = INCl / INC2 
SUB @UT-R = INRl - INR2 CSQRT (iwrc = @zi 
MPY plum = INRl * INR2 C#MPLEX @UTC = (INRl,INR2) 
DIV ldum = INRl / INRi CGNJ @JTC = INCl 
WP RETURN REAL INRl = Re (@JTC) 
SQRT gwI!R = JINRl INR2 = Im (pIUTC) 
SIN 9fUT.R = SIN(INR1) EQ FLAG = -1 if INRl = INR2 
WS gum = CGS(INR1) GT FLAG = -1 if INRl > INR2 
ABS @JTR = 1 INRl 1 LT FLAG = -1 if INRl < INR2 
EXP @~TR = exp (INRl) LE FLAG = -1 if INRl s INR2 
TAN erum = TAN(INR1) GE FLAG = -1 if INRl 2 INR2 
NPIRM @Jm = 11 @JTC 11 NE FLAG = -1 if INRl # INR2 
PaWER fJUl- = INRl ** INR2 LplG @JTR = L!=lo (INRl) 
ADDC @Jn: = INCl + INC2 LN prum = L@Ge (INRl) 
SUBC GUTC = INCl - INC2 FIX FLAG = FIX (gUTR) 
MPYC @JTC = INCl * INC2 FLgAT @Jm = FL@AT(FLAG) 
VII. REMARKS: 
1. Any output parameter must be V type if the parameter is used by pIP 
as output. 
2. For 9P = DIV or @P = DIVC, the output is zero if the denominator 
is zero. 
3. PARAMR does its own save; therefore, an S need not replace a V in the 
calling sequence. 
4. For $P = SIN, @P = CaS, or BP = TAN, the input must be 
expressed in radians. 
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I. NAME: PRTPARM (Parameter and DMAP message printer) 
II. PURWSE: Prints parameter values and DMAP messages. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
PRTPARM // C,N,a / C,N,b / C,N,c $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BL@CKS: None --- 
V. PUTPUT DATA BL$CKS: None - 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
a Integer value (no default value) 
b BCD value (Default value = XXXXXXXX) 
C Integer value (Default value = 0) 
VII. MBTBGD: -- 
As a parameter printer, use a= 0. There are two options: 
b parameter name will cause the printout of the value of that 
parameter (Example: PRTPARM // C,N,@ / C,N,LUSET $1 
or 
b XXXXXXXX will cause the printout of the values of all parameters 
in the current variable parameter table. Since this is the default 
value, it need not be specified (Example: PRTPARM / C,N,g $1 
As a DMAP message printer, use a # 0. There are two options: 
a>0 causes the printout of the jth message of category b where 
j = Ial and b is one of the values shown below. (The number of 
messages available in each category is also given.) (Example: 
PRTPARM // C,N,l / C,N,DMAP $1 
a<0 causes the same action as a>0 with the additional action 
of program termination. Thus, PRTPARM may be used as a fatal 
message printer. (Example: PRTPARM // C,N,-2 / C,N,PLA $1 
VIII. REMARKS: 
1. b is always a value. 
2. Meaningless values of a and b result in diagnostic messages from 
PRTPARM. 
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I.NAME: SCALAR (Convert matrix element to parameter) 
II. PURNSE: To extract a specified element from a matrix for use as a 
parameter. 
\ 
\ III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SCALAR A//V,Y,NR$W=l/V,N,NC$L=l/C,Y,VALUE $ 
IV. INPUT DA!l!A BL@CKS: 
A May be any type of matrix 
If A is purged, value will be returned as (O.,O.). 
V. $i%JTPUT DATA BL$CKS: None 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
Input; integer; Default = 1. Row number of element to be 
extracted from 
bl l 
NCPlL Input; integer; Default = 1. Column identification of 
element. 
VALUE Output; complex; single precision; Default = (O.,O.). 
Contents of element (NRj8W,NC$3L) in matrix [A]. 
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I.NAME: SETVAL (Set values) 
II. PURPGSE: Set DMAP parameter variable values equal to other DMAP 
parameter variables or DMAP parameter constants. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SETVAL // V,N,Xl / V,N,Al / 
V,N,X2 / V,N,A2 / 
V,N,X3 / V,N,A3 / 
V,N,X4 / V,N,A4 / 
V,N,X5 / V,N,A5 $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BLGCKS: None 
V. gUTPUT DATA BL@CKS: None 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
Xl, X2, x3, x4, x5 output: integers; variables 
Al, A2, A3, A4, A5 Input; integers: Default values = 1; variables 
or constants 
VII. METB@D: This module sets Xl = Al, X2 = A2, X3 = A3, X4 = A4, and 
X5 = A5. Only two parameters need be specified in the calling sequence 
(Xl and Al). 
VIII. REMARKS: 
1. An S must replace the V in the SETVAL instruction if the output 
parameter values are to be subsequently used. 
2. See PARAM for an alternate method of defining parameter values. 
3. As an example, the statements 
SETVAL // V,N,Xl / S,N,Al / S,N,X2 / C,N,3 $ 
are equivalent to the statements 
PARAM // C,N,ADD / V,N,Xl / V,N,Al / C,N,O $ 
PARAM // C,N,NGP / V,N,X2=3 $ 
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I.NAME: SWITCH (Interchange two data block names) 
II. PURP@SE: To interchange two data block names. 
III. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SWITCH DBl,DB2 // PARAM $ 
IV. INPUT DATA BI#CKS: 
DBl 
DB2 > 
Any NASTRAN data blocks 
V. gUTPUT DATA BL@CKS: None 
VI. PARAMETERS: 
PARAM If PARAM < 0, the switch is performed. 
VII. METHJ6D: If PARAM 1 0, a return is made; otherwise, the names of the 
data blocks are interchanged. All attributes of the data within the 
blocks remain constant; only the names are changed. 
VIII. REMARKS: 
1. Neither input data block may be purged. 
2. This option is of use in iterative DMAP operations. 
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6. ERROR MESSAGES 
6.1 NASTRAN System and User Messages 
NASTRAN system and user messages are identified by number. Message num- 
bers have been assigned in groups as follows: 
l- 1000 Preface messages 
1001 - 2000 Executive module messages 
2001 - Functional module messages 
These messages have the follwing format: 
. ( 
PaTENTIALLY FATAL 
\ *** FATAL 
WARNING MESSAGE id, text. 
INF@XMATIGN 
where id is a unique message identification number and text is the message, as 
indicated in capital letters, for each of the diagnostic messages. A series 
of asterisks (****) in the text indicates information that will be filled in 
for a specific use of the message, such as the number of a grid point or the 
name of a bulk data card. Many of the messages are followed by additional 
explanatory material, including suggestions for remedial action. 
The system and user messages described in this section pertain only to 
those messages generated by NASTRAN that are not self-explanatory, that have 
not been cut out when reducing NASTRAN's size, and that are useful to the user. 
Although these messages can appear at various places in the output stream, they 
should be easily identified by their format. The various computer operating 
systems also produce diagnostic messages that can appear at various places in 
the output stream. The format of these messages varies with the operating sys- 
tem. Reference should be made to the operating system manuals for interpreting 
the messages that are not generated by NASTRAW. 
System messages refer to diagnostics that are associated with program 
errors. In general, such errors cannot be corrected by the user. User mes- 
sages refer to errors that are usually associated with the preparation of the 
NASTRAN data deck. Corrective action is indicated in either the message text 
or the explanatory information follwing the text. 
Fatal messages cause termination of the execution following printing of 
the message text. These messages always appear at the end of the NASTRAN out- 
put. Warning and information messages appear at various places in the output 
stream. Such messages only convey warnings or information to the user. Conse- 
quently, the execution continues in a normal manner follwing the printing of 
the message text. 
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As an example, consider message number 2025, which appears in the printed 
output as follows: 
*** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2025, UNDEFINED WRDINATE SYSTEM 102. 
The three leading asterisks ( ***) are always present in user and system diag- 
nostic messages. The word USER indicates that this is a user message rather 
than a system message. The word FATAL indicates that this is a fatal message 
rather than a warning or information message. The number 2025 is the identifi- 
cation number for this message. The text of the message follows the comma. 
The number 102 replaces the asterisks ( ****) in the general message text and 
indicates that 102 is the identification number of the undefined coordinate 
system. 
6.2 Preface User Messages 
Preface messages indicate that an error has been found before or during 
the input of data. 
01 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 1, ASSUMED FIRST INPUT FILE IS NULL. 
User has specified N input data blocks when there should be N+l. 
02 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 2, PARAMETER NAMED ******** IS DUPLICATED. 
No harm done. Parameter is saved just once. 
03 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3, E'@RMAT ERRgR IN PARAMETER Ng.***. 
Double delimiter appears in parameter section of previous DMAP 
instruction. 
05 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 5, PARAMET ER INPUT DATA FJ?R@R ILLEGAL VALUE F@R 
PARAMETER NAMED ********. 
Type of parameter on PARAM card is inconsistent with type of parameter 
by same name in previous DMAP instruction. 
07 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 7, PARAMETER NG. *** NEEDS PARAMETER NAME. 
Parameter is not in correct format. 
08 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 8, BULK DATA PARAM CARD ERR@R. MUST NgT DEFINE 
PARAMETER NAMED ********. 
The "N" in V,N,******** means user cannot set the value of the parameter 
with name ******** on a PARAM card. 
09 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 9, VALUE NEEDED FGR PARAMETER NG. ***. 
Constant needs value in DMAP instruction or on PARAM card. 
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12 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 12, ILLEGAL CHARACTER IN DMAP INSTRUCTI$#N NAME. 
Name must be eight or less alphanumeric characters, the first character 
being alphabetic. 
15 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 15, INC@?SISTENT LENGTH USED WR PARAMETER 
NAMED *******em 
This parameter was used in a previous DMAP instruction that gave it a 
different type. 
18 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 18, T(@ MANY PARAMET ERS IN DMAP PARAMET ER LIST. 
Incorrect calling sequence for JMlAP instruction. 
19 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 19, LABEL NAMED ******** IS MULTIPLY DEFINED. 
LABEL named appears in more than one place in DMAP program. 
20 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 20, ILLEGAL CHARACTERS IN PARAMETER NG. ***. 
Name must be eight or less alphanumeric characters, the first character 
being alphabetic. 
23 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 23, DATA BL$fCK NAMED ******** Is N@T REFElRBKT,D 
IN SUBSEQUENT FUNCTI~AL M@DULE. 
Error can be suppressed by adding the following: 
PARAM //C,N,NGP/V,N,TRUE=-1 $ 
CaND LABELXXX,TRUE $ 
TABPT ********,,,,// $ 
LABEL LABELXXX $ 
25 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 25, PARAMET ER RAMED ******** NGT DEFINED. 
Parameter is referenced in nonfunctional module but is nowhere defined. 
26 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 26, LABEL NAMED ******** NGT DEFINED. 
LABEL name does not appear in LABEL instruction. 
27 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 27, LABEL NAMED ******** N#T REFERmCED. 
LABEL name appears only in a LABEL instruction. 
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37 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 37, WARNING jZJNLY - MAY W#T BE m9UGI.i FILES 
AVAILABLE Fpl~ WDULE REQUIREMENTS. FILES NEEDED = *** FILES 
AVAILABLE = ***. 
Program will execute if enough data blocks referenced by the module are 
purged. Purged data blocks are not assigned files. 
38 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 38, WT RVGUGH WRE WR GPI TABLES. 
User must break up DMAP program. 
42 *** USER WARRING MESSAGE 42, PARAMET ER NAMED ******** ALREADY HAD VALUE 
ASSIGNED PREVIGUSLY. 
Parameter appears in a previous instruction which assigned it a value. 
The previous value will be used. 
51 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 51, I@T EN(bUGH PjPEN C@RE FjZ5R XGPIBS R@UTINE. 
Additional core memory is required. 
204 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 204, @LD START, Ng BULK DATA. 
No data cards were found after the BEGIN BULK card. A blank card will 
satisfy this rule. 
206 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 206, PREVIGUS C@JTINUAT@N MNEM@NIC HAS A DUPLICATE. 
n~o or more continuation cards were found with columns 2 to 8 identical. 
207 *** USER INN MESSAGE 207, BULK DATA WjZT S@RTED, XS@RT WILL RE@RDER DECK. 
Bulk data deck was not in alphanumeric sort. Sorting will be performed. 
Sorting of large deck can be time consuming. 1 
208 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 208, PREVIGUS CARD IS A DUPLICATE PARENT. 
Two or more cards were found wjth columns 74 to 80 identical, and a 
continuation card is present with that mnemonic (columns 2 to 8). 
209 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 209, PREVIGUS **** C@VTINUATI@J CARDS HAVE NG 
PARENTS. 
One or more continuation cards were found with a mnemonic (columns 2 
to 8) not matching any other card (columns 74 to 80). 
210 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 210, SCRATCH CGULD NGT BE PIPENED. 
. 
One of the required scratch files was not present (destroyed) in FIST. 
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211 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 211, ILLEGAL E@R @N SCRATCH. 
A required scratch file was formatted improperly. 
216 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 216, ILLEGAL INDEX. 
FpIRTRAN computed-GG-TG have received an illogical value. 
300 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 300, DATA ERRGR IN FIELD UNDERLINED. 
(1) .I 
A data error as described in the text has been detected by utility 
routine XRCARD or RCARD. 
300 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 300, INVALID DATA CaLUMN 72. 
(2) 
Error in format of exponent. 
300 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 300, INTEGER DATA $UT GF MACHINE RANGE. 
(3) 
The limits are 231 - 1 for IBM, 25g - 1 for Control Data, and 235 - 1 
for UNIVAC. 
300 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 300, INVALID CHARACTER F@LL~WING INTEGER IN 
(4) CGLUMN ***. 
Either an illegal delimiter was detected or a real number is missing 
the decimal. 
300 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 300, DATA ERRGR - UNANTICIPATED CHARACTER IN 
(5) CplLUMN ***. 
A f E or ? D was expected, based on other input data. 
300 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 300, DATA ERRgR - MISSING DELIMITER @R REAL PLOWER 
(6) 9UT GF MACHINE RANGE. 
Either no delimiter was found or the power was exceeded. The limits 
are E-78 to E+75 for IBM, E-38 to E+38 for UNIVAC, and E-294 to E+322 
for Control Data. 
305 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 305, GIN9 CANNGT @PEN FILE ********. 
Unexpected nonstandard return from @PEN. 
306 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 306, READ L$%IC REC@RD ERR@R. 
Short record encountered. Bulk data card images occupy 20 words. 
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311 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 311, PIQUE FIELD 2 pM BULK DATA 
cm ******** ***. 
The sorted bulk data card indicated must have a unique integer in 
field 2. 
314 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 314, INVALID CALL FR& IFP ******. 
Code error, machine failure, or cell is being destroyed. 
321 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 321, NGNUNIQUE PARAM NAME *****. 
All names of parameters must be unique. 
324 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 324, BLANK CARD(S) IGN$RED. 
Blank bulk data cards are ignored by NASTRAN. 
330 *** SYSTPll FATAL MESSAGE 330, m RWM IN C$RE WR PARAM CARDS. 
Increase core size. 
505 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 505, C@VJX@L CARD **** IS ILLEGAL. 
Card preceding message 505 cannot be processed correctly. 
506 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 506, CGNTRgL CARD **** DUPLICATED. 
Card preceding message 506 cannot be input more than once. 
511 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 511, DMAP SEQUENCE EXCEEDS CPRE SIZE - 
REMAINING DMAP INSTRUCTI@NS IGNgRED. 
You have run out of open core. Split the DMAP sequence somewhere prior 
to where message 511 was printed out. 
. 515 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 515, END INSTRUCTI$?N MISSING IN DMAP SEQUENCE. 
DMAP sequence must end with EM) control card. 
520 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 520, C(zINmL CARD **** IS MISSING. 
The control card mentioned is required for this problem. 
524 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 524, ALTERNATE RETURN TAKFW WHEN OPENING FILE ****. 
This occurs if file name is not in FIST or if the end of tape was 
reached while writing on the file. The file name should correspond 
to one of the permanent entries in the FIST. 
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525 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 525, ILLEGAL F@MAT ENC@lNTERED WHILE READING 
FILE ****. 
File is not in the correct format. Either the wrong tape was mounted 
or it does not contain what you think it should. 
. 601 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 601, THE KEYWaRD $7JN THE AB@VE CARD IS ILLEGAL 
GR MISSPELLED. SEE THE FGLL@WING LIST FGR LEGAL KEYwJ~IRDS. 
Case control expects each card to begin with a keyword (usually 4 char- 
acters in length). Your card does not. User message 612 will list the 
legal keywords along with a brief description of function. To remove 
the error, consult message 612 or NASTRAN case control card descriptions 
and spell your request correctly. 
602 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 602, TW@ @R MGRE %F THE ABGVE CARD TYPES 
DETECTED WHERE @NLY WE IS LEGAL. THE LAST F@JND WILL BE USED. 
Remove the card with the duplicate meaning. Note that some cards have 
alternate forms. 
603 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 603, THE ABGVE CARD WES NGT END PRgPERLY. 
CGMMENTS HGULD BE PRECEDED BY A WLLAR SIGN. 
Case control cards of the form name = value should not contain more 
than one value. Consult your NASTRAN case control deck document for 
a complete description of the card or precede your comments with a 
dollar sign. 
604 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 604, THE AB@VE CARD HAS A NWINTEGER IN AN 
INTEGER FIELD. 
Consult your NASTRAN case control deck document for legal values. 
608 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 608, THE SET ID SPECIFIED @N THE ABGVE CARD MUST 
BE DEFINED PRIGR T@ THIS CARD. 
Set identification numbers must be specified prior to their use. Also 
sets specified within a subcase die at the end of the subcase. 
Redefine set (or define set) or move set out of subcase. 
609 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 609, SUBCASE DELIMITER CARDS MUST HAVE A UNIQUE 
IDENTIFYING INTEGER. 
Subcase type cards must have an identifying integer. These numbers 
must be strictly increasing. Renumber your subcase cards. The use 
of a nonblank delimiter (e.g., =) will also cause this message to 
occur. 
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6io *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 610, TBE VALUE F@LL@WING TBE EQUAL SIGN IS ILLEGAL. 
Case control cannot identify the BCD value after the equal sign. 
Consult NASTRAN case control card descriptions for a full description 
of the card. 
611 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 611, Tm CARDS HAVE ILLEGAL KEYWJbRDS. NASTRAN 
ASSUMES BEGIN BULK CARD .IS MISSING. IT WILL N@J PR@CESS Y@JR BULK 
DATA. 
Only ten keywords may be misspelled. A common source of this error may 
be the omission of the @UTPUT(PLGT) delimiter cards. 
612 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 612, --LIST #F LEGAL CASE C@VI'R@L MNEMgNICS. 
This message is caused by messages 601 or 611. 
613 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 613, THE ABpIvE SET WTAINS 'EXCEPT' WHICH Is NOT 
PRECEDED BY 'TBRU'. 
Only identification numbers included in TBRU statements may be excepted. 
Simplify your SET request. 
614 *** USER MESSAGE 614, THE ABpIVE SET IS BADLY SPECIFIED. 
The grammar of the SET list is so confused that IFPl cannot continue. 
Simplify the SET list. 
615 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 615, AN IMPR@PER @R NG NAME GIVEN T$j THE ABgVE SET. 
SET lists must have integer names. This SET list does not have one. 
SET10 = is the correct format. Give the SET a correct integer name. 
616 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 616, 'EXCEPT' CANNGT BE mLL@JED BY 'TBRU'. LIST 
EXPLICITLY ALL EXCEPTIWS. 
EXCEPT in SET list can only be followed by integers. An integer larger 
than the TBRU pair terminates TBRU. Either list exceptions explicitly, 
use two 'TI-IRU's, or terminate first TBRU. 
617 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 617, A N@U?@SITIVE INTEGER APPEARS IN A P@SITIVE 
P@SITI@J. 
Most integer values in case control must be positive. The above card 
either has a negative integer or a BCD value in a positive position. 
Check the case control-deck documentation for the proper card format. 
618 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 618, PL@lTER gUTPUT IS REQUESTED BUT NG PL@T 
TAPE IS SET UP. 
Neither PLTl or PLT2 is a physical tape. Remove the plot control 
packet or set up the appropriate tape. 
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619 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 619, SET MEMBER *** BEL@NGS m *** TBRU ***. 
A set member is already included in a TBRU. The individual member will 
be absorbed in the TBRU. 
620 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 620, DUPLICATE *** IS IN SET LIST. 
A set member is listed twice. The second reference will be deleted. 
625 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 625, SUBCASE ID'S MUST BE LESS THAN 99,999,999. 
Reduce the size of your subcase identification number. Note also that 
BCD subcase identification numbers are not legal. 
627 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 627, THE ABgm3 SUBCASE ms B@TH A STATIC L@AD AND 
A REAL EIGEN~LUE METHOD SELECTION --.REM~VE @NE. 
The buckling problem requires two subcases: one for statics and one 
for buckling. Both a load and a method selection cannot take place in 
the same subcase. 
997 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 997, N@. ***. FRAME Ng. **** INPUT DATA 
INCGMPATIBLE. ASSUMPTIGNS MAY PRGDUCE INVALID PLGT. 
W. *** may take any value from 1 to 4 with the following meaning: 
1. Specified X maximum equals X minimum. If this value is zero, then 
X maximum is set to 5.0 and X minimum to -5.0; otherwise, 5 times 
the absolute value of X maximum is added to X maximum and subtracted 
from X minimum. 
2. Specified X maximum is smaller than X minimum. The values are 
reversed. 
3. Same meaning as number 1 for Y maximum and Y minimum. 
4. Same meaning as number 2 for Y maximum and Y minimum. 
6.3 Functional Module Messages 
Functional module messages indicate that a problem exists during the 
execution of a particular module. 
2002 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2002, GRID LINT **** N@T IN EQEXIN. 
This message indicates a problem design error in GPl. 
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2003 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2003, WRDINATE SYSTEM **** REFERENCES UNDEFINED 
GRID PaINT ****. 
Applies to C!9RDlj definitions. 
2005 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2005, INC@JSISTENT CWRDINATE SYSTEM 
DEFINITIm. 
At least one coordinate system cannot be tied to the basic system. 
2006 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2006, INTERNAL GRID P@INT **** REFERENCES 
UNDEFINED CP~~RDINATE SYSTEM ***f. 
The grid point whose internal sequence number is printed above refer- 
ences an undefined coordinate system in either field 3 or field 7 of 
a GRID card. 
2013 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 2013, N# STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS EXIST. 
Model checked for structural elements. 
2015 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 2015, EITHER N@ ELEMENTS C@NNECT INTERNAL 
GRID P@INT ******** @R IT IS CgNNECTED T@ A RIGID ELEMENT @R 
A GENERAL ELEMENT. 
The message is a warning only since the degrees of freedom associated 
with the point may be removed. The internal identification number is 
formed by assigning to each grid point one of the integers 1 or 2, 
depending on its resequenced position. 
2021 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2021, BAD GMMAT CALLING SEQUENCE. 
The calling sequence of the subroutine which calls either subroutine 
GMMATD or GMMATS defined a nonconformable matrix product. The sub- 
routine examines the transpose flags in combination with the orders 
of the matrices to make sure that a conformable matrix product is 
defined by this input data. This test clearly is made for purposes 
of calling routine check-out only. No tests are made, nor can they 
be made to insure that the calling routine has provided sufficient 
storage for arrays. 
2023 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2023, DETCK UNABLE m FIND PIVgT PaINT **** 
IN GPCT. 
Probable error in creating the ECPT data block in module TAl. 
2024 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2024, gPERATI@N C$DE ******** NJZIT DEFINED FJZIR 
~DULE PARAM. 
The use of V,N,SUB rather than C,N,SUB can cause this. - 
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2025 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2025, UNDEFINED WRDINATE SYSTEM ****. 
The coordinate system identification number transmitted by means of 
EcpT(l) could not be found in the CSTM array. The user should check 
coordinate system numbers used on bulk data cards against those defined 
on CaRDlC, C@RDlR, or @RDlS bulk data cards to insure that there 
are no undefined coordinate systems. 
2026 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2026, ELEMENT **** GE@METRY IELDS UNREASJdNABLE 
MATRIX. 
Referenced element geometry and/or properties yield a numerical result 
which causes an element stiffness or mass matrix to be undefined. POS- 
sible causes include, but are not limited to the fact that the length 
of a bar is zero because the end points have the same coordinates, 
that the sides of a triangle are colinear, which leads to a zero cross 
product in defining an element coordinate system, or that the bar 
orientation vector is parallel to the bar axis. Check GRID bulk data. 
cards defining element end points for bad data. 
2034 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2034, ELEMENT **** SIL'S m NgT MATCH PIV@l'. 
Possible error in generation of the ECPT data block. 
2042 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2042, MISSING MATERIAL TABLE **** F@R ELEMENT ****. 
The referenced material table identification number is missing. The 
user should check to see that all element property bulk data cards 
(e.g., PBAR) reference material card identification numbers for 
material property cards that exist in the bulk data deck. 
2049 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2049, UNDEFINED GRID P@INT **** ~3x3 AN @MITTED 
C#JRDINATE. 
An PMIT card references a grid point which has not been defined. 
2050 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2050, UNDEFINED GRID LINT **** HAS A SU~RT 
CWRDINATE. 
A SUPaRT card references a grid point which has not been defined. 
2052 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2052, UNDEFINED GRID P~JINT *** IN SINGLE-P@INT 
WSTRAINT SET ****. 
An SPC card in the selected SPC set references a grid point which(has 
not been defined. 
2053 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2053, UNDEFINED SINGLE-P@NT WSTRAINT sm ****. 
A single-point constraint set selected in the case control deck could 
not be found on either an SPCADD card, or SPC card; or a set referenced 
on an SPCADD card could not be found on an SPC card. 
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2072 *** SYSTEM WARNING MESSAGE 2072, CARD TYPE *** NPT F@JND m DATA BLjZ%K. 
This warning message is issued when the trailer bit for the card type 
equals 1, but the corresponding record is not on the data block. 
2081 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2081, NULL DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS MATRIX. 
Differential stiffness is not defined for all structural elements. 
Only TRMEM, TRIAZ, and BAR are defined for differential stiffness 
calculations. The user has not included any of these elements in 
his model and therefore a null differential stiffness matrix was 
generated. 
2083 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2083, NULL DISPLACEMENT VECWR. 
The displacement vector for the linear solution part of a static 
analysis with differential stiffness problem is the zero vector. 
Check loading conditions. 
2085 *** USER INF@U4ATI@-J MESSAGE 2085, **** SPILL, NPVT ****. 
During processing of the ECPT data block in module ****, so many 
elements were attached to the referenced pivot point (NPVT) that 
module spill logic was initiated. 
2086 *** USER INF$RMATI@J MESSAGE 2086, SMA2 SPILL, NPVT ****. 
See explanation for message 2085. 
2088 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2088, DUPLICATE TABLE ID ****. 
All tables must have unique numbers. Check for uniqueness. 
2089 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2089, TABLE **** UNDEFINED. 
The table number in the list of table numbers input to subroutine 
PRETAB by means of argument 7 was not found after reading the DIT 
data block. Check list of tables in the bulk data deck. 
2090 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2090, TABLE DICTI(i%JARY ENTRY **** MISSING. 
Logic error in subroutine PRETAB, or open core used by PRETAB has 
been destroyed. 
2101A *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 21OlA, GRID P@INT **** CgMP@NENT *** ILLEGALLY 
DEFINED IN SETS ****. 
The above grid point and component have been defined in each of the 
above dependent subsets. A point may belong to, at most, one 
dependent subset. 
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2102 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 2102, LEFT-HAND MATRIX R@W P@SITI@N **** 9tJT 
@F RANGE - IGNgRED. 
A term in the A matrix whose row position is larger than the stated 
dimension was detected and ignored. 
2103 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2103, SUBRgUTiNE MAT WAS CALLED WITH INFIAG=2, 
THE SINE @F ANGLE X, MATERIAL @RIENTATIgN ANGLE, N@JZERg, BUT 
2104 *** 
2107 *** 
2111 *** 
2112 *** 
2116 *** 
2132 *** 
2137 *** 
SIN(X)**2+C$%(X)**2 DIFFERED FR(8M 1 IN ABS@LUTE VALUE BY WRE i 
THAN .OOOl. 
A check is made in MAT to insure that ABS(SIN(THETA)**2+@S(THETA)** 
2-1.00) .LE. .OOOl when INFLAG equals 2. The calling routine did not 
set SINTH and C@%Vl?H cells in /MATIN/ properly. 
USER FATAL MESSAGE 2104, UNDEFINED C@&DINATE SYSTEM ****. 
See the explanation for message 2025. 
USER FATAL MESSAGE 2107, EIG-CARD FR@M SE;T **** REFERENCES DEPENDENT 
WRDINATE @R GRID P@INT ****. 
When the point option is used on an EIGB or EIGR card, the refer- 
enced point and component must be in the analysis set for use in 
normalization. 
USER WARNING MESSAGE 2111, BAR **** @UPLED BENDING INERTIA SEH' T@ 0.0 
IN DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS. 
The coupled bending inertia term on a PBAR card, if nonzero, is set 
to zero in the differential stiffness routine for the BAR. 
SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2112, UNDEFINED TABLE ****. 
The referenced table number could not be found in core. 
SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2116, MATID **** TABLEID ****. 
The referenced material table identification number could not be found 
among the set of all MAT1 cards in core. 
USER FATAL MESSAGE 2132, N@N-ZERO SINGLE LINT CONSTRAINT VALUE 
SPECIFIED BUT DATA BL@CK YS IS PURGED. 
Many DMAP sequences do not support constrained displacements (especially 
dynamic solutions). An attempt to specify a constrained displacement 
in these cases results in this message. 
USER FATAL MESSAGE 2137, PR*RAM RESTRICTIW FAIR ~DuLE ssG1 - 
@NLY 100 L@AD SET ID'S ALL@WED. DATA STAINS **** LpIAD SET 1~1s. 
Reduce the number of load set ID's. 
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2138 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2138, ELEMENT IDmTIFICATIm NUMBER **** IS T$@ 
LARGE. 
Element identification numbers on connection cards must be less than 
16,777,215. 
2139 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2139, ELEMENT **** IN DEFgRM SET **** IS UNDEFINED. 
A selected element deformation set includes an element twice, a non- 
existent element, or a non-one-dimensional element. 
2140 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2140, GRID LINT @R scmm LINT ID **** Is ~pla 
LARGE. 
Program restriction on the size of integer numbers. A card defining 
a grid point or scalar point has a number larger than 2,000,OOO. 
2264 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2264, NUMBER 9F R@WS CaMPUTED (****) WAS 
GRmTER mm SIZE REQUESTED Fpl~ @JTPUT MATRIX (****I. 
-Module ADD determines size of output matrices (j set size). Sum of 
number of rows added by different method totals more than maximum 
allowed. 
2288 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2288, **** READ INC@?RECT NUMBER WgRDS 
(**** ****). 
Subroutine **** read **** words on the **** card which is incorrect. 
2296 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2296, INSUFFICIENT C$&E *** (****), ELEMENT ****. 
Subroutine **** has insufficient core when loading element type of 
number ****. Elements are read into core by element type (see 
/GPTAl/ sequence) and then by sequential element number. 
2297 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 2297, INCaRRECT L@GIC F$lR ELEMENT TYPE ****, 
ELEMENT ****, (****) . 
Subroutine (****) has sequential element search. Element type can be 
found in /GPTAl/. 
2298 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 2298, INSUFFICIENT CgRE **** (****), PRgPERTY ****. 
Subroutine **** (core ****) had insufficient core when loading 
property ****. 
3001 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3001, ATTEMPT m gPEN DATA SET *** IN SUBR@JTINE 
****** WHICH WAS WT DEFINED IN FIST. 
Subroutine did not expect data block to be purged. Check data block 
requirements for module. 
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3002 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3002, EJdF ENWUNTERED WHILE READING DATA SET 
********(FILE ***) IN SUBR@UTINE ******. 
This message is issued when an end of file occurs while trying to skip 
the header record. The data block is not in the proper format. 
3003 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3003, ATTEMPT m READ PAST THE END 9F A WICAL 
REC@RD IN DATA SET ********(FILE ***) IN SUBR@ITINE ********. 
This message is issued when the file is positioned at the beginning 
of a logical record and the record does not contain at least three 
words. Data block is not in proper format. 
3005 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3005, ATTEMPT T@ @PERATE pIN SINGULAR mcmx **** 
IN SUBR@JTINE ****. 
A diagonal term does not exist for a column of (U). This is normally 
detected in DECaMP and implies care was not taken in processing 
singular matrices in the calling routine. 
3009 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3009, DATA TRANSMISSIgN ERR@R @V DATA SET 
**rL***** (FILE ***) . 
Remove the PLgT request from the NASTRAN job. 
3010 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3010, ATTEMPT m MANIPULATE,DATA SET ******** 
(FILE ***) BEFORE PIPERING FILE. 
I 
An operation other than @PEN or CL@SE is requested on a file which 
is not defined in the FIST. 
3011 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3011, ATTEMPT T@ WRITE A TRAILER @I FILE *** 
WHEN IT HAS BEEN PURGED. 
The file did not exist in the FIST when WRTTRL was called. 
3012 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3012, ATTEMPT T@ $7jPEN DATA SET ********(FILE ***) 
WHICH HAS ALREADY BEEN PIPENED. 
GINP @PEN was called while the file was already open. 
3013 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3013, ATTEMPT T@ READ DATA SET ********(FILE ***) 
wHEN IT wAs @PENED WR @JTPUT. 
GIN9 was c,alled to READ a data block opened for output. 
3014 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3014, ATTEMPT T$J WRITE DATA SET ********(FILE ***) 
WHEN IT WAS @PENED WR INPUT. 
GIN@ was called to WRITE a data block opened for input. 
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3015 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3015, ATTEMPT w FWDREC $N DATA SET ******** 
(FILE ***) wHm IT wAs NIPPED NR @UTPUT. 
GINg was called to FWDREC a file opened for output. 
3016 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3016, **** MATRIX IS NgT IN PR@PELR F@RM IN 
SUBR@JTINE ****. 
This implies that the input matrix is not in the proper form or type 
acceptable to the subroutine. Check the trailer information on the 
matrix and the subroutine description for the discrepancy. I 
3017 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 3017, ~ZSRE pIR WRE GRID MINT SINGULARITIES 
HAVE NQ~T BEEN RE~@VED BY SINGLE P@INT C@NSTRAINTS. I 
Singularities or near singularities may exist at the grid-point level. I 
The listed singularities should be examined for data errors. The 
check performed here is neither necessary nor sufficient for a 
singular matrix. 
3018 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3018, M@DULE ********, SEQUENCE NpI. ***, 
REQUIREMENTS EXCEED AVAILABLE FILES. 
Segment file allocator (SFA) did not have sufficient logical files 
available to fill the request of the module. Cut module requirements 
or increase the logical files within the computer system. 
3019 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3019, MAXIMUM LINE C@JNT EXCEEDED IN SUBR@JTINE **** 
LINE CgUNT EQUALS ****. 
The total number of lines written on the system output file has 
exceeded the set limit (default value is 20,000). If you wish to 
increase this value, include a card of the form %AXLINES=n" in your 
case control deck. 
3021 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3021, FILE *** N@T DEFINED IN FIST. 
An operation other than @PEN or CL@SE is requested on a file which 
is not defined in the FIST. 
3022 *** SYSTEM WARNING MESSAGE 3022, DATA SET ******** IS REQUIRED AS INPUT 
AND 1s WT ~[UTPUT BY A ~R~vqims MODULE IN THE CURRENT DMAP R@JTE. 
SFA detected that an input data block to a future module has not been 
generated. If the future module requires that this data block exist, 
the module may terminate with a fatal error. This message can occur 
(and most often does) when the SFA has removed from its tables (due 
to a need for more room) previously purged data blocks. In this case 
no error or even a warning is implied. 
3023 *** USER INF@tMATI@N MESSAGE 3023--PARAMETERS F$8R SYMMETRIC 
DEmMP@SITI@J @F DATA BL$%ZK ******** (N = *****) TIME 
ESTIMATE = *******. 
C AVG = **+*** S AVG = ****** PC MAX = ****** 
PC AVG = ***i** mDImjaNAL WRE = ******* PC GROUPS = ****** 
SPILL GR@JpS = ****** C MAX = ****** PREFACE L$@PS = ****** 
N is the number of rows in the data block; TIME is the estimate (in 
seconds) to perform the decomposition; C AVG is the average number 
of active columns per pivot row; PC AVG is the average number of 
passive columns at each active termination point; SPILL GR@JPS is 
the number of spill groups; S AVG is the average number of rows in 
each spill group: ADDITI@NAL C!(JRE (positive) is the amount of 
core required to avoid spill, (negative) is the amount of unused 
core; C MAX is the maximum number of active columns in any one 
pivot row; PC MAX is the maximum number of passive columns at any 
one active column termination point; PC GR@JPS is the number of 
active column termination points; PREFACE LWPS is the number 
of times the preface of the decomposition subroutine is executed. 
3024 *** USER INF@RMATI@i MESSAGE 3024, THE BANDWIDTH @F MATRIX **** EXCEEDS 
THE MAXIMUM BANDWIDTH. A MAXIMUM BANDWIDTH @F **** WILL BE USED. 
This message indicates that a matrix has scattered terms way off the 
diagonal (i.e., a large bandwidth). Instead of searching all combi- 
nations of B and C, the search is started at the maximum bandwidth. 
3025 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3025, ILLEGAL INDEX IN ACTIVE RpIW gR WLUMN 
CALCULATIW IN ****. 
Possible machine error. Rerun problem. If error persists, a code 
error exists in the decomposition routine. 
3026 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3026, MATRIX **** EXCEEDS MAXIMUM ALLPWABLE 
SIZE WR BANDWIDTH PLUS ACTIVE C@LUMNS. BmX = ****, (-MAX = ****. 
Sufficient space was not reserved for the generation of the B versus C 
vector. SDc@MP should be recompiled to increase BMAX and CMAX. 
3027 *** USER INFgRMATIm MESSAGE 3027, **** DEwMP$Z%ITI@J TIME ESTIMATE 
IS ******** SEC@NDS. 
/' 
Gives the estimated time required for a decomposition in seconds and 
the type of matrix (i.e., complex, real (double or single precision), 
symmetric, or unsymmetric). 
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3028 *** USER INFji%U%TI@N MESSAGE 3028, B = ****, BBAR = ****, c = ****, 
CBm = *Ik'k*, R = ****. 
Gives the upper bandwidth (B), lower bandwidth (BBAR), number of 
active columns (C), and active rows (CBAR) used in the unsymmetric 
decomposition. 
3029 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3029,. PHYSICAL END-PF-FILE mC@JNTERED #N 
DATA SET **** (FILE ****). 
Since logical end of files are used by GINP, a physical end of file 
indicates an attempt to read beyond valid data. 
3032 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3032, UNABLE T@ FIND SELECTED SET (****) IN TABLE 
(****) IN SUBR@JTINE. 
A particular set used in the problem was not included in the data. 
Good examples are loads, initial conditions, or frequency sets. 
Include the required data or change the case control deck to select 
data already in problem. Set zero has a special meaning. A set 
selection was required, but none was made. For example, no METHpID 
was selected for an eigenvalue extraction problem. 
This message can also indicate that a WAD card has referenced another 
L@AD card, which is not permitted. 
3034 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 3034, $RTH@G@NALITY CHECK FAILED, LARGEST 
TERM = **** EPSI = ****. 
The off-diagonal terms of the modal mass matrix are larger than the 
user input criteria on the EIGB or EIGR bulk data card. The eigen- 
vectors are not orthogonal to this extent. This nonorthogonality is 
especially important if a modal formulation is contemplated. 
3035 *** USER INF@?MATI@N MESSAGE 3035, F@R LPAD ** EPSILW SUB E = *****. 
This is an informative message reflecting the accumulated round-off 
error of the static solution. 
3037 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3037, JgB TERMINATED IN SUBR#UTINE ****. 
This message designates the subroutine in which the program terminated. 
It should be preceded by a user message which explains the cause of 
the termination. The module in which the program terminated can be 
found by examining the on-line time messages. 
3038 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3038, DATA SET *** WES N@T HAVE MULTIREEL 
CAPABILITY. 
Computer hardware or software does not support multireel files. 
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3039 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3039, ENDSYS CANNgT FIND SAVE FILE. 
File cannot be found to save and restore executive tables during 
link switching. 
3040 *** SYSTEM FATAL/MESSAGE 3040, ATTEMPT m WRITE DATA sm ********(FILE ***) 
WHEN IT IS AN INPUT FILE. 
Input data blocks for a module (100 .LT. NAME .&T. 200) may be read 
only. 
3045 *** USER WARRING MESSAGE 3045, INSUFFICIENT TIME T@ CaMPLETE THE 
REMAINING ** S@LUTI~(S) IN ~DULE ***. 
The time specified on the NASTRAN TIME card has expired in the named 
module. The module will be terminated. NASTRAN will continue 
running until the time on the job card expires. Rerun problem with 
increased time. 
3048 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3048, BUFFER C@NTR@L W@RD INC@?RECT F@R 
GINP **** @PERATI@N $N DATA BL@CK ****. 
The buffer control word has been destroyed outside of GIN@ or an 
attempt to READ a file opened to WRITE or similar error has occurred. 
3049 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3049, GIN@ UNABLE T@ P#SITI@N DATA BL$CK **** 
C@~E~TLY DURING **** @PERATI~. 
A block number read does not match the expected block number. The 
file has been repositioned outside the GIN(J environment or a machine 
or operating system error has occurred. 
3050 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3050, INSUFFICIENT TIME REMAINING F@R 
DEC@MP$Z%ITI@J, ****. TIME ESTIMATE IS **** SEC@NDS. 
The time estimated for a decomposition exceeds the remaining time. 
Increase the time estimate for the run. 
3054 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 3054, THE ACCURACY P)F EIGENVECTgR **** 
C@~ESP~DING ~9 THE EIGENVALUE **** IS IN D@UBT. 
The eigenvector failed to converge in the allowable number of itera- 
tions. Particular attention should be given to the off-diagonal terms 
of the modal mass matrix .(MI) to determine if this vector is orthogonal 
to the remaining vectors. These terms will be computed and checked 
if field 9 on the EIGR card contains a nonzero value. The message is 
expected in the case of close or multiple eigenvalues even though the, 
vectors are properly computed. 
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3055 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3055, AN ATTEMPT T@ MULTIPLY @R MULTIPLY AND ADD ! 
NQIN-c@v~RMABLE MATRICES T@ETBER WAS MADE IN ~DULE ******. 
The multiply/add subroutine requires conformable matrices. There are 
two possible equations: 
1. 
2. 
M = CA1 bl + Ccl 
The number of columns of 
Of bl ; 
ix must be equal to the number of rows 
the number of columns of [ ] Ccl must be equal to the number 
of columns of B ; and the number of rows of PI must be equal 
to the number of rows of IhI l 
bl = CAITbl + Ccl 
The number of rows of must be equal to the number of rows 
of [B] ; the number of columns of PI must be equal to the num- 
ber of columns of I31 : and the number of rows of Ccl must be 
equal to the number of columns of [A]. 
3056 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3056, N@ MASS V'ATRIX IS PRESENT BUT MASS DATA IS 
REQUIRED. 
An operation with the mass matrix is required, but none was created. 
A typical cause is the omission of RB@ on the MAT1 card. 
3057 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3057, MATRIX **** IS N@T P@ITIVE DEFINITE. 
A Cholesky decomposition was attempted on the above matrix, but 
a diagonal term was negative or equal to zero such that the 
decomposition failed. 
3058 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 3058, EPSILW IS LARGER TBAN **** FQR 
SUBCASE ****. 
The error residual (either && or w 
hdT (6P1 
E = 
(PIT {u} 
is larger than would be expected for a well- 
conditioned problem. Near singularities may exist. 
3082 *** USER WARNING MESSAGE 3082, M = **********, N = **********. 
More than one n-set degree of freedom is associated with an m-set 
degree of freedom. The term associated with the m-n indices given 
in the message is ignored. 
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3083 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3083, UM Pji%IT1gN = **********, SIL = **********. 
An m-set degree of freedom is not expressed in terms of an n-set 
degree of freedom. 
3093 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 3093, ELEMENT = ******** REMaN = ******. 
1. Less than 2 points have been referenced. 
2. Unable to locate SIL value. 
3. Unrecognized form fOK c?h'IIent. 
4. Illegal number of points for this form of the element. 
3097 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3097, C$LUMN ****** IS SINGULAR. SYMMETRIC 
****+*i*** DEC@,fp. 
When a matrix being read in is singular (null column or, for symmetric 
decomposition, a zero diagonal), the internal column number and type 
of decomposition are identified. The message does not appear for 
special cases, such as less than three columns, or for proportional 
KOWS. 
3131 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 3131, INPUT STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES ARE qT 
CgMPATIBLE. 
The matrices must be the same size to properly perform matrix 
operations. 
4028 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 4028, THE CODE WR GRID P@INT ********** D@ES 
WT MATCH THE CaDE WR GRID PaINT **********. 
A GRID point on SIDE 1 must be connected to a GRID point on SIDE 2 and 
a SCALAR point on SIDE 1 must be connected to a SCALAR point on 
SIDE 2. 
4066 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 4066, SEC@ND OUTPUT DATA BLWK MUST N@T BE PURGED. 
The transformation matrix between physical and symmetric components 
does not exist. Insure that the number of case control subcases is 
specified correctly and that the component loads are properly 
ordered. 
4090 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 4090, @NE ~IF THE F@LL~JwING NON-ZERQ~ 
IDENTIFICATI$$N NUMBERS APPEARS $dN S$ME C@MBINATI@N GRID BULK 
DATA CARDS. ID = XXX, ID = XXX, ID = XXX. 
All GRID data cards should have unique identification numbers. 
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6007 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 6007, IMPR@PER FILE SETUP F$?k ****. 
An,external input/output operation has been defined, but the file is 
missing OK the card is improper. 
6010 *** SYSTEM FATAL MESSAGE 6010, ILLEGAL VARIABLE TpI BE SET IN DMAP 
STATEMENT, (N) . 
The system has encountered an illegal type of word to be inserted 
in a DMAP sequence. Could possibly occur if a floating point number 
were used instead of an integer on an input card. 
6015 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 6015, Tf8@ MANY CHARACTERS T@j BE INSERTED IN A 
DMAP LINE. N=***. 
A BCD word has been defined with too many characters to fit the space 
in the DMAP. (Usual limit is eight.) Message could also occur if 
block data SUbpKOgKam ASDBD has an error. 
6016 *** USER FATAL MESSAGE 6016, T$8@ MANY DIGITS T(b BE INSERTED IN DMAP 
VALUE= ***. 
An integer is limited to eight digits. 
6.4 Analysis Error Messages 
A number of fatal errors are detected by DMAP statements. These messages 
indicate the presence of fatal user errors that either cannot be determined by 
the functional modules or that can be more effectively detected by DMAP state- 
ments. The detection of such an error causes a transfer to a LABEL instruction 
near the end of the rigid format. The text of the message is output and the 
execution is terminated. These messages will always appear at the end of the 
NASTRAN output. 
6.4.1 Error Messages for Static Analysis 
w. 1 - ATTEMPT m EXECUTE MgRE THAN 100 L@8PS. 
An attempt has been made to use more than 100 different sets of 
boundary conditions. This number may be increased by altering 
the REPT instruction following SDRl. 
Ng. 2 - MASS MATRIX REQUIRED NR WEIGHT AND BALANCE CALCULATIWS. 
The mass matrix is null because either no elements were defined with 
connection cards, nonstructural mass was not defined on a property 
card, or the density was not defined on a material card. 
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N@. 5 
w INDEPENDENT DEGREES @F FREED@l HAVE BEEN DEFINED. 
Either no degrees of freedom have been defined on GRID, SP@INT, 
or scalar connection cards or all defined degrees of freedom have 
been constrained by SPC, SUP@RT, or @IIT cards. 
NQ( ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN DEFINED. 
The stiffness matrix is null because no elements have been defined 
on connection cards. 
A L@?PING P~BLEM RUN @I NQIN-WPING SUBSET. 
A problem requiring boundary condition changes was run on sub- 
sets 1 or 3. The problem should be restarted on subset 0. 
6.4.2 Error Messages for Vibration Analysis 
NpI. l- MASS MATRIX REQUIRED F@R REAL EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS. 
The mass matrix is null because either no structural elements were 
defined with connection cards, nonstructural mass was not defined 
on a property card, or the density was not defined on a material 
card. 
w. 2 - EIGFNVALUE EXTRACTI(ZIN DATA REQUIRED F@R REAL EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS. 
Eigenvalue extraction data must be supplied on an EIGR card and 
M.El?HBD must select an EIGR set in the case control deck. 
w. 3 - N@ INDEPENDENT DEGREES $ZjF FREEWM HAVE BEEN DEFINED. 
No degrees of freedom have been defined on GRID cards or all 
defined degrees of freedom have been constrained by SPC, SUP@RT, OK 
@IT cards. 
6.4.3 Error Messages for Buckling Analysis 
w. 1 - N@ STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN DEFINED. 
The differential stiffness matrix is null because no structural 
elements have been defined with connection cards. 
w. 2 - FREE B@DY SUPPaRTS WT ALL@WED. 
Free bodies are not allowed in buckling analysis. The SUP@RT 
cards must be removed from the bulk data deck and other con- 
straints applied if required for stability. 
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Ngf. 3 - EIGENVALUE EXTRACTIP)N DATA REQUIRED F(& REAL EIGENVALUE 
ANALYSIS. 
Eigenvalue extraction data must be supplied on an EIGB card and 
METHgD must select an EIGB set in the case control deck. 
I@. 4 - m EIGENVALUES WUND. 
No buckling modes exist in the range specified by the user. 
Ng. 5 - MASS MATRIX REQUIRED Fphi WEIGHT AND BALANCE CALCULATI@?S. 
The mass matrix is null because either no elements were defined 
with connection cards, nonstructural mass was not defined on a 
property card, OK the density was not defined on a material 
card. 
N$. 6 - Ng INDEPENDENT DEGREES @F FREED(LIM HAVE BEEN DEFINED. 
No degrees of freedom have been defined on GRID cards OK all 
defined degrees of freedom have been constrained by SPC or (8MIT 
cards. 
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SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
This appendix describes how to use a DMAP sequence to perform three types 
of analysis and presents a demonstration problem for matrix operations and data 
block manipulation. The three types of analysis are static analysis, vibration 
analysis, and buckling analysis. Each of the four problems is divided into the 
model, the DMAP sequence, a description of the major steps in the sequence, and 
a sample problem with output. The fourth problem has no model. To save space, 
the output of each problem has been compacted so that two to four pages of . 
normal output are printed on one page in this guide. 
The output for load vectors, displacement vectors, eigenvectors, and 
forces of SPC are under the headings Tl, T2, T3, Rl, R2, and R3. These head- 
ings are equivalent to displacement at X, Y, and 2 and rotation about X, Y, 
and 2. The stresses output for the BAR element are under the headings SAl, 
SBl, SA2, SB2, SA3, SB3, SA4, and SB4. These symbols refer to the stress 
recovery coefficients on the PBAR card, where the subscript 1 is associated 
with the distance of a stress recovery point from plane 2 and the subscript 2 
is associated with the distance from plane 1. The eigenvalue output is 
straightforward to read. 
Static Analysis 
This problem is a static analysis of the deflection of a uniform beam. 
Model 
w 
3 cm 
2 3 4 5 6 7 9’ 10 11 a 
1, ,X 
4 240 m-w/ 
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F1 
/ / I 
/ 
b-192 cm-4 
Subcase l.- Cantilever beam subjected to concentrated force. 
lM 
Subcase 2.- Cantilever beam under moment of free end. 
I 
Subcase 3.- Simply supported beam with concentratd force. 
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Static Analysis DMAP Sequence 
1. XDMAP 
2. FILE 
3. FILE 
4. GPl 
5. GP2 
6. PARAML 
7. PIJRGE 
8. CON0 
9. PLTSET 
10. PRTMSG 
11. PARAM 
12. PARAM 
13. CON0 
14. PLOT 
15. PRTMSG 
16. LABEL 
17. GP3 
18. PARAM 
19. TAl 
20. PARAM 
21. COND 
22. PURGE 
23. PARAH 
24. COND 
25. PARAM 
26. EQUIV 
27. EMG 
28. COND 
29. EMA 
30. LABEL 
31. COND 
32. EMA 
33. LABEL 
34. PARAM 
35. JUMP 
36. LABEL 
37. GP4 
38. COND 
39. PARAM 
40. PURGE 
. 41. GPSP 
42. COND 
43. OFP 
ERR=2,LIST,REF S STATIC ANALYSIS 
OPTPZ=SAVE/ESTl=SAVE S 
QG=APPENO/PGG=APPEND/UGV=APPEND/GM=SAVE/KNN=SAVE S 
GEOMl,GEOM2,/GPC,EQEXIN,GPDT,CSTM,BGPOT,SIL/S,~,l~USET/ V;N, 
NOGPDT/V,N,ALWAYS=-1 S 
GEOM2,EQEXIN/ECT S 
PCDB//C,N,PRES/C,N,/C,N,/C,N,/V,N,NOPCDB S 
PLTSETX,PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS/NOPCDB S 
Pl ,NOPCDB S 
PCDB,EQEXIN,ECT/PLTSETX,PLTPARtGPSETS,~LSETS/S,N,NSIL/ SIN, 
JUMPPLOT=-l S 
PLTSETX// S 
//C,N,MPY/V,N,PLTFLG/C,N.l/C,N,l 5 I 
//C,N,HPY/V,N,PFILE/C,N,0/C,N,O S 
i 
PltJUMPPLOT S 
PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS,CASECC,BGPDT,E~EXIN,SIL,,,,/PLOTXl/ V,N, 
NSIL/V,N,LUSET/S,N,JUMPPLOT/S,N,PLTFLG/S,N,PFILE S 
PLOTXl// S 
Pl s 
GEOM3,EQEXIN,GEOM2/SLT, /S,N,NOGYAV/V,N,NEVER=l S 
//C,N,AND/V,N,NOMGG/V,N,NOGRAV/V,Y,GRDPNT=-1 S 
ECT,EPT,BGPDT,SIL, ,CSTM/EST,GEI,GPECT,/V,N,LUSET/ S,N, 
NOSIMP/C,N,l/S,N,NOGENL/S,N,GENEL 6 
//C,N,AND/V,N,NOELMT/V,N,NOGENL/V,N,NOSIMP d 
ERROR4,NOELMT S 
KGGX,GPST/NOSIMP/OGPST/GENEL S 
//C,N,HPY/V,N,CARDNO/C,N,O/C,N,0 S 
LBLltNOSIMP S 
//C,N,ADD/V,N,NOKGGX/C,N,l/C,N,O S 
EST,ESTl/NEVER S 
EST,CSTM,MPT,DIT,GEOM2,/KELM,KDICT,MELM,MDICT,,/S,N,NOKGGX/ S, 
N,NOMGG/C,N,/C,N,/C,N,/C,Y,COUPMASS/C,Y,CPBAR/C,Y,CPROD/C,Y, 
CPQUADl/CtY,CPQUAD2/C,Y,CPTRIAl/C,Y,CPTRIA2/ C,Y,CPTlJBE/C,Y, 
CPQDPLT/C,Y,CPTRPLT/C,Y,CPTRBSC S 
JMPKGGINOKGGX S 
GPECT,KDICT,KELM/KNN ,GPST S 
JMPKGG S 
LBLl ,NOMGG S 
GPECT,HDICT,MELM/MGG,/C,N,-l/C,Y,WTMASS=l.O S 
LBLl S 
//C,N,MPY/V,N,NSKIP/C,N,O/C,N,O S 
LBLll S 
LBLll S 
CASECC,GEOM4,EQEXIN,SIL,GPDT,BGPDT,CSTM/RG,YS,USET,ASET/V,N, 
LUSET/S,N,MPCFl/S,N,MPCF2/S,hl,S,~NGLE/S,N,OMIT/S,N,REACT/S,N, 
NSKIP/S,N,REPEAT/S,N,NOSET/S,N,NflL/S,N,NOA/C,Y,SUBID S 
ERROR3 ,NOL S 
//C,N,AND/V,N,NOSR/V.N,SINGLE/V,N,REACT S 
KRR,KLR,QR,DM/4EACT/GM/MPCFl/GO,KOO,LrOO,PO,UOOV,RUOV/OM~T/PS, 
KFS,KSS/SINGLE/QG/NOSR S 
GPL,GPST,USET,SIL/OGPST/S,N,NOGPST S 
LBL4,NOGPST S 
OGPST,,,,,// S 
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44. LABEL 
45. EQUIV 
46. COND 
47. SCEl 
48. LABEL 
49. EQUIV 
50. COND 
51. SMPl 
52. LABEL 
53. EQUIV 
54. COND 
55. RBHGl 
56. LABEL 
57. RBMGZ 
58. COND 
59. RBMG3 
60. LABEL 
61. SSGl 
62. EQUIV 
63. COW 
64. COND 
65. 5562 
66. LABEL 
67. SSG3 
68. SDRl 
69. COND 
70. REPT 
71. JUMP 
72. PARAH 
73. COND 
74. LABEL 
75. SDR2 
76. OFP 
77. COND 
78. PLOT 
79. PRTMSG 
80. LABEL 
81. JUMP 
82. LABEL 
83. PRTPARM 
84. LABEL 
85. PRTPARM 
86. LABEL 
87. PRTPARM 
88. LABEL 
89. PRTPARM 
90. LABEL 
91. END 
LBL4 S 
KNN,KFF/SINGLE S 
LBL3,SINGLE S 
LJ;J;,;NN,,,/KFF.KFS,KSS,,, S 
KFF,KAA/OMIT S 
LBL5,OHIT S 
USET,KFF,,,/GO,KAA,KOO,LOO,,,,, S 
LBL5 S 
KAA,KLL/REACT S 
LBL6,REACT S 
USET,KAA,/KLL,~LR,KRR,,, S 
LBL6 s 
KLL/LLL S 
LBL7,REACT S 
LLL,KLR,KRR/DM S 
LBL7 S 
SLT,BGPDT,CSTM,S!L,EST,MPT, ,EOT,MGG,CASECC,DIT/PG/V,N, 
LUSET/V,N,NSKIP S 
PG,PL/NOSET S 
LBLlO,NOSET S 
LBLlO,NOSET S 
USET, ,YS,KFS,GO,DM,PG/OR,PO,PS,PL S 
LBLlO S 
LLL,KLL,PL,LOO,KOO,PO/ULV,UflOV,RULV,RUDV/V,N,OMIT/V,Y,IRES=-l/ 
V,N,NSKIP/S,N,EPSI S 
USET,PG,ULV,UOOV,YS,GO, ,PS,KFS,KSS,QR/UGV,PGG,~G/V,N,NSKIP/ 
C,N,STATICS S 
LBL8,REPEAT S 
LBLllrlOO 
ERROR1 S 
//C,N,NOT/V,N,TEST/V,N,REPEAT S 
ERROR5,TEST S 
LBL8 s 
CASECC,CSTM,MPT,DIT,EQEXIN,SIL, ,EDT,BGPDT,,BG,UGV,EST, 
,PGG/OPG~,~QG~,OUGV~,OES~,~~F~,PUGV~/C,NTSTATICS/S,N, 
NOSORTZ=-1 6 
OUGVl,OPGl,OQGl,OEFl,OESl,//S,N,CARDNO S 
P2,JUMPPLOT S 
PLTPAR,GPSETSTELSETSTCASECCTBGPDT,E~EXIN,SILTPUGV~,TGPECT,~ES.~/ 
PLOTX2/V,N,NSIL/V,N,LUSET/V,N,JlJMPPI-~T/V,N,PLTFLG/S,N,PFILE S 
PLOTXZ// S 
P2 s 
FINIS S 
ERROR1 S 
//C,N,-l/C,N,STATICS S 
ERROR3 S 
//C,N, -3/C,N,STATICS S 
ERROR4 S 
//C,N,-4/C,N,STATICS S 
ERROR5 S 
//C,N, -S/C,N,STATICS S 
FINIS S 
S 
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Description of DMAP Operations for Static Analysis 
4. 
5. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
17. 
19. 
21. 
24. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
31. 
32. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
58. 
GPl generates coordinate system transformation matrices, tables of grid- 
point locations, and tables for relating internal and external grid-point 
numbers. 
GP2 generates an element connection table with internal indices. 
Go to DMAP no. 16 if no plot package is present. 
PLTSET transforms user input into a form used to drive structure plotter. 
PRTMSG prints error messages associated with structure plotter. 
Go to DMAP no. 16 if no undeformed structure plot request. 
PLJdT generates all requested undeformed structure plots. 
PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each undeformed plot 
generated. 
GP3 generates static loads table. 
TAl generates element tables for use in matrix assembly and stress 
recovery. 
Go to DMAP no. 85 and print error message if no elements have been 
defined. 
Go to DMAP no. 33 if there are no structural elements. 
PIG generates structural element matrix tables and dictionaries for 
later assembly. 
Go to DMAP no. 38 if no stiffness matrix is to be assembled. 
EMA assembles stiffness matrix [ 1 KXgg and grid-point singularity table. 
GO to DMAP no. 33 if no mass matrix is to be assembled. 
EMA assembles mass matrix c 1 Mgg l 
Go to next DMAP instruction if cold start. 
Beginning of loop for additional constraint sets. 
GP4 generates flags defining members of various displacement sets (USET), 
forms multipoint constraint equations 
displacement vector Y, . c > 
kl ("d = 0, and forms enforced 
Go to DMAP no. 83 and print error message if no independent degrees of 
freedom are defined. 
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41. GPSP determines if possible grid-point singularities remain. 
42. Go to DMAP no. 44 if no grid-point singularities remain. 
43. @P formats the table of possible grid-point singularities and places it 
on the system output file for printing. 
45. Equivalence [: 1 Knn to [I Kff if no single-point constraints. 
46. Go to DMAP no. 48 if no single-point constraints. 
47. SCEl partitions out single-point constraints 
c 3 Knn = 
Kff [ Kfs L 1 -----i------ Ksf : KS, 
49. Equivalence c 1 Kff to r 1 Kaa if no omitted coordinates. 
50. Go to DMAP no. 52 if no omitted coordinates. 
51. SMPl partitions constrained stiffness matrix 
c 1 Kff = [ Faa f Kao ----------- ’ 1 I Koa i Koo 
solves for transformation matrix [Go] = -[Koo]-l[~oa], and performs matrix 
reduction rKaaJ = Faal + [KEa][GoJ* 
53. Equivalence cKaa] to [KJL!L] if no free-body supports. 
54. Go to DMAP no. 56 if no free-body supports. 
55. RBMGl partitions out free-body supports 
t- I 
4,k I KQr 
Kaa = 
[ 1 
---+-- 
KrR I Krr 
57. RBMG2 decomposes constrained stiffness matrix [w-J = [~aaJ [w] l 
58. Go to DMAP no. 60 if no free-body supports. 
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59. RBMG3 forms rigid-body transformation matrix 
calculates rigid-body check matrix 
[Xl = cKrr] + [K2r] lIDI 
and calculates rigid-body error ratio 
61. SSGl generates static load vectors c > Pg . 
62. Equivalence ('g} to (‘Q> if no constraints applied. 
64. SSG2 applies constraints to static load vectors 
Fn 
( > pg = -- (> pm (Pn> =cFn> + [GE](pm> 
l > 
I;f 
pn = -- (> PS (pf)=(Ff} - [Krs](ys) 
( > 
Ga 
Pf = -- 
!I PO 
{pa} =(Ga> + [GoT](po} 
l > 
PQ pa = -- 
i> 
pr 
and calculates determinate forces of reaction (gr} = -{pr} - [DT3(p!$. 
66. SSG3 solves for displacements of independent coordinates 
(UQ) = [GJ-ypa) 
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solves for displacements of omitted coordinates 
(u:> = ‘[GJ --‘(PO) 
calculates residual vector (RULV) and residual vector error ratio for 
independent coordinates 
and calculates residual vector (Rum) and residual vector error ratio for 
omitted coordinates 
@PO} = {PO} - [~o]~U3 
{C}(@,) 
E" = {Po){l$) 
67. SDRl recovers dependent displacements 
ua c I -- = l> uf UO 
(Um) = [%I{%) 
{%) = [Go](ua} + {uZ> 
uf ( > -- = YS c > un 
and recovers single-point forces of constraint 
(SJ = -(ps} + ~%s-J@f> + cKsJ(Ys) 
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68. 
69. 
70. 
72. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
79. 
80. 
82. 
84. 
86. 
88. 
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Go to DMAP no. 73 if all constraint sets have been processed. 
Go to DMAP no. 36 if additional sets of constraints need to be processed. 
Go to DMAP no. 81 and print error message if number of loops exceeds 100. 
Go to DMAP no. 87 and print error message if multiple boundary conditions 
are attempted with improper subset. 
SDR2 calculates element forces and stresses ((aFJ?l, @ESl) and prepares 
load vectors, displacement vectors, and single-point forces of constraint 
for output (@PGl, @UGVl, PUGVl, $?@Gl). 
@FP formats tables prepared by SDR2 and places them on the system output 
file for printing. 
Go to DMAP no. 79 if no deformed structure plots are requested. 
PLplT generates all requested deformed structure plots. 
PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each deformed plot 
generated. 
Go to DMAP no. 89 and make a normal exit. 
STATIC ANALYSIS ERRGR MESSAGE N@. 1 - ATTEMPT Tfl EXECUTE M@RE THAN 
100 L$z@PS. 
STATIC ANALYSIS ERRGR MESSAGE N@. 3 - NG INDEPENDENT DEGREES gF 
FREEWM HAVE: BEEN DEFINED. 
STATIC ANALYSIS ERRGR MESSAGE NV. 4 - NG ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN DEFINED. 
STATIC ANALYSIS ERRgR MESSAGE NG. 5 - A L@PING PRgBLEM RUN @N N@I- 
LWPING SUBSET. 
Static Analysis Sample Problem 
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OE"OHSTRATION PROELE" - STATIC ANALYSIS 
DEFLECTION OF A “HIFOR” BEAM 
CASE CONTROL DECK ECHO 
CARD 
COUNT 
: 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 
9 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
I6 
19 
20 
:: 
23 
TITLE = 0E”ONSTRATION PROBLEM - STATIC ANlLYSIS 
SUBTITLE = DEFLECTION OF AN “NIFOR” BEA” 
ECHO = BOTH 
LINE = 40 
OUTPUT 
SET 3 = 1.6.7.A.10 
OISP = ALL 
OLOAD = ALL 
SPCF = ALL 
STRESS = 3 
SUECPSE 1 
LABEL = CANTILEVER BE14 SUBJECTEO TO CONCENTRATED FORCE 
SPC = 10 
LOAO =io 
SUECLSE 2 
LABEL = CANTILEVER BEA” “NOER MOMENT AT FREE EN0 
SPC = 10 
LOAO =i2 
SUBCASE 3 
LA,“;; ; ;IWL”-SUPPORTED BEAM MIT” CONCENTRATE0 FORCE 
LOAO = 20 
BEGIN BVLK 
JANUARY Pi, 1917 UASTRAN I, ill7 PAGE 2 
DE”ONSTRATION PROBLE” - STATIC ANALYSIS 
DEFLECTION OF A “NIFOR” BEA” 
INPVT 
. 1 . . 2 . . 3 . . 
I STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 
CEAQ i 39 i 
CBAR 2 39 2 
CBAR 3 39 3 
CEAR 
CBAR 
: 39 4 
5 
CBAR 6 6 
CBAR 7 
CEAR 6 
CEAR 9 
CEPR 
CNGRNT :” 
PBLR 39 
+E 3.0 
“ATI 72 
S GEOMETRY 
GRID 1 
GRID 2 
GRID 3 
WI0 I 
GRID 5 
GRIO 6 
GRIO 7 
GRID 2. 
GRID 9 
39 
39 
39 
39 
2 
72 
0.0 
1.016 
7 
6 
9 
. . 5 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 
ia 
10 11 
THRU 10 
16.0 wk.0 
JAHUARI 21. 1977 NASTRAN I, i/77 PAGE 3 
BULK DATA OECK ECHO 
0.0 
24.0 
tl6.0 
72.0 
96.0 
i20.0 
lZZ.0 
166.0 
192.0 
GRID 10 216.0 
GRID 11 240.0 
0 CONSTRAIHT IN0 LOAOING FOR CASE i 
WC IO 1 26 
FORCE 10 9 30.0 
S LOAOING FOR CASE 2 
MOMENT I2 11 2100.0 
S CONSTRAINT LNO LOADING FOR CASE 3 
SPC 20 1 2 
SPC 21 11 2 
SPCdOO 1 20 21 
FORCE 20 7 4ZIO.O 
ENOOATA 
. . 6 . . 7 . . 6 . . 9 . . 10 . 
0.0 1.0 1 
0.0 1.0 ::: 1 
6.0 1.0 0.0 1 
0.0 1.0 0.0 1 
0.0 1.0 0.0 1 
0.0 1.0 0.0 1 
0.0 
k"D ::: ::: 
1 
1.0 0.0 1 
0.0 1.0 0.0 1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-1.0 
0.0 
1.0 
13b5 
1355 
1345 
1345 
1355 
13*5 
1345 
1345 
1345 
13*5 
1345 
0.0 
-1.0 
0.0 
TOTAL COUNT= 36 
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*‘NO ERRORS FOUND - EXECUTE NASTRAN PROCRAw* 
se- SYSTEM INFORNATION MESSAGE 3113, EMGPRO PROCESSING SINGLE PRECISION ELEMENTS OF TWE 34 STARTING “I,” IO i 
.=* SlSTE” INFOR”ATION “ESSAGE ,107. E”GOL0 IS PROCESSING ELEMENTS OF TlPE = 35, BEGINNING “IT” ELE”ENt IO = 1 
**-USER IHFORHATIOH MESSAGE JD23--PIRANETERS FOR S”H”ETRIC ,,ECO”POSITIO,, OF OATA BLOCK K‘L 
TIME ESTIHlTE- 
("3 20 I 
AOOITIONAL CORE= -164016 
t LVG I 3 PC AVG = 0 SPILL GROUPS = a 
c nrx = 
s 1% = 1 
4 PC”AX = a PC GROUPS = 0 PREFACE LOOPS = 1 
MPVAO--HULL MATRIX PRODUCT 
llETHO0 i Nt,NER PASSES = 1,EST. TIME = 00.t. 
‘*’ USER INFORNPTIOH MESSAGE 3035 
FOR LOAD I EPSILON SUR E = -2.5175003E-11 
‘** “SER INFOR”A,ION “ESSAGE 3035 
FOR LOAD 2 EPSILON SUB E = -i.5929497E-ll 
“PVAO--NULL “ATRIX PRODUCT 
MET”00 2 T ,NBR PASSES = l.EST. tI”E = DO.0 
l .*“SEP INFORM.TION MESSAGE JOZJ--PARAMETERS FOR S”H”ETRIC OECOMPOSITION OF OAT. BLOCK KLL IN= 20 , 
TI”E ESTI”ATE= 1 c AYG = 3 PC LVG = 0 SPILL GROUPS I 0 S AVG = 1 
bOOITIO”LL CORE= -16406 c “AX I 4 PC”AX E 0 PC GROUPS = 0 PREFACE LOOPS y 1 
“PVPO--NULL MATRIX PRODUCT 
MET”00 1 HT.HBR PASSES = 1,ES.T. TIME = 00.0 
“- USER INFOPNLT~ON MESSLGE JO35 
FOR LOAD 3 EPSILON SUB E = -7.993656kE-12 
t+PIAO--NULL "PTRIX PRODUCT 
"ET"00 2 T .NBR PASSES = l.EST. TIWE = CC.0 
*-* S”STE” YARNING “ESSAGE 3022 
OATA BLOCK PLTPAR IS REPUIREO AS INPUT AND IS NO, OUTPUT 8” A PREYIOVS HOOVLE IN THE CURRENT OHAP ROUTE. 
l -* SYSTEM YARNING “ESSAGE ,022 
OPTl BLOCK GPSETS IS REQUIRE0 AS lNP”T AH0 I s NOT OUTPUT B* p1 PREVIOUS NOOULE IN THE CURRENT OMAP ROUTE. 
l -- SISTEM WARNING MESSAGE ,022 
OlTA BLOCK ELSETS IS REOUIREO IS INPUT ANO IS HOT OUTPUT 8” A PREVIOUS nOO”LE IN THE CURRENT 0”AP ROUTE. 
0E"OHSTRATION PROELE” - STATIC ANALISIS 
OEFLECTION OF A “NIFOR” BEP” 
JPINUIR” 2,. 197, NASTRAN II 1177 PAGE II 
CANTILEVER 6EP” SUBJECTED TO COHCEHTRATEO FORCE SUBCASE 1 
OISPL PCE"ENT VECTOR 
T1 RI R2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
CY 0.0 .  0.0 .  
0.0 0.0 0.0 
T1 
0.P 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Fl:: 
0.0 
::: 
0.0 
0.0 
-1.Ob6240EtOC 
-1.31072OE+OO 
-1.55b46OE+OO 
-1.602240E+OO 
DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM - STATIC ANlLlSlS 
DEFLECTION OF A UNIFOR” BEA” 
CANTILEVER BEA” UNDER “0”ENT AT FREE END , 
POINT 10. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
b 
9 
IO 
11 
TYPE Tl 
G 0.0 
G 
G ::o" 
z 0.0 
G i:: 
G 0.0 
G 0.0 
G 0.0 
G 0.0 
G 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 20” 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
DISPLACEMENT VEC TOR 
TZ 
a.0 
-I.lZOOODE-02 
-4.b600OOE-02 
-l.O06OOOE-01 
-1.7920OOE-01 
-2.6OOOOOE-01 
-+.032OOOE-01 
-5.466000E-01 
-7.16AOOOE-01 
-9.072OOOE-01 
-l.IPOOOOE+OO 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
a.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
T3 
0.0 
0”:: 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
a.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
R3 
0.0 
-2.4OOOOOE-03 
-4.k6OOOOE-03 
-b.L400OOE-03 
-7.660000E-03 
-6.600000E-03 
-9.6OOOOOE-03 
-1.OOIOOOE-02 
-l.O2400OE-02 
-l.OZSOOOE-02 
-l.OZbOOOE-02 
JANUARV 21, 1977 NASTRAN II 1177 PAGE I2 
SUBCASE 2 
RI R2 
0.0 
::i 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
::: 
i:: 
0.0 
R3 
0.0 
-9.333333E-04 
-1.6bb6bIE-03 
-Z.AOOOOOE-03 
-3.733333E-03 
-b.b66667E-03 
-5.COOOOOE-03 
-6.533333E-03 
-7.466667E-03 
-6.bOOOOOE-03 
-9.333333E-03 
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OElONStRATION PROBLEM - STATIC ANALlSIS JANUARV 21. 1977 NASTRAN I/ 1177 PAGE 13 
OEFLECTION OF A “NIFORH BEAM , 
SIHPLV-SUPPORTEO BEAM WITH CONCENTRATE0 FORCE SUECCSE 1 
DISPLACEMENT VECTOR 
POINT IO. TVPE TI TZ 73 Rl RZ R3 
1 t 0.0 0.0 0.0 , 
::: 
0.0 -1.433600E-02 
2 G 0.0 -3.399660E-01 0.0 0.0 -1.3624OOE-02 
- 3 G 0.0 -6.5536OOE-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 -I.t266OOE-02 
4 G 0.0 -9.216OOOE-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 -9.726OOOE-03 
z t 0.0 
G 
G ,“:: 
-1.114112E+00 20632O +OO i:: 0.0 ::: -6.141000E-03 
-1.53600OE-03 
7 -1.L796S.SE+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.096000E-03 
6 G ::: -l.O1376OE+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.472000E-03 
9 G -7.372600E-01 
0”:: i:“, 
0.0 1.33ltOOE-02 
IO G 0.0 -3.67072OE-01 0.0 1.561600E-02 
I1 G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.636400E-02 
OEHONSTRATION PROBLEM - STATIC ANALYSIS JANUARY 21. 1977 NASTRAN 1, 117, PAGE 14 
OEFLECTION OF A UNIFORM BEAN 
CANTILEVER BE.” SUBJECTED TO CONCENTRATED FORCE SUBCASE 1 
L 0 I 0 VECTOR 
POINT IO. 
9 
TIPE 
G 
11 TZ 13 RI 
0.0 -3.OOOOOOE+Oi 0.0 0.0 0.0 
R2 R3 
0.0 
OEHONSTRATION PROBLE” - STATIC ANALYSIS JANUARY 21. 1977 NASTRAN 1, l/77 PAGE 15 
DEFLECTION OF A “HIFOR” BEA” 
CANTILEVER BEAN UNDER MOMENT AT FREE END SUBCASE 2 
LO.0 VECTOR 
POINT IO. TVPE Tl T2 T3 Rl R2 R3 
11 G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.100000E+03 
OE”ONSTRATI0” PROBLE” - STATIC ANALVSIS JANUARV 21, 1977 NASTRAN 1, 1177 PAGE 16 
OEFLECTION OF A “HIFOR” BEAM 
SI”PL”-SUPPORTEO BEAM “IT” CONCENTRATED FORCE SUBCASE 3 
L 0 A 0 VECTOR 
POINT IO. TIPE Tl TZ T3 RI P2 53 
I G 0.0 -t.‘,0000OE+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0E”ONSTRATION PROBLEM - STATIC ANALISIS JANUAR” 21. 1977 NASTRAN 1, 1177 PAGE 17 
DEFLECTION OF A UNIFORM BEAM 
CANTILEVER BEAM SUBJECTEO TO CONCENTRATED FORCE SUBCASE i 
FORCES OF SINGLE-POINT CONSTRAINT 
POINT IO. TVPE T1 72 T3 R2 R3 
1 G 0.0 3.OOOOOOE*Oi 0.0 0.0 R1i 0.0 5.760000ElOJ 
OEMONSTRATION PROBLEM - STATIC ANALVSIS JANUARY 21, 1977 NASTRAN 1, 1177 PAGE I6 
DEFLECTION OF A ““IFOR” BEA” 
CANTILEVER BEA” “HOER HOHENT AT FREE EN0 SUBCASE 2 
FORCES OF SINGLE-POINT CONSTRAINT 
POINT IO. TVPE TI 12 73 RI R2 R3 
1 t 0.0 -6.946540E-IO 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.IOOOOOE+03 
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OE”ONSTRAtION PROBLEM - STATIC ANALVSIS J;NUARV 2i. 1977 NASTRAN 1, 1177 PAGE 19 
DEFLECTION OF A UNIFORM BEAU 
SI”PLV-SUPPORTED BEAll NITH CONCENTRATE0 FORCE SUECASE 3 
FORCES OF SINGLE-POINT CONSTRAIHT 
COIN1 IO. TlPE 11 TL 13 RI I2 R3 
1 G 0.0 9.bOOOOOE*OI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 t 0.0 I.bSOOOOE~OZ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0E”ONSTRATION PROBLE” - STAIIC ANALYSIS 
DEFLECTION OF A ““IFOR” BEA” 
JANUASV 21. 197, HASTRAW II 1177 PAGE 20 
ClNTILEVER BEA” SUBJECTED TO CONCENtRA,EO FORCE SUBCASE 1 
ELEKENt SAl 
IO. SE31 
STRESSES IN BAR ELEMENTS ICBAR, 
SAZ SAJ S&4 AXIAL SA-“.X S.-MN “.5.-l 
SBZ sa3 SRS STRESS SO-“AX SB-MIN 11.5.-c 
I 3.2OOOOOE+Ot 0.0 0.0 
2.8OOOOOE~Ot 0.0 0.0 
b I.2OOOOOEtO2 0.0 0.0 
6.OOOOOOE+Ol 0.0 0.0 
7 6.OOOOOOE+OI 0.0 0.0 
4.0OOOOOE+OI 0.0 0.0 
6 4.000000E~01 0.0 -2.0696 6 -10 i:: 
IO Z.O69606E-10 0.0 0.0 
-4.139211E-10 0.0 0.0 
0.0 3.20000OE+OZ 0.0 
2.6OOOOOE+OZ 0.0 
0.0 0.0 I.2OOOOOEtO2 0.0 
0.0 6.COOOOOE*Ol 0.0 
0.0 0.0 6.OOOOOOEtOI 0.0 
0.0 4.000000E~01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 4.OOOOOOE~Ol 0.0 
0.0 0.0 -2.069bObE-10 
0.0 0.0 2.069bObE-10 0.0 
0.0 0.0 -4.139211E-10 
OE”ONSTRA,IOH PROBLEM - STATIC ANALYSIS 
OEFLECTION OF A ““IFOR” BEA” 
CANTILEVER BEP” UNDER “OMEN, AT FREE EN0 
JANUARY 21, 1977 NASTRAN II 1177 PAGE 21 
SUBCASE 2 
SA-“IN N.S.-T 
SW"*" ".S.-C 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
STRESSE S I N 84. R ELEMENTS ,tBARI 
SPZ SA3 SI* LX1 AL S.-“&X 
SBZ 583 SBk STRESS sB-M,x 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 
l.lbbbb7E*OZ 
l.l66667EtOE 
1.166667ElOZ 
1.166667ElDZ 
1.1bbbb7E+02 
1.166667E.02 
1.16bbb,E+OZ 
1.166667E~OZ 
1.166667ElOZ 
i.l6b667E+OE 
ELEMENT Spil 
IO. SBI 
f 1.166667E+OZ 
1.166667E*02 
b 1.166667E+CZ 
l.lbbbb7EtOE 
7 l.lbbbb7E+OZ 
I.Ib6bb7E*OP 
1 1.166667E+02 
l.lb6667E+cz 
IO l.lb6667E+OE 0.0 6.0 
1.166667E*07 0.0 0.0 
OE~ONSTRATION PROBLEM - STATIC ANALYSIS 
OEFLECTION OF A “HIFOR” SEA” 
JANUARY 2 !I, 1977 NASTRAN II 1177 PAGE 22 
SI”PL”-SUPPORTEO BEAM NIT” CONCENTRATED FORCE SUBCASE 3 
STRESSES IN A.9 E LEMEHTS (CBAR, 
SA2 SAX SLk AXIAL SA-“AX SA-“IN “.S.-t 
S32 5.83 5.84 STRESS SB-“AX SE-MI” “.S.-C 
ELEMENT SAl 
IO. 581 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1 2.567007E-11 0.0 0.0 
-1.260000E+02 0.6 0.0 
6 -b.4OOOOOE~OZ 0.0 0.0 
-7.b.SOOOOE+O2 0.0 0.0 
7 -7.b6OOOOE+OZ 0.0 0.0. 
-5.7bOOOOE+O2 0.0 0.0 
0 -5.7bOOOOE+OZ 0.0 0.0 
-3.64OOOOE~OZ 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
IO -1.92OOOOE+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-5.17+014E-11 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2.567007E-ll 0.0 
0.0 -1.260000E~02 
-b.~OOOOOE+OZ 
-7.66OOOOE~02 
-7.660OOOE+OZ 
-5.,bOOOOE.02 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 -5.7bOOOOE+OZ 
0.0 -3.64OOOOE102 
0.0 -1.920000E*02 
0.0 -5.17401&E-11 
0.0 
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Vibration Analysis 
This problem is a vibration analysis of a cantilever beam. 
Mode 1 
Y* 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
X 1 
I 
* 
rVl.2 ml/ 
w 
0.06 m 
Vibration Analysis DMAP Sequence 
1. XDMAP 
2. FILE 
3. WI 
4. GF'2 
5. PARAML 
6. PURGE 
7. COND 
8. PLTSET 
9. PRTHSG 
10. PARAM 
11. PARAM 
12. COND 
13. PLOT 
14. PRTMSG 
15. LABEL 
16. TAl 
17. COND 
18. PURGE 
19. PARAM 
20. PARAH 
21. EMG 
ERR=Z,LIST,REF 6 VIBRATION ANALYSIS 
LAMA=APPEND/PHIA=APPEND S 
GEOM1,GEOM2r/GPL,EQEXIN,GPDTrCSTMrBGPDT,SIL/S,N,LIJSET/ V,N, 
NOGPDT S 
GEOM2,EQEXIN/ECT d 
PCDB//*PRES*////NOPCDB S 
PLTSETX,PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS/NOPCDB S 
Plrf’lTJPCDB S 
PCDB,EQEXIN,~IP~TSETX.PLTP~R,~PSETS,ELSETS/S,N,NSIL/S,N, 
JUHPPLOT=-l S 
PLTSETX// S 
//*WPY*/PLTFLG/l/l b 
//*MPY*/PFILE/O/O S 
Pl, JUMPPLOT S 
PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS,CASECC,BGPDT,EQEXIN,SIL/ 
PLOTXl/NSIL/LUSET/S,N,JUMPPLnT/SINIPLTFLG/S,N,PFILE 5 
P,LOTXl// S 
Pl s 
ECT,EPT,BGPDT,SIL, rCSTM/EST,GEI,GPECT,/V,N,LUSET/ SIN, 
NOSIMP/C,N,l/S,N,NOGENL/S,N,GENEL B 
ERRORl,NOSIMP $ 
OGPST/GENEL S 
//C,N,ADD/V,N,NOKGGX/C,N,l/C,N,O f 
//C,N,ADD/V,N,NDMGG/C,N,l/C,N,O S 
EST~CSTM,MPT,DIT,GEOM2r/KELMIKDICTIMELM,KDICT,MELM,MDICT,,/S,N,N~KGGX/ S, 
N,NOMGG/C,N,/C,N,/C~N,/C,Y,COUPMASS/C,Y,CPBAR/C~Y,CPROD/C,Y, 
CPQUA~D~/C,Y,CPQUAD2/C,Y,CPTRIAl/C,Y,CPTRIA2/ C,Y,CPTUBE/C,Y, 
CPQDPLT/C,Y,CPTRPLT/CtYICPTRBSC S 
256 
22. COND 
23. EMA 
24. LABEL 
25. COND 
26. EHA 
27. PARAH 
28. GP4 
29. COND 
30. PURGE 
31. GPSP 
32. COND 
33. OFP 
34. LABEL 
35. EQUIV 
36. COND 
37. SCEl 
38. LABEL 
39. EBUIV 
40. EQUIV 
41. COND 
42. SMf’l 
43. SMPZ 
44. LABEL 
45. COND 
’ 46. RBMGL 
47. RBMG2 
48. RBMG3 
49. RBNG4 
50. LABEL 
51. DPD 
52. COND 
53. PARAM 
54. READ 
55. PARAM 
56. OFP 
57. COND 
58. SDRl 
59. PARAM 
60. PARAM 
61. EOUIV 
62. SDR2 
63. DFP 
64. CDND 
65. PLOT 
JMPKGG, NOKGGX S 
GPECT*KDICT,KELM/KNN,GPST S 
JMPKGG S 
ERROR1 ,NOHGG S 
GPECT,MDICT,MELM/MNN,/C,N,-~/C,Y,WTMASS=~.O s 
//C,N,MPY/V,N,NSKIP/C,N,O/C,N,~ s 
CASECCtGEOM4rEOEXIN,SIL,GPDT,BGPDT,CST~/RG,,USET,ASFT/ V,N, 
LUSET/S,N,HPCFl/S,N,MPCF2/S,N,SINGLE/S,N,OMIT/S,N,~EACT/S,N, 
NSKIP/S,N,REPEAT/S,N,NOSET/S,N,NOL/S,N,NOA/C,Y,SUBID S 
ERROR3;NOL S 
KRRTKLR,DM,MLR,MR/REACT/GM/MPCF~/GO/OMIT/KFS/SINGLE/~G/NOSET,$ 
GPL&PST,USET,SIL/DGPST~S,N,NCIGPST s 
LBL4,NOGPST S 
OGPST,,rtr// d 
LBL4 S 
KNN,KFF/SINGLE/MNN,MFF/SINGLE $ 
LBL3rSINGLE S 
USET,KNN,MNN,,/KFF,KFS,,MFFvq d 
LBL3 S 
KFF,KAA/OMI T S 
HFF,MAA/OMIT S 
LBLSrOMIT S 
USET~KFF,~,/GO,KAA,KOOILOOItrrr 6 
USET,GO,MFF/MAA S 
LBL5 S 
LBL6,REACT S 
USETIKAA,HAA/KLL,KLR,KRR,MLLIMLRIMRR s 
KLL/LLL S 
LLL,KLR,KRR/DM 5 
DH,HLL,MLR,MRR/MR S 
LBL6 S 
DYNAMICS,GPL,SIL,USET/GPLD,SILD,USETD,,.~,~~EED*E~DY~~V~~~ 
LUSET/V~N,LUSETD/V,N,NOTFL/VININODLT~V~N.NOpSD~~V~~~~OFRL~ VI 
NINONLFT/V,N,NOTRL/S,N,NOEED/CIN1/VININOUE s 
ERROR2,NOEED S 
//C,N,MPY/V,N,NEIGV/C,N,l/C,N,-1 s 
KAA,MAA,MR,DM,EED,USET,CASECC/LAMA,pHIA,~I~OEIGS~C~~~~~DES~S~~* 
NEIGV S 
//C,N,HPY/V,N,CARDNO/CtNIO/CIN10 6 
LAMA,OEIGS,,,,//S,N,CARDNO S 
FINIS,NEIGV 5 
USET,,PHIA,~,GO, ,,KFS,,/PHIG,,QG/C,N,l/C,N,REIG S 
//*MPY*/SIXSIL/NSIL/6 S 
//*EQ*/SCALAR/SIXSIL/LUSET S 
SIL,SIP/SCALAR/BGPDT,BGPDp/SCALAR S 
CASECC,CSTM,MPT,DIT,EQEXIN,SIL,,~BGPDPILAMA~QG~~HIG~EST~~~ * 
OQGlrDPHIG,OESl,OEFl,PPHIG/C,N,REIG S 
OPHIG~OOGl,OEFl,OESlrr//SINICARDNO S 
P2,JUMPPLOT S 
PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS,CASECC,BGPDPIEQEXIN,SIP,~PPHIG~GpECT~ , 
OESl/PLDTX2/NSIL/LUSET/JUMPPLOT/PLTFLG/S,N,pFILE S 
66. PRTMSG PLOTXZ// S 
67. LABEL P2 s 
68. JUMP FINIS S 
APPENDIX 
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69. LABEL ERROR1 S 
70. PRTPARH //C,N,-l/C,N,HODES S 
71. LABEL ERROR2 S 
72. PRTPARH //C,N,-Z/C,N,MOOES S 
73. LABEL ERROR3 S 
74. PRTPARM //C,N,-3/C,N,MOOES S 
75. LABEL FINIS S 
76. END S 
Description of DMAP Operations for Vibration Analysis 
3. 
4. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
16. 
17. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
25. 
26. 
28. 
29. 
GP~ generates coordinate system transformation matrices, tables of grid- 
point locations, and tables for relating internal and external grid-point 
numbers. 
GP2 generates an element connection table with internal indices. 
Go to DMAP no. 15 if no plot package is present. 
PLTSET transfcrms user input into a form used to drive structure plotter. 
PRTMSG prints error messages associated with structure plotter. 
Go to DMAP no. 15 if no undeformed structure plot request. 
PL@T generates all requested undeformed structure plots. 
PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each undeformed plot 
generated. 
TAl generates element tables for use in matrix assembly and stress recovery. 
Go to DMAP no. 65 and print error message if there are no structural 
elements. 
PlIG generates structural element matrix tables and dictionaries for later 
assembly. 
Go to DMW no. 24 if no stiffness matrix is to be assembled. 
EMA assembles stiffness matrix [ 1 K&3 and grid-point singularity table. 
Go to DMAP no. 69 and print error message if no mass matrix exists. 
EMA assembles mass matrix PQ 1 9 l 
GP4 generates flags defining numbers of various displacement sets (USRT). 
Go to DMAP no. 73 and print error message if no independent degrees of 
freedom are defined. 
258 
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31. 
32. 
33. 
GPSP determines if possible grid-point singularities remain. 
Go to DMAP no. 34 if no grid-point singularity table. 
gFP formats table of possible grid-point singularities and places it cn 
the system output file for printing. 
35. Equivalence Cl Knn to Cl Kff and [ 1 Mnn to r 1 Mff if no single-point constraints. 
36. Go to DMAP no. 38 if no single-point constraints. 
37. SCEl partitions out single-point constraints 
[' [ 
K 
Kff i Kfs 
nn = -m-w------- 
Ksf i Kss 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
Equivalence Cl Kff to c 1 Kaa 
Equivalence c 1 Mff to Maa Cl 
if no omitted coordinates. 
if no omitted coordinates. 
Go to DMAP no. 49 if no omitted coordinates. 
SMPl partitions constrained stiffness matrix 
Cl Kff = 
iTaa i Kao [ 1 -w--w------ K,, i Koo 
solves for transformation matrix PO] = -[Koo]-lpoa], and performs matrix 
reduction CKaa] = CKaa] + [KEa][Go]* 
43. SMP2 partitions constrained mass matrix 
Cl Mff = 
Maa i Mao [ I ----m--w--- MO, i Moo 
and performs matrix reduction 
[Maa] = Ciaa] + [$a] CGol + LGZJ [%a] + b@["oo] CGo] 
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45. Go to DM&P no. 50 if no free-body suppGts. 
46. RBMGl partitions out free-body supports 
47. RBMGZ decomposes constrained stiffness matrix 
48. RBMG3 forms rigid-body transformation matrix 
[D] = - pat] -‘[&.j 
calculates rigid-body check matrix 
[X] = [Xrr] + cKIr] CD1 
and calculates rigid-body error ratio 
49. RBMG4 forms rigid-body mass matrix 
br] = c"rr] + ["TRr][D] + bT]cMQr] + [D'] p&d [D] 
51. DPD extracts eigenvalue extraction data from dynamics data block. 
52. Go to DMAP no. 71 and print error message if no eigenvalue extraction 
data. 
54. READ extracts real eigenvalues from the equation 
c Kaa - XMaa] (Ua) = O 
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calculates rigid-body modes by finding a square matrix I:1 @ro such that 
[%] = [Go] br][%o] 
is diagonal and normalized, computes rigid-body eigenvectors 
calculates modal mass matrix 
Cm1 = bE] c"aa] [$a] 
and normalizes eigenvectors according to one of the following user requests: 
Unit value of selected coordinate 
Unit value of largest component 
Unit value of generalized mass 
56. @FP formats eigenvalues and summary of eigenvalue extraction information 
and places them on the system output file for printing. 
57. Go to DMAP no. 75 and exit if no eigenvalues found. 
58. SDRl recovers dependent components of the eigenvectors 
($0) = [Go] (+a> 
($m> = [%I] (a> 
and recovers single-point forces of constraint (qs) = FfslT ($f). 
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61. Equivalence SIL to SIP and BGPDT to BGPDP when one or more geometric grid 
points exist. 
62. SDR2 calculates element forces and stresses (@EFl, gES1) and prepares 
eigenvectors and single-point forces of constraint for output 
(@PHIG, PPHIG, @IQGl). 
63. #FP formats tables prepared by SDR2 and places them on the system output 
file for printing. 
64. Go to DMAP no. 67 if no deformed structure plots are requested. 
65. PL@T generates all requested deformed structure plots. 
66. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each deformed plot 
generated. 
68. Go to DMAP no. 75 and make normal exit. 
70. N@RMAL M@E ANALYSIS ERRgR MESSAGE Ng. 1 - MASS MATRIX REQUIRED WR 
REAL EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS. 
72. t@m7s DDE ritu-a~srs ERR@R MESSAGE w. 2 - EIGENVALUE EXTRACTIPN DATA 
REQUIRED F@? REAL EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS. 
74. Nplm WDE 24mL~srs ERR@R MESSAGE NpI. 3 - w INDEPENDENT DEGREES @F 
FREED@M HAVE BEEN DEFINED. 
Vibration Analysis Sample Problem 
.JAN"PRI 25, 1977 NASTRAN iI 1177 PACE 1 
NPSTDPN FXECUTIVE CONTROL OECK EC”0 
IO NINTTRAN.CE”O-*R 
APP O”AO 
XOMAP ERR=*,LIST,QEF f “IBSATION ANAL”SIS 
,SEE NASTOAN SOVRCE DI)“GS~Y COWILPTION FOP LISTING OF 0”AP SEQUENCE) 
EN0 s 
TI”E 4 
CENO 
OENONSTRATION PROBLEM - “ISPATICN ANALYSIS JPNUAR” L5. 1977 YASTRPN II 1117 PACE 2 
CANTILEVER REPN - SECON” OF TWREE PRORLEMS 
CASE CONTROL DECK ECHO 
CAR0 
COUNT 
1 TITLE = OENONSTRATION PRO”lEW - “IRRATION ANALYSIS 
2 SVATITLE = CANTlLEVFS BEP” - SECONO OF T”REE PROBLE”S 
3 LINE = 40 
: 
EC”0 = BOTH 
“ET”00 = i2 
6 SPC = 20 
7 OUTPUT 
” OISP = ALL 
9 REGIN BULK 
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0E”0RSTQAI10” PR0m.E” - VIltQATION A”.l.“fIS 
CARTILLVCR RCA11 - SECONO OF THREE PROILEWS 
INPUT 
. 1 . . 2 . . 3 . . 
t STRUCTURLL ELE”E”TS 
CBAR I1 201 1 
CRAR 12 201 2 
CBAR 13 201 3 
CBAR 14 201 R 5 : 
CBAR 16 201 b 
WAR 17 201 7 
CBAR to1 
CBAR :: 201 : 
CBAR 20 201 
CRAR :: 201 
MAR 201 
CnGPNr 11 
PAR.” COUPd2 
CRLP ZPI 6 / 
10 
,I 
12 
4 . . 5 
: 
5 
5 
6 
7 
: 
10 
11 
12 
13 
THQ" 22 
b.O-4. 5.0-9 
0.1 “&Tl 
U:O"ET:* 
7.0+10 
1 _.__ 
GRID i 
GRID 3 
GQID 
GRID : 
GPID 6 
GRIO 7 
GSIO 8 
CR10 9 
GRID 10 
GRID 11 
GRID L2 
GRIrl 13 
9 SVPPORT CONOIlION 
SPC 20 1 
* EICEN”LL* “ET”00 
EIGQ 12 IHV 
+e.c “AX 
% REDUCTION OF O.O.F. 
ONTT 13 6 
0”IT 5 6 
0”IT 9 6 
wxcrr 
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JANVAR" 25, 1977 -4 ASTRAN ,I iI77 PAGE 1 
BULK 0 A 1 A DECK ECHO 
0.0 
i:: 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
L.2 
26 
0.0 500.0 
2 6 
6 b 
10 b 
,, 6 . . I . . .5 . . 9 . . IO . 
::: 
0.0 
::: 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.i 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
I.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.0 
::i 
E 
i:", 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1 
: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
86.0 
l VU ERR095 FO”“0 - EXECVTE HlSTRPH PROGR.“** 
--• SISTE” INFOFNATION “ESSAGE 3111 , FWGPRO PPOCESSIW SI”GLE PRECISION ELE”E”TS OF TlPE 34 ST.PTI”C “1,” IO 11 
we- SISTE” I”FOR”LTI0” “ESS.tF 3107. E”COL0 IS PQOCESSIHG ELE”ENTS OF TIPE = 32. BEGIN”I”C “IT” ELE”EN, IO I 1, 
..-YSE_S LnFPQ"ATION KSSAGE 3023 --PAQ,PE,EPS FOR S”““ETRIC OECO”POSITI0” OF Cl,. BLOCK KOO ,112 
TIM ESTI"ATE= 1 c AVG = I PC AVG = 0 SPILL CROUPS = 
AOOITIONAL CORE= -11415 c “AX = 2 PCRAX = 0 PC GROVPS = 
MET”00 1 T .NOR PASSES = I.EZ.7. 7I”E = 00.0 
“ET”00 1 nr.naa PASSES = 1,EST. TIME = 00.0 
NET”00 3 T .NW PASSES - IrEST. TI”E = 00.0 
“El”00 1 7 .“BR PISSES = 1,EST. TIME = 00.0 
12 , 
0 s AVG = 
0 PREFLCE LOOPS = 
. ..“SER I”FOR”LTI0” NESSAGE 3023-- PLRL”ETERS FOP S”“NETRIC OECO”POSIIIO” OF DLTA BLOCK LA”l ,N= 1P I 
TI"E ESII"LIE= 1 c IVG = 
LOOITlO”lL CORE- -14107 c “AX = 1: 
PC AVG = 0 SPILL GROU’S = 0 5 AVG = 
PC”.* = 0 PC GROUPS = 0 PREFACE LOOPS = 
l =WSEP MOR”,TLO)C MESShGE 3023--PLRA”ETERS FUR SY”“ElQIC OECO”POSITIO” OF OATA BLOCK LPHL IN= 
71°C ESTI”.lE= 1 c AVG = PC AVG = SPILL GROUPS = 
LODITIO”IL CORE= -14107 c “AX = 1; PC”AX = i PC GRO”‘S = 
-**USER I”FOR”ATI0” MEfSlGE 3023 --PLRACETERS FO0 fl”“ETRIC OECO”COSITI0” OF 0.7. BLOCK LL”, , I(= 
TI"E ESTI”hlE= 1 c AVG = PC AVG = 0 SPILL CRO”mS = 
MD1TlQtlhL CORE= -15107 .c “AX = 1: PC”AX = 0 PC GROUPS = 
“ETNOO 1 NT.“BR PASSES = I,EST. TIME = 00.0 
“ET”00 3 T .“BR PlSSES = I,EST. TI”E = 00.0 
12 8 
0 5 AVG = 
0 PREFLCE LOOPS = 
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CANTILEVER 9EAN - SECOND OF THREE PROBLEMS 
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JANUARY 25. 1977 YASTRAN 1, 1177 PAGE 11 
1-w SYSTEM YARNING “ESSiiE 3022 
OIT& BLOCK BGPOP IS REPUIREU AS INPUT A”0 IS NOT OUTPUT 8” A PREVIOUS “OOULE I” THE CURRENT ONAP ROUTE. 
l *- SVSTE” YARNING NESSAGE 3022 
DATA BLOCK BGPOP IS REPUIRED AS INPUT AN0 IS NOT OUTPUT 8” A PREVIOUS NOOULE IN THE CURRENT ONAP ROUTE. 
l ** SVSTEN YARNING NESSAGE 3022 
DATA BLOCK SIP IS REQUIRED PS INPUT ANU IS NOT OUTPUT B” A PREVIOUS MODULE IN 1HE CURREYT ONAP ROUTE. 
OE”O”STRATION PROBLE” - VIBRATION AYALISIS 
CANTILEVER “EL” - SECOND OF THREE P(IOBLE”S 
JANUAR” 25, 1977 “ASTRA” II l/77 PACE 12 
REAL EIGE”VALUES 
NODE EXTRlCTIO” EIGENVALUE RADIANS CYCLES GENERALIZED GEHERALiiED 
“0. OROFR NLSS STIFFNESS 
1 7 1.043153E*04 2.010933E+O2 3.200500EtOi 1.54799bE-02 6.259870E+Ot 
2 1 1.588253E+06 1.260259Et03 2.005765E.02 1.547818E-02 2.558327E+O4 
3 3 1.24562OEIO7 ,.529335E+03 5.617110E.02 1.54632OE-02 1.926127E.05 
0E”ONSTRATION PRORLC” - VISRATIO” ANALISTS 
CANTILEVER REP” - SCCOND OF T”REE F’ROBLE”S 
JANUARY 25, 1977 YASTRA” 1, 1177 PAGE 13 
EIGE”VAL”E ANALYSIS S”““ARY IINVERSE POYERl) 
“UMBER OF EIGENVALUES EXTRACTED . . . . . . 3 
““RBER OF STARTING POINTS “SE0 . . . . . . . 1 
“““BER OF STAQTTNG POINT “OVES . . . . , . . 0 
“““BER OF TRIANGULAR DECOWOSITIOHS . , . . 3 
TOTAL N”“BFR OF VECTOR ITERATIONS . . . . . 24 
REASON FOP TER”I”ATION . . . . . . , . . . . 6 
LARGEST OFF-OIAGONAL “OOAL “ASS TERR . . . . O.E+OO 
. . . 0 
“ODE OAIR . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . 0 
“““BEQ OF OFF-DIAGONAL “004,. 11455 
TERMS FAILING CRITERION . . . . . . . . 0 
“ET”00 I NT.NBR PASSES = ,.EST. TIHE = 00.0 
METHOD 2 T ,NGR PASSES = IvEST. TI”E = 00.0 
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2 G 0.0 
3 G 0.0 
4 6 0.0 
5 G 0.0 
5 G 0.0 
7 G 0.0 
II t 0.0 
9 6 0.0 
IO t 0.0 
II c 0.0 
12 G 0.0 
(3 G 0.0 
1 
QE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
TI T2 T3 
0.0 0.0 
-6.635232E-02 0.0 
-2.25031OE-01 0.0 
-4.ll*5JOE-OL 0.0 
-5.896335E-01 0.0 
-6.964742E-01 0.0 
-,.,3652lF-01 0.0 
-6.210104E-01 0.0 
-*.226933E-O, 0.0 
-l.J49rlzE-01 0.0 
2.163360E-01 0.0 
6.025046E-01 0.0 
,.000000E.00 0.0 
RI 
0.0 
0.0 
i:: 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
::: 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Q2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
12 t 0.0 
13 G 0.0 
72 
0.0 
,.675922E-01 
k.B66639E-01 
7.24356bF-01 
,.211143E-01 
4.542449E-01 
,.961643E-02 
-b.062452E-O1 
-6.43545SE-01 
-5.8126lJE-01 
-2.1,4002E-01 
3.5269lOE-01 
I.oooOOoE*00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 .- 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
.QS 
0.0 
-l.Z25b56E+OO 
-1.649124E~OO 
-1.90S09LE+OP 
-1.4665bOE+OO 
-6.574009E-01 
3.775695E-01 
3.242533E~OQ 
3.733730E+QO 
3.94677lt+OO 
3.989046ElOO 
Q, 
0.0 
2.6653ClE.00 
3.iZ‘,E&OE*OO 
l.S19366E+OO 
-1.416587E*oo 
-3.7563.37E+oo 
-4.620603E+OO 
-3.575LO5EtOO 
-9.136260E-01 
2.216536E+OO 
‘,..,63833EtOO 
6.265297E+OO 
6.57696,E*OO 
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Buckling Analysis 
This problem is a buckling analysis of a simply supported rectangular 
plate under uniform compression. 
Model 
t 
Buckling Analysis DMAP Sequence 
1. XDMAP 
2. FILE 
3. GPl 
4. GP2 
5. PARAML 
6. PURGE 
7. COND 
8. PLTSET 
9. PRTMSG 
10. PARAM 
11. PARAH 
12. CON0 
13. PLOT 
14. PRTHSG 
15. LABEL 
16. GP3 
17. PARAH 
18. TAl 
19. CON0 
20. PURGE 
21. PARAH 
ERR=2,LIST,REF S BUCKLING ANALYSIS 
LAMA: BPPEND/PHIA=APPEND S 
GEOMl,GEO~2r/GPL,EQEXINrGPDT,CSTMrBGPDTrSIL/SrN’,LIISET/ V,N, 
NOGPDT S 
GEOMZ,EQEXIN/ECT S 
PCDB//*PRES*////NOPCDB .% 
PLTSETX,PiTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS/NflPCDB S 
Pl,NOPCDB S 
PCDB,EOEXIN,ECT/PLTSETX,PLTPAR,GPSETSIELSETS/S,N,NSIL/S,N, 
JUMPPLOT=-l d 
PLTSETX// S 
//*HPY*/PLTFLG/l/l S 
//*MPY*/PFI LE/O/O d 
Pl, JUMPPLOT S 
PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS,CASECC,BGPDT,EQEXIN,SIL/ 
PLOTX1/NSIL/LUSET/S,NIJUMPPLOT/SINIPLOT/S,N~PLTFl~G/S,N,PFI~E S 
PLOTX,l// f 
Pl s 
GEOM3,EQEXIN,GEOM2/SLT, /S,N,NOGRAV S 
//C,N,AND/V~N,NOMGG/V,N~NOGRAV/V,Y,GRDPNT=-1 I 
ECTrEPT,BGPDT,SIL, ,CSTM/EST,GEI,GPECT,/V,N,LUSET/ S,hl, 
NOSIMP/C,N,l/S,N,NOGENL/S~N,GENEL S 
ERRORlrNOSIMP b 
OGPST/GENEL S 
//C.,N,ADD/V,N,NOKGGX/C,N,l/C~N~O S 
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22. ERG 
23. COND 
24. EMA 
25. LABEL 
26. CCJND 
27. EHA 
28. LABEL 
29. PARAM 
30. GP4 
31. COND 
32. PARAM 
33. PURGE 
34. COND 
35. JUMP 
36. LABEL 
37. GPSP 
38. COND 
39. OFP 
40. LABEL 
41. EQUIV 
42. COND 
43. SCEl 
44- LABEL 
45. EQUIV 
46. COND 
47. SMPl 
48. LABEL 
49. RBMG2 
50. SSGl 
51. EQUIV 
52. COND- 
53. SSG2 
54. LABEL 
55. SSG3 
56. SDRl 
57. SDR2 
58. OFP 
59. C0N.D 
60, PLOT 
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EST,CSTM,MPT,DIT,GEOM2r/KELMIKDICT,MELM,MDICT,,/S,N,NOKGGX/ S, 
N,NOMGG/C,N,/C,N;/C,N,/C,Y,COUPMASS/C,Y,CPBAR/C,Y,CPROD/C,Y, 
CPQUADl/C,Y,CPPUAD2/C,Y,CPTRIAl/C,Y,CPTRIA2/ C,Y,CPTUBE/C,Y, 
CPQDPLT/.C,YrCPTRPLT/CrY.rCPTRBSC S 
JHPKGG ,NOKGGX S 
GPECT,KDICT,KELM/KNN rGPST S 
JMPKGG S 
JMPMGG, NOMGG $ 
GPECT,MDICT,MELM/MNN,/C,N,-l/C,Y,WTMASS=l.O S 
JMPMGG S 
//C,N,MPY/V,N,NSKIP/C,N,O/C,N,O S 
CASECC,GEOM4,EQEXIN,SIL,GPDT,BGPDT~CSTM/RG,YS,~~SFT,ASET/V,N, 
LUSET/S,N,MPCFL/S,N,MPCF2/S1N1SINGLE/S,~l,OMIT/S,N,REACT~S,N, 
NSKIP/S,N,REPEAT/S,N,NOSET/S,N,NOL/S,N,NOA/C,Y,SUBID S 
ERROR6 ,NOL S 
//C,N,AND/V,N,NOSR/V,N,SINGLE/V,N,RFACT S 
GM/MPCF1/G0,KOO,L00,PO,UOOV/OMIT/PS,KFS,KSS/SINGLE/ OG/ 
NOSR S 
LBL4D,REACT 6 
ERROR2 S 
LBL4D S 
GPL,GPST,USET,SIL/OGPST/S,N,NOGPST $ 
LBL4,NOGPST S 
OGPST,,rrr// S 
LBL4 6 
KNN,KFF/SINGLE 6 
LBL3,SINGLE d 
USET,KNN,,,/KFF,KFS,KSS,,, S 
LBL3 S 
KFF,KAA/OMIT S 
LBL5,OMIT S 
USET,KFF,,,/GO,KAA,KOOILOnrrrrr S 
LBL5 S 
KAA/LLL S 
SLT,BGPDT,CSTM,SIL,EST,MPT, ,EDT,MNN,CASECC,DIT/PG’i VINI 
LUSET/C ,N, 1 S 
PG,PL/NOSET S 
LBLlO,NOSET S 
USET, ,YS,KFS,GO,,P.G/rPfl,PS,PL S 
LBLlO S 
LLL,KAA,PL,LOO,KO~~PO/ULV,UOOV,RULV,RUOV/V,~,OMIT/V~Y,IRES=-l/ 
C,N,l/S,N,EPSI 6 
USET,PG,ULV,UOOV,YS,Gfl,GM,PS,KFS,KSS,/UGV,PGG,~G/C,N,l/C,N, 
BKLO S 
CASECC,CSTM,MPT,DIT,EOEXIN,SIL, ,EDT,@GPDT,,OGTUGV,EST,,PGG/ 
OPGl~OQGl~OUGVl,OESlrOEFlrPUGVL/C1N1BKLO S 
OuGVl,OPGlrOOGlrOEFlrOESLr//SINICARDND s 
P2, JUMPPLOT S 
PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS,CASECC,BGPDT,EOEXIN,SIL, PUGVlrrGPECT, 
OESl/PLOTX2/NSIL/LUSET/JUMPPLOT/PLTFLG/S,N,PFILE S 
61. PRTMSG PLOTX2// S 
62. LABEL P2 s 
63. TAl ECT,EPT,BGPDT,SIL, rCSTM/Xl,X2,ECPT,GPCT/V,N,LUSET/ V,N, 
NOSIHP/C,N~O/V~N,NOGENL/V,N,GENEL S 
64. OSMGl CASECC, ,SIL,EDT,UGV,CSTM,MPT,ECPT,GPCT,DIT/KDh!N/ V,N, 
DSCOSET S 
65. EQU1.V KDNN,KDFF/SINGLE S 
66. COND LBL30rSINGLE S 
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67. SC51 
68. LABEL 
69. EQUIV 
70. CONQ 
71. SMP2 
72. LABEL 
73. ADD 
74. DPD 
75. COND 
76. PARAM 
77. READ 
78. Off’ 
79. COND 
80. SDRl 
81. SDR2 
82. OFF’ 
83. COND 
84. PLOT 
APPENDIX 
USET,KDNN,,,/KDFF,KDFS,,v, S 
LBL3D S 
KbFf,KDAA/OMIT S 
LBLSD,OMIT S 
USET,GD,KDFF/KDAA S 
LBL50 S 
KOAA,/KDAAM/C,N,(-l.O,D.D)/C.N,(D.D,D.O) ‘S 
DYNAMICS,GPL,SIL,USET/GPiDISILD,USETD,,,,,,,EED,EODYN/V,N, 
LUSET/V,N,LUSETD/V,NINOTFL/V1NINODLT/V,N,NflDLT/V,N,NOPSDL/V,N,NOFRL/ Vt 
N,NONLFT/V,N,NOTRL/S,N,NOEFD/C,N,/V,N,NOUE A 
ERROR3,NOEED S 
//C,N,MPY/V,N,NEIGVIC,N,l/C,N,-1 S 
KAA,KDAAMt,,EED,USET,CASECC/LAMA,l’HIA ,,flEIGS/C,N,BUCKLING/ SIN, 
NEIGV/C,N,Z S 
OEIGS,LAMA,,,,//S,N,CARDNO S 
ERROR4,NEIGV S 
USET,,PHIA~,rGO,GMtrKFSII/PHIGlr BQG/C,N,l/C,N,BKLl S 
CASECC,CSTM,MPT,DIT,EOEXIN,SIL,,,BGPDT,LAMA,BQG,PHIG,EST,,/, 
OBQGlrOPHIG,OBESl,OBEFl,PPHIG/C,N,BKLl S 
OPHIG,OBQGl,OBEFl,OBESlrr//VINICARDNO S 
P3,JUMPPLflT S 
PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS,CASECC,BGPDT,EQEXIN,SIL,,P~HIG,GPECT, 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
OBESl/PLOTX3/NSIL/CUSET/J(IMPPLOT/PLTFL~/S,N,PFIl-E S 
PR TMSG PLOTX3// S 
LABEL P3 6’ 
JUMP FINIS S 
LABEL ERROR1 S 
PRTPARM //C,N, -l/C,N,BUCKLING S 
LABEL ERROR2 6 
PRTPARM //C,N, -2/C,N,BUCKLING S 
LABEL ERROR3 S 
PRTPARM //C,N, -3/C,N,BUCKLI-NG S 
LABEL ERROR4 S 
PRTPARH //C,N,-4/C,N,BlJCKLING 6 
LAREC ERROR6 S 
PRTPARM //C,N,-6/C,N,BUCKLING 6 
LABEL FINIS 6 
END S 
Description of DMAP Operations for Buckling Analysis 
3. GPl generates coordinate system transformation matrices, tables of grid- 
point locations, and tables for relating internal and external grid-point 
numbers. 
4. GP2 generates an element connection table with internal indices. 
7. Go to DMAP no. 15 if no plot package is present. 
8. PLTSET transforms user input into a form used to drive structure plotter. 
9. PRTMSG prints error messages associated with structure plotter. 
12. Go to DMAP no. 15 if no undeformed structure plot request. 
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13. PIT generates all requested undeformed structure plots. 
14. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each undeformed plot 
generated. 
16. GP3 generates static loads table. 
18. TAl qenerates element tables &or use in matrix assembly and stress recovery. 
19. Go to DMAP no. 88 and print error message if no structural elements. 
22.,EMG generates structural element matrix tables and dictionaries for later 
assembly. 
23. Go to DMAP no. 25 if no stiEfness matrix is to be assembled. 
24. EMA assembles stiffness matrix [ 1 KG9 and grid-point singularity table. 
26. Go to DMAP no. 28 if no mass matrix is to be assembled. 
27. F&IA assembles mass matrix [ 1 Mgg l 
30. GP4 generates flags defining members of various displacement sets (USET) 
and forms enforced displacement vector c > Y, . 
31. Go to DMAP no. 56 and print error message if no independent degrees of 
freedom are defined. 
34. Go to DMAP no. 56 if no free-body supports supplied. 
35. Go to DMAP no. 90 and print error message if free-body supports are present. 
37. GPSP determines if possible grid-point singularities remain. 
38. Go to DMAP no. 40 if no grid-point singularity table. 
40. Equivalence [I Knn to Cl Xff if no single-point constraints. 
41. Go to DMAP no. 44 if no single-point constraints. 
43. SCEl partitions out single-point constraints 
Cl Knn = 
Xff j Xfs. i 1 --------e-m Xsf j KS3 
45. Equivalence [II Xff to Cl Kaa if no omitted coordinates. 
46. Go to DMAP no. 48 if no omitted coordinates. 
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47. SMPl partitions constrained stiffness matrix 
c 3 Kff = 
solves for transformation matrix [Go] = -[%o]-l[Koa], and performs matrix 
reduction [Kaa] = [zaa] + k:a] [Go]* 
49. RBMG~ decomposes constrained stiffness matrix cKaa] = pQQ][UQQ] l 
50. SSGl generates static load vectors ( > Pg . 
51. Equivalence (Pg) to (PQ) if no rgstraints applied. 
52. Go to DMAP no. 54 if no constraints applied. 
53. SSG2 applies constraints 
(pd = {-f;} 
( ) 
Sf 
pn = -- 
{ > 
PS 
( > 
Fa 
Pf = -- 
{ > 
PO 
to static load vectors 
(Pn> = (Pn) + ljZ~](~rn> 
(4 = Ff) - [Kfs] (Y,) 
and (PQ) = (Pa) + bE](Po> 
55. SSG3 solves for displacements of independent coordinates 
(UQ) = FQQ] -‘(PQ) 
solves for displacements of omitted coordinates 
(UZ) = pG] -ypo> 
calculates residual vector (RULV) and residual vector error ratio for 
independent coordinates 
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for omitted coordinates 
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("PQ} = {PQ) - [KQQ] (UQ) 
{UT} (&Pa> 
" - {$}{'JQ) 
{G} (“PO} 
E” = {2}(uo) 
56. SDRl recovers dependent displacements 
(‘Jo} = [Go] +Q) + b:) 
ua ( > a- = ( > uf UO 
4 
uf ( > em 5: YS ( > un 
un ( > -- = um c ) % 
and recovers single-point forces of constraint 
(qs> = -es> + [A] (Uf} + [Kssj (ys) 
57. SDR2 calculates element forces and stresses (gEF1, $ESl) and prepares 
load vectors, displacement vectors, and single-point forces of constraint 
for Output (@PGl, $&lGVl, PUGVl, WGl). 
58. @FP formats tables prepared by SDRZ and places them on the system output 
file for printing. 
59. Go t0 DMAP no. 62 if no static deformed structure plots are requested. 
60. PUT generates all requested static deformed structure plots. 
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61. PKTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each deformed plot 
generated. 
63. TAl generates element tables for use in differential stiffness matrix 
assembly. 
64. DSMGl generates differential stiffness matrix d [ 1 Kw- l 
65. Equivalence LKtn] to [Kgf] if no single-point constraints. 
66. Go to DMAP no. 68 if no single-point constraints. 
67. SCEl partitions out single-point constraints 
69. Equivalence [Kff] to [KZa] if no omitted coordinates. 
70. Go to DMAP no. 72 if no omitted coordinates. 
71. SMP2 partitions constrained differential stiffness matrix 
and performs matrix reduction 
[K&I = [&I + [KgaITpo] + polTIKEa] + [Go] 'bto][Go] 
74. DPD extracts eigenvalue extraction data from dynamics data block. 
75. Go to DMAP no. 92 and print error message if no eigenvalue extraction data. 
77. READ extracts real eigenvalues from the equation 
[KQQ + XKkR) (w} = 0 
and normaiizes eigenvectors according to one of the following user requests: 
Unit value of selected coordinate 
Unit value of largest component 
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78. @FP formats eigenvalues and summary of. eigenvalue extraction information 
and places them on' the system output.file for printing. 
79. Go to DMAP no. 94 and print error message if no eigenvalues found. 
80. SDRl recovers dependent components of the eigenvectors 
(40} = [Go](@a) 
( I 
-if = {$f) 
a 
and recovers single-point forces of constraint (qs} = [Gs] (@f)= 
81. SDR2 calculates element forces and stresses @BEFl, @BESl) and prepares 
eigenvectors and single-point forces of constraint for output 
(@PHIG, PPHIG, plBQG1). 
82. @FP formats tables prepared by SDRZ and places them on the system output 
file for printing. 
83. Go to DMAP no. 86 if no deformed (buckling) structure plots are requested. 
84. PL@T generates all requested deformed (buckling) structure plots. 
85. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each deformed plot 
generated. 
87. Go to DMAP no. 98 and make normal exit. 
89. BUCKLING ANALYSIS ERRgR MESSAGE m. 1 - NpI STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS HAVE 
BEEN DEFINED. 
91. BUCKLING ANALYSIS ERR@R MESSAGE m. 2 - FREE-B@Y SUPP(ZJRTS WT 
ALLJdWED. 
93. BUCKLING ANALYSIS ERRgR MESSAGE m. 3 - EIGENVALUE EXTRACTIm DATA 
REQUIRED F@R REAL EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS. 
95. BUCKLING ANALYSIS ERRPR MESSAGE m. 4 - N@ EIGENVALUES E@JND. 
97. BUCKLING ANALYSIS ERRm MESSAGE N& 6 - m INDEPENDENT DEGREES BF 
FREEWM HAVE BEEN DEFINED. 
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Buckling Analysis Sa&le Problem 
UASTRAN EXECUTIVE CONTROL DECK ECHO 
-~~~~~~~~~N-;eiiEl~~~~. 
X0ll.P ERR=Z,LISl.REF S BUCKLING AKlLlSIS 
(SEE NISlRLN SOURCE PROtRAP COWILATION FOR LISTING OF OI(AP SEQUENCE) 
EN0 t 
BUCKLING OF 1 SI”PL”-SUPPOITEO RECT.NtULAR PLATE “HOES UNTFOR” 
.COyqRES~ION 
JANULRY 25, 1971 NASIRAN I, ill, PAGE 2 
CASE CONTROL DECK ECHO 
CAR0 
COUNT 
: 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
I 
9 
10 
11 
:: 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1.s 
19 
:i 
22 
23 
:; 
26 
2? 
fItLE = BUCKLING OF 6 SIMPLY-SUPPORTEO RECTANGULAR PLLTE UNDER UHIFORII 
SUBTITLE = COMPRESSION 
SPC = i 
OISP = ALL 
SUBCASE 1 
LOAO = 10 
SUBCASE 2 
“ETHOO = 45 
PLO110 TEST PLO1 ClPlBILII” 
OUTP”T,PLOT, 
SET 1 INCLUOE I THRU 6 
PLOTTER CALCO”P.165 
MAxItlUN OFFORMATION 3. 
FIN0 SCILE,ORIGIN 1,SET 1 
:PLO, “NOEFOR”E0 SHIPE 
: PLOT STATIC OEFORMlTION IN SURCASE 1 
s 
PLOT ST.TIC 0EFOR”ITION I 
s 
6 PLOT ROObL 0EFOR”lTION IN SUBCLSE 2 
S 
PLOT “OOAL OEFORMTION 2 
BEGIN BULK 
-*- USE@ iNFORMATION “ESSbGE 207. BULK OATL NOT SORTEO.ISOQT HILL RE-OROER DECK. 
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BUCKLINt OF A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED RECTANCULIR PLATE UHOER UHIFOR,, 
COMPRES~I0.N 
SORTED BULK O&T. EC”0 
CAR0 
COUNT 
l- 
z- 
J- 
4- 
5- 
6- 
-7; 
a- 
9- 
IO- 
li- 
fj 
15- 
16- 
l?- 
( I- 
s- 
PO- 
::- 
2.3- 
?4- 
23: 
26- 
2?- 
zo- 
ES- 
so- 
fl- 
IP- 
3s 
. 1 
‘; 
2 . . 3 
CTRIIZ 
CTRIIZ 2 
CtRIlZ 3 
CTRIAZ 4 
CtRIdZ ‘5 
CTRIAP a 6 
CtRIA2 7 
CTRIlP 6 
EIGB 45 
+A MAX 
FORCE 10 
FORCE 10 
FORCE 10 
GRID 1 
CR10 2 
GRIO 3 
GRID 4 
CR10 5 
tRf0 6 
GPIO 7 
GRID 1 
CR10 9 
“.Tl 30 
WRIlZ 20 
SPC I 
SPC 1 
SPC 1 
SPC 1 
WC * 
SPC I 
SPC 1 
SPC I 
SPC I 
ENOOIT. 
20 
:; 
20 
2o 
zo 
20 
20 
INV 
1 
4 
7 
3.017 
30 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
b 
7 
0 
9 
. . 4 
1 
2 
4 
5 
5 
6 
0 
9 
.a 
.o 
2.k 
4.0 
.a 
2.4 
4.0 
.o 
2.4 
4.0 
.346 
3456 
356 
1356 
346 
6 
156 
23b6 
246 
12456 
. . 5 . . 6 . . ? . . 0 . 
2 5 
3 
5 
6 
4 
5 
? 
I 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
.o 
.o 
.P 
;;a 
3.0 
3.0 
6.0 
b.0 
6.0 
.3 
6 
0 
9 
1 
2 
* 
5 
1 I 0 
I.0 .I .O 
::: :: 
.c 
.O 
NPS?RlH II l/7? PAGE 3 
9 . . IO . 
BUCKLING OF A SI”PLY-S”pPOPtE0 RECtPNGULAR PLATE “MOE9 “HIFOR” 
COMPRESSION 
JlN”ARI 25. 1977 HLSTRPIN 1, 117, PLGE 9 
--* USER POTEHTIILL” FpitPL *ESSLGE 22. 
POSSIBLE ERROR IN OMPP 1NStR”CtIOL so91 
OdTA BLOCX NPnEo CM APPEARS AS INPUT BEFORE BEIHG OEFIHEO 
**NO ERRORS FOUN” - EXECUTE NLStR,H PROGRA”.* 
INS,R”CTION HO. 57 
B”CKLIkt OF II SIMPLY-SUPPORTED RECT~NG”L”R PL,TE “llOER UNIFOR” 
CO”PRESSION 
JINUAR” 25. 1977 NdSTRdN 1, l/7? PIGE 10 
“ESSAGES FRO” tHE PLOT YOOULE 
PLOTTER OPTA 
THE FOLLOYING PLOTS PRE FOR 1 CILCO”P 165 INCREWENTPL PLOTTER (2 CHPRdCtERS/COflMlNO - .OO5 STEP SIZE) 
ati FNo-OF-FILE RPSY FCLLOYS THE LAST PLOT 
tHE FIRST COMWINO FOR FICH PLOT COHTPINS THE PLOT NVHBER 
PEN 1 - SIZE 1, B‘PCK 
ENGIHEEDING OP,b 
ORTHCGRLPHIC PROJECTICH 
ROtltIONS #DEGREES, - GPHML = 34.27. BET. = 23.17, ALP”4 = 0.00. LXES = +X.+Y.+Z. StMEtRIC 
SCALE (OBJECT-TO-PLOT SIZE) = 6.24809iE-o* 
ORIGIN I - x0 = -3.246604E+OO, 10 = -5.?32292E+OO IIHCHESI 
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BUCKLING OF A SIWCY-SUPPORTEO RECTAHGULAR PLATE UNDER UWIFOR” 
COMPRESSION 
JANUARY 25, 1977 NASTRAN I, 1177 PAGE 11 
MESSAGES FROM THE PLOT “OOULE 
PLOT 1 UNOEFORNEO SHAPE 
l *. SYSTEH INFORPATION MESSAGE 3113, E”GPR0 PROCESSING SINGLE PRECISION ELEHENTS OF TYPE 17 STARTING YItW ID 1 
e** SYSTEM INFORCAIION “ESSAGE 3107. ENGOLO IS PROCESSING ELEHENTS OF TYPE = I?, BEGINNING NITH ELEllENt IO - 1 
l a*USER INFORHATIOH “ESSAGE ,O23--PARA”EtERS FOR SYMMETRIC OECb,,POSItIOt, OF DATA BLOCK KAA IN= 21 I 
TIME EStI”AtE= 1 c AVG - 
AOOITIONAL CORE= -21413 c “AX q 1: 
PC AVG = 0 SPILL GROUPS = 0 s AVG = 
PCNAX = 0 PC GROUPS = 0 PREFACE LOOPS * : 
l .* SYSTEM YARNING MESSAGE 2363, SSCZB FORCED NPIAO COMPAtIEILItY OF “ATRIX ON 103. FRO” , 30, 21. to i SO. 11 
“PIAD--NULL “ATRIX PROOUC, 
“Et”00 1 Nt.NBR PASSES = l.ESt. TIME = 00.0 
DUCKLING OF A SIMPLY-SUCPOPTEO RECTANGULAR PLATE UNDER UNIiORH 
CO”PRESSIOH 
JANUARY 25, 1977 NASTRAN 1, i/7? PAGE 12 
l ** USER INFORMATION NESSAGE 3035 
FOR LOAD 1 EPSILON SUB E = -1.bA?SO?OE-14 
“PIAD--N”LL MATRIX PRODUCT 
“EtHOO 2 1 rNBR PASSES = l.ESt. TIME = 00.0 
OUCKLINC OF A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED RECTANGULAR PLATE HOER 
COMPRESSION 
DISPLACE “EN, VEC TOR 
~ --.:. --._ :I- 
1 G ~%liP;iiE-07 -3.5?2665E-07 0.0 
: : S.Alb494E-07 0.0 -2.9??195E-07 50bOE-07 0.0 
1. G ?.Ob?llOE-07 -L.l635?SE-07 ::: 
5 G S.?06396E-07 -l.~l?3?4E-07 0.0 
6 
7 
a 
9 
O?!e- -l.l?2926E-07 0.0 
9.509551E-07 
*.363925E-07 ::: 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 
13 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
JANUARY 25. 1977 NASTRAN 1, 1177 PAGE 13 
Rl RZ 
0.0 
0.0 
::: 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
SUBCASE 1 
R3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
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RUCKLING OF A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED QECTANGULAR PLAtf UHOEQ UNIFORM 
COMPRESSION 
JANUAQ” 25, 1977 NASTRAN 1, l,?? PAGE 14 
“ESSAGES FRO” tHE PLOT “OOULE 
?LOttER oata 
t”E FOLLOYING PLOTS APE FOR A CALCO”P 765 INCQEMENTAL PLOTTER (2 CHARACtERS/CONMANO 
AN ENO-OF-FILE PARK FCLLOYS tHE LAST PLOT 
TNE FIRST COWAN0 FOR EACH PLOT, CONTAINS THE PLOT NUIIBEQ 
PEN 1 - SIZE I, BLACK 
ENGINEERING oat a 
.005 STEP SIZEI 
OQTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTICN 
ROtAttONS (OEGQEESI - GA”“” = 32.27. wt4 = 23.17. *Lb-n* = 0.00. AXES I +X.*“.rZ, S”N”EtRIC 
SCALE (OBJECT-TO-PLOT SIIEI = b.Z46091E-01 
OQIGIN 1 - x0 = -S.ZS66OsE+AO. “0 = -5.?32292E+OO (INCHES) 
BUCXLING OF . SI”PL”-SUPPORTED RECTANGULAR PLATE “NOES UNIFORM 
COMPRESSION 
JAN” ARY 25. ,977 NASTRAN 1, l/7? PAGE 15 
“ESSAGES FRO” tHE PLOT HOOULE 
PLOT 2 STATIC OEFOQM. I - SUBCLSE 10 - LO40 
l =*USER tNFOR”AtION “ESSAGE x023--PAQA”EtERS FOR S”““EtQtC 0ECO”POSttIOH OF OAtA BLOCX LA”” ,N= 24 b 
tt”E EStt”AtE= 
AoDtttotdaL CORE= -19,101 
c av6 = I PC PVG = 0 SPILL GROUPS = a s 4YG = 1 
c Max = 14 PC”4X = 0 PC GROUPS = 0 PREFACE LOOPS = I 
BUCKLIK, OF A St”PL”-SUPPORTEO RECTINGULAR PLATE “HOER UNIFOR” 
tOMPRE.SSION 
JANUARY 25. 1977 NASTRAN 1, 1177 PAGE ib 
EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS S”““ARY (INVERSE POWER, 
N”“BER OF EIGENVALVES EXTRACTEO . . . . . . 1 
“““BER OF STARTING POINTS USE0 . . . . . . . 1 
NU”BER O# StARtING POINt “OVES . . . . . . . a 
NU”BER OF TRIANGULAR OECOMPOSItIOHS . . . . 1 
TOTAL NU”BER OF VECTOR ItERatIONS . . . . . a 
REASON FOR tERNINatION . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
LARGEST OFF-OIAGONaL “00&L “ASS TERM . . . . O.E.00 
..* 0 
NODE PAIR . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . 0 
“““BER OF OFF-0ILGON.L “00&L “ASS 
TERMS FAILING CRITERION . . . . . . . . a 
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BUCKLInt OF 
COMPRESSION 
a SIHPLY-SUPPORTED UNDER UNIFORM JANUARY 25. 1977 NASTRAN 1, ill? PAGE 17 
REAL EIGENVALUES 
HOOE EXTRACTION EIGENVALUE RADIANS CYCLES GENERALIZED 
NO. ORDER %. mass 
1 1 1.489206E+O3 3.A59023EtOl 6.14lA25E+OO 0.0 
l,EtNOO 2 1 ,NBR PASSES = I,ESt. TIME = 00.0 
RUCKLING OF a SIMPLY-SUPPORTEO RECTANGULAR PLLTE UNOER UNICORU 
CO”PRESSION 
JANUARY 25. 1977 
EIGENVALUE = 1.419206E~03 
REAL EIGENVECt,OR NO. 1 
POINT It,. 
1 
2 
3 
TYPE 
G 
G 
: 
c 
G 
G 
t 
G 
11 
-l.S05364E-27 
-l.l22?A9E-27 
0.0 
4.380?46C-28 
3.91130?E-20 
0.0 
3.010605E-26 
?.1095?8E-28 
0.0 
2.814::lE-27 
-l.O44400E-27 
-5.651426E-20 
1.662036E-27 
-5.31?506E-20 
-9.503OllE-20 
0.0 
i-0" . 
tx 
0.0 .- 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.06485lE-01 
?.OS034CE-01 
0.0 
?.113565E-01 
l.OOOOOOE+OO 
RI 
0.0 
1.695BZAE-01 
2.544363E-01 
0.0 
1.330569E-01 
l.A9339AE-01 
0.0 
0”:: 
GENERALILEO 
STIFFNESS 
0.0 
NASTRAN ll l/l? Paw II 
SUBCASE 2 
RP 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-2.560528E-01 
-1,?43449E-01 
0.0 
-3,45651AE-01 
-2.463662E-01 
0.0 
R3 
0.0 
0.0 
::: 
i:: 
0.0 
i:: 
BUCKLING OF A SIHPLY-SUPPORTED RECTANGULAR PLATE U”OER UNIFORM 
COMPRESSION 
JANUARY 25. 1977 NASTRAN l/ 1177 PAGE 19 
IIFSSAGES FRO” THE PLOT “OOULE 
PLOTTER oata 
t”E FOLLOWING PLOTS IRE FOI A CALCOMP 765 INCREHENTAL PLOTTER It CHARACTERS/COMMAND - .005 STEP SIZEI 
IN END-OF-FILE “ARK FOLLO”S TNE LAST PLOT 
TNE FIRST CO”““N0 FOR E&C” PLO, COI(tAINS THE PLOT “““RER 
PEN 1 - SIZE 1. BLACK 
ENGINEERING oata 
ORtNOGRAPNIC PROJECTICN 
RotatIoNs IOEGREESI - cawa = 34.27. BETA = 23.17, ALPNA = 0.00, AXES q .X.+Y,+Z. SYMRETRIC 
SCALE (OBJECT-TO-PLOT SIZE1 = 6.240091E-01 
ORIGIN 1 - x0= -S;246604EtO@, IO = -5.732~92ElOO fINCHESt 
DUCKLIIV~ OF a sInPLY-sucPoRtE0 REctaRcuLaR FLatE “HOER UNIFORW 
COHPRESSIOII 
JANUARY 25, 1977 NAStRAN l/ l/T? PAGE 20 
tIESSAGES FRO” THE PLO, “ODULE 
PLOT 3 ROOAL OEFORM. 2 - sURCaSE 1 - MOOE 1.489206E+OJ - EIGENVALUE 
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Outputs From the Plot Wdule 
Figures Al to A3 are outputs from the plot module, and they show various 
stages in the buckling of a simply supported rectangular plate under uniform 
compression. 
1 l/31/77 
Figure Al.- Buckling of a simply supported rectangular plate 
under uniform compression; undeformed shape. 
2 l/31/77 Maximum deformation = 9.82956-07 
Figure A2.- Buckling of a simply supported rectangular plate 
under uniform compression: static deformation; subcase 1, 
load 10. 
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3 l/31/77 Maximum deformation = 1.00000000 
Figure A3.- Buckling of a simply supported rectangular plate 
under uniform compression; modal deformation; subcase 2; 
mode 1. 
Matrix Operation and Data Block Manipulation 
This problem shows how to use the matrix operations and manipulate data 
blocks. 
Model 
No model. 
The following matrices are input by means of DMI bulk data card: 
i 
1. .5 
[A] = .5 .33333 
. 33333 .25 L 
1. 
[B] = 2. 
3. 1 [CP] = 
.33333 
.25 
.2 I 
-1. 
.I 
1. 
0. 
Cd = 
0. 
I 
1. 
1. 
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Matrix Operation and Data Block Manipulation DMAP Sequence 
1. XDMAP ERR=Z,LIST,REF S MATRIX AND DATA BLOCK MANIPIJLATIONS 
2. DECOMP A/L,U///MINDIAG/DET/POWER/SING S 
3. FRS L,tJ,B/X/l S 
4. MATPRN A,L,U,B,X // S 
5. PARTN A,CP,RP/All,A2L,A12,A22/ 6 
6. MERGE All,A21rA12,A22rCP,RP/Y/ 6 
7. MATPRN Y rCP,RP// S 
8. MATPRN All,A21,Al2,A22 S 
g. HPYAD A,B/Z/O/ S 
10. SOLVE A,B/W/ S W SHOULD EQUAL X 
11. MATPRN XIWIZ s 
12. TRNSP A/V S V SHOULD EQUAL A(SYMMETRY), 
13. DIAGONAL A/T//O-S GET IDENTITY MATRIX 
14. SCALAR T S 
15. MATPRN V,T//S 
16. OUTPUT2 A,H//-l/11/ S 
17. I NPIJTT2 /C,D/-l/11 S A=C , B=D 
18. MA TPRN CID// S 
19. SETVAL //S,N,ISW/-1 .$ 
20. copy A/E/ISW S 
21. SWITCH A,B//ISW S 
22. SWITCH A,B//ISW S 
23. MATPRN E,A,B// B 
24. PARAMR //xcADD*/X2/0. /O. S 
25. PARAML A//*DMI=///V,N,Xl/ S 
26. LABEL LOOP s 
27. PARAMR //*ADD+/Xl/Xl/l. 6 
28. PARAMR //x:tdpy*/x2/x2/2. s 
29. PRTPARM //o s 
30. EXIT 3 s 
31. REPT LOOP t NLIIOP S 
32. END S 
Description of DMAP Sequence for Matrix Operations and Data Block Manipulations 
2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
9. 
10. 
12. 
13. 
DECaMP decomposes square matrix [Al into upper bl and lower CL1 
triangular factors. 
FBS solves the matrix equation b-d bl [xl = bl l 
PARTN partitions [A] into [All], [A12], [A21], and b22]. 
MERGE 
MPYAD 
S@LvE 
forms the matrix Lyl from the partitions in step 5; [d = [Yl l 
performs matrix multiplication CA1 bl = Cd* 
solves the matrix equation [A][w] = [B]. [w] = [x] from step 3. 
TRESP forms bl’ given [A]. [A]' = [u] = [A] because of symmetry. 
DIAG@NAL removes the real part of the diagonal from matrix 
each term to the 0 (zero) power, 
LAJ., raigys 
and outputs the identity matrix 
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14. SCALAR extracts element from row 1, column 1 of [T]. 
16. gUTPUT writes data blocks [A] and [B] onto unit 11. 
17. INPUTT reads data blocks 
bl = CD1 l Ccl 
and [D] from unit 11. [A] = .[c], 
19. SETVAL sets DMAP parameter variable ISW = -1. 
20. C@PY copies data block p] onto k]. 
21. SWITCH interchanges data block names for [A] and [B]. 
22. SWITCH interchanges data block names for [A] and [B] back to original 
names. 
24. PARAMR adds 0. + 0. and stores in parameter X2. 
25. PARMAL selects parameter 1. from [A] and stress in Xl. 
26. LABEL starts a loop. 
27. PARAMR adds 1 to Xl and stores back into Xl. 
28. PARAMR multiplies X2 by 2 and stores back into X2. 
29. PRTPARM prints all parameters. 
30. EXIT will conditionally terminate job after the EXIT instruction has been 
ignored 3 times. 
31. RHPT repeats group of DMAP instructions starting at step 26 NLggP times. 
NLNP set by a parameter. 
Matrix Operation Sample Problem 
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CAR0 
COUHT 
L- 
*- 
3- 
4- 
5- 
6- 
I- 
O- 
9- 
lo- 
11- 
0111 RP 
PARAM NLOOP 
ENOOllll 
SORlEO 5”LI( OLTA ECHO 
. . 3 . . 4 . . 5 . . 6 . . 7 . . , . . 9 . . io , 
a 6 1 1 3 3 
I I 
2 L ‘; 
.5 .33133 
133333 .t5 
3 : .33333 .25 .2 
a I :. 3 I 
1 I 1. 3. 
a * 1’ 1 3 I 
I I i. 1. 0.0. 
a 2 * I 3 L 
1 1 0.0 1. 1. 
c 
--NO ERRORS FOt,N” - EXECUTE NASTRAY PROG*A4*- 
l -•“SERrIHFORWATION “ESSLGE IO?,--PLRIPETERS FOP S”““ElRlt “ECO’JPOSITION OF OPTP RLOCK P , N= 3 I 
TWE ESTlMATE= 1 c AYG = 2 PC .“G i 0 SPILL GROUPS = s AVG = L 
AOOITIOHbL cow= -L5660 c “AI = 3 PCIIAX = 0 PC GPOUPS = i PPEFltE LOODS = ! 
MPTDIX A ,GIHO YP”E 10, I 1s A REAL 3 cOL”*II x J ROY S”“ETDIC MATRIX. 
COL”l4H L 90”s 1 WI?” 1 ---__-_--___----_--------------------------------- 
~.OOOOOE*OD 5.0OOOOE-Oi ,.33130E-0, 
COL”MN 2 90”s I THRU 3 ---_-___-_-__--_---------------------------------- 
5.0OOOOE-01 3.3333OE-01 Z.SOOOOE-0, 
COLUMN 3 ROYS L TIIRU 3 ---_-_---__----__-_-____________________---------- 
3.33330E-01 2.5000OE-a1 .?.OOOOOE-0, 
THE NUMAEP OF NON-ZERO YI)QOS IN IHE LOWEST RCCORO = 3 
THE OENSIT” OF TL(IS !,ATRIX 15 100.00 PERCENT. 
HATRIX L (GINO NAME ,a* B IS A DELL 3 COL”l4” x 3 ROY LOY TRI nrrsrr. 
~..COLUHN ?.. ROMS 1 WRU 3 ---_-_---__--------------------------------------- 
l.OOOOOE~OO -5.OOOOOE-01 -3.33330E-01 
COLUWH 2 SOYS 2 TMRU 3 ---__--------------------------------------------- 
6.~~~3ooE-02 -1.OOaa6E~oO 
COLUMN 3 ROMS 3 lHRU 3 --__-_---__----__-_________f____________---------- 
5.55111c-03 
THE MVMBER OF NON-ZERO “OPOS I” ,“E LOlltEST RECORD . ..-._..- -. --.-..- .-- -. 3 
rur OENSITV OF TUIS M1lRTx Is 66.66 PERCEYT. 
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RLTPIX 0 (GINO N1”E 106 I IS 1 REAL * COL”“” x 3 ROY RECTLNG MATRIX. 
COL”HN 1 ROYS 1 T”R” 3 -_-___-_----___-___------------------------------- 
t.OOEOOE+OO 2.00000E~00 3.00000E.00 
THE H”“REP OF NON-,EI(O “99”s IN 7HE LONGEST RECORD = 3 
T”E OSNSIT” OF THIS “119T” It 100.00 PnuEWT. 
MITDIX Y ,GTNO NPHE 105 I IS I WdL 1 COL”“N x 3 (1OU T(EC7.M “PTRIX. 
COLUHN * 9OYS 1 WI)” 3 _---_-_----_--_____-____________________---------- 
2.7032lE401 -l.W164E+OZ Z.l0153EtO? 
7°F NUMBED OF NON-IESO YOSOS IN TUE LONGFST I)ECORO = 3 
TYE "CNSlTY OF TL4IS P44i79Ir IS 100.00 PFQCENT. 
.*- 2"STS* YaSNIYG UESS4c.F 2172. POU 1NO COLVW PLRTITIOP4INt VECTORS 00 HOI HAVE IOEllTIClL OROERIIG OF ZERO 
PND NON-ZERO ELEYENTS, AN” S”* FLAG INCICPTES TW1T p1 S”“rl.=TRIC ~.RTITION OR “ERCE IS TO BE PERFOPnEO. 
-1. S”‘7E” VAPNING “ES54GF PI72, POW ANO COLUMN P~R7ITIOb4IN‘ “FCTr)RS 00 NOT HAVE IOEHTICLL OROERIHG OF ZERO 
PN” NON-XRO ELEVNTS, rv” S”M FLPiG INOICLTES 7u.T . SIMRETRIC PLPTITION 05 “EWE IS TO BE PERFOR”E0. 
I4PTRlX * ,GINO YLME 101 I IS A REAL 3 COLUMN x 3 ROY S”“ETPIC MPTRIX. 
coL”*N 1 ROYS , TUP” 3 --_-_---_----_-__-_------------------------------- 
1.00000E+00 5.OOOOOE-‘31 3.3333OE-01 
COL”WM 2 IOYS 1 THQ” 3 _________________-__------------------------------ 
5.0OOOOE-01 3.3,33OE-0, ,.5OOOOE-01 
COLUPN 3 POWS , THP” 3 _---___-_-_-___-_-_-____________________---------- 
3.313TOF-01 2.50000E-01 7.00000E-01 
THE N”M!3EQ OF NON-7ERO YOQOS IN THE LONGEST PfCORO = 3 
THE DENSIT” OF TwIS M.TRIX 19 100.00 PERCENT. 
“PTPIX CD (GINO N&ME I02 I IS I RCLL 1 COL”“N x 3 110” RECTAHG *LITSIX. 
COLUMN 1 9ous I WC!” 2 -----------____-__-_------------------------------ 
l.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+OO 
7°F N”llOEW OF NON-2ESO YOPOS IN 7”E LONGEST RECORO = * 
7°C “ENSIT” OF THIS NlTRII IS 66.66 PERGEH7. 
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,AN”IRI 24. 1977 YISTRIN II 1177 PAGE I2 
1I.TPII PD (51NO YLME 103 1 IS A P2.L 1 COL”“H x 3 ROY RECTAHG “.TRTX. 
COL”“N 1 110”s 2 745” 3 -------------------_------------------------------ 
1.00000E~00 l.OOO~OE*OO 
THE -4Ul4AEP OF YON-IERO “‘19”s IN THF LOWCEST RECORq = 2 
7°F “ENSIT” OF THIS “ATPI’I 15 66.66 PFRCEW. 
“l,RIX 11, ctrn” raw 10, I IS 1 RcnL t COLUW * I 8?OU S”“E7PIC *ATRIX. 
COLUHH 1 PO”5 1 THR” 1 __------__-_--_____------------------------------- 
3.3333OE-0, 
TWF N”“BER OF NOM-ZERO “OPOS IN 7”E LOWEST RECOP” i 1 
THE “ENSIT” OF TMIS *LTR(IY 15 LOO.00 PERCEIT. 
“.TPII at1 (GINO HA”C 107 I 1s A 9F.L 1 COL”“H I 2 BOW 9ECT9HC nlTe*x. 
COL”“N t ROMS L T”f=” 2 -------------------------------------------------- 
2.50000E-01 2.00000E-01 
THE H”“RER OF HO+IERO “09”s IN 7WE LONGEST RECORD = 2 
T”E OENSIT” OF TMIS MATRIX TS LOO.00 PERCENT. 
MLTQIX a12 ,GTNP NAME LO, I IS 1 PFAL 2 COLUW x I 9OY !?ECT.HG 1LT911. 
COL”“f4 1 90”s 1 T”t?” 1 __------_-___------------------------------------- 
I.OOOOOE+OO 
GOL”“H 2 90”s , TUR” 1 ___--_________--_--------------------------------- 
5.00OOOE-0, 
,“E ““*BE’? OF WY-IER” WORDS 1N TUE LOYGEST WCOR” = I 
7”E OENSIT” OF T”I5 “ATSIX IS LOO.00 PEIICE”7. 
“LTRIX L22 (GINO HLME LOS 1 ff 1 REAL 2 C3L”“H * 2 ROY S”“ETRIC “ATRIX. 
coLy I SOYS 1 7”R” 2 __-----_-__-_-_-_-__------------------------------ 
5.OOOOOE-01 3.33330E-01 
COL”“” 2 (IOYS 1 THR” 2 __--__-______-__-_______________________---------- 
S.,,,SOE-01 2.50000E-01 
WE rt”“8ER OF WON-ZERO 401105 IN 7”E LONGEST RFCORO = 2 
WE OENSI7” OF THIS MATRIX IS 100.00 PERCENT. 
IIE7HOO 1 N,,HRP PLSSES = L.EST. 71°C * 00.0 
I 
l -•“SFR INFOR”LT~O!d “ESSLGE 3023 --PLRAPETERS FOR SIIWETRIC OfCOMPOSIt2OH OF 0.7. BLOCK L ,r(= 3 8 
TIbE ESTIMATE= 1 c 1YG = 2 PC LVG = a SPILL CROUPS = 0 s LVG = 1 
AOOI7IONLL COPE= -15660 c “LX = 3 PC”LX = 0 PC CSOUPS = 0 PREFLCE LOOPS = L 
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JANUARY 2&. 1977 YISTRIN II ll77 PAGE 17 
NATPIX x IGIHO NAME 10, , t!i 1 SEAL I COLWN x 3 ROY RECTANG RLtRIX. 
COLUMN I ROMS I WR” 3 _---_------___-----_____________________---------- 
2.IO32tE.01 -1.92164E+Ot 2.10153E+OZ 
THE NUMBER OF NON-ZERO ““ROS IN THE LONGEST RECOQO = 3 
-WE .OENSIt” OF-THIS MLTRIX IS 100.00 PERCENT. 
JlNULR” 74, 1977 NPSTRLN II 1177 PAGE IO 
HATRIX Y GINO “ME 102 , IS C REAL 1 COL”“N Y 3 ROY RECt,NG MATRIX. 
COLUMN 1 QOYS 1 TNR" 3 _-----_-------_-__-------------------------------- 
2.70321E+Ol -1.92164E+OZ 2.10153E+02 
WE N”“BER OF NON-ZERO YOROS IN tHE LONGEST RECORD = 3 
rrtZ DENSIT” OF THIS MhTRIX IS 100.00 PERCENT. 
JPNULR” 24. 1977 NASTRLN II 1177 PAGE 19 
RLTQIX 7 (GINO NL”E LO3 I IS A REIL 1 COL”*N x 3 ROY RECTAHG *LTRIX. 
COLUMN 1 QOYS 1 THP” 3 ____-_-__---_----__-____________________---------- 
2.9qq99E+OO 1.9,666E+OO 1.43333E+OO 
WE N”NBEI( OF NON-IERO UlPOS IN THE LONGEST RECOQO = 3 
TWF oF”SlT” W= TUIS IlbtRIIL IS 100.00 PERCENT. 
YALUF: OF ELEMENT 7 , I. II * I 1.0000000E.00 , D.E+OO I 
JPNUIP” 24, 1977 NISTRAN 11 1177 PAGE 20 
*.TQIx " (GINO r(LME LOI 1 IS 1 PELL 1 COL”“N x 3 90” S”METRIC MLTRIX. 
COL”“N 1 QOYS 1 TUT)” 3 ___-_-----________-_____________________---------- 
1.00000E*00 5.OOOOOE-01 ,.3333OE-01 
COLUlN 2 ~0”s , 7”R” 3 ____-----___-_____-_____________________---------- 
5.00OOOE-01 3.33170E-01 2.50000E-01 
COLUNY 1 QOYS 1 WI)” 3 _____-__-__-____-___------------------------------ 
3.33330E-01 2.5OOOOF-01 ?.OOOOOE-01 
7”~ NUMBER OF NOY-ZERO M”R”S IN THE LONGEST REGORn = 3 
THE oE”SIT” OF THIS “1791X I$ 100.00 PERCENT. 
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“ITIIIX t (GINO lY.llE 102 8 IS 1 PElL 1 COLUMN I 3 SOY RECTLNG “LtRIX. 
COLUMN 1 QONS I T”R” 3 ______-_-__-__-_-___------------------------------ 
I.OOaOaE+aa l.OOaOaE+OO 1.00000f~00 
THE ““NBEP OF NON-ZERO ““POS IN THE LONGEST PECORO = 3 
THE OENSIT” OF t”IS “ATRIX IS 100.00 PERCENT. 
l -* USER INFORMI7ION “ESSIGE 4114, 
DATA BLOCK L YPI77EN t-8” IOP7R.N “NIT 11, TRL = 
LOI 3 3 6 L 3 
l -’ USER Information NESFltE SL14. 
O.Th RLOCY A YRITTEN ON FORTRAN ““It 11. 7eL = 
102 ! 3 2 1 3 
10000 
10000 
‘** USER INFORbAtION “ESSPGE ‘,105. OAT. OLOCK c r(ETPIEYE0 FRO” FORtSLN TLPE I! 
NL”E OF OLTA RLOCK “HEN DLLCEO ON FORtRPN TLPE YPS L 
l -- USER INFORblTfON “ESPPGE 4105. 0.76 “LOCK 0 RETRIEVE’J FRO” FORTRPN T&PE II 
YAW OF OAT. RLOW ““EN DLbCFO ON FOPTRLN TPPE Y&S B 
.,I”“.!?” 74. 1977 ‘IPSTPAN I, 1177 PAGE 22 
*IrRIx c (GINO YPME LOI , IS A SEAL 3 COLU’IN 1 3 ROY S*YErRIC “l7QIX. 
COLUMN 1 90”s t THB” 3 ________________________________________ __-_-_---_ 
l.OOOO~E+OO 5.00000F-01 ,.3,33OE-01 
COLUWH 2 90”s t THP” 3 ________________________________________ ---- - --_-_ 
5.OOOOOE-01 3.33330E-01 2.50000E-01 
COL”‘!” 3 QOYS 1 WP” 3 ______-____-__-_____--------------------- - - - - - - - _ _ 
3.33330E-0, 2.5OOOOE-01 ?.OOOOOE-01 
THE NUMBER OF NON-IERO YOPOS IN THE LONGEST QECOR” = 3 
THF OENSIT” OF MIS MAT9Ix IS LOO.00 PERCENT. 
u.trt*x 0 ,tINO HLNE 102 , IS P PElL ! COLUMN I 3 ROY v?ECTANG “ITSIX. 
GOL”“” 1 llO”S 1 THIS” 3 ________________________________________---------- 
1.OOOOOE+O0 2.00000E~00 3.00000E*00 
THE NUMBER OF NOW-2ER” “090s IN THE LONGEST REcorl,, = 3 
t”E OCNSIT” OF T”IS “&7!3IX IS LOO.00 PERCENT. 
NLTQIX E (GINO NL"E 101 , IS P REPL 3 COL”“” I 3 SOY S”McT7PIC *PtQIX. 
COLUMN 1 eo”s 1 WV?” 3 _____-__________________________________---------- 
I.OOOOOE+OO 5.OOOOOE-0, 1.33330E-01 
COLUMN 2 SOYS 1 TNR” 3 ____---_----_--_-_-_------------------------------ 
5.OOOOOE-01 3.33330E-01 2.5OOODE-01 
COLUMN 3 IOYS 1 THR” 3 ______-_-___--_-____------------------------------ 
3.33330E-01 2.50POOE-01 2.OOOOOE-01 
WE ““NEIER OF NON-ZERO “0905 IN t”E LONGEST RECOR” = 3 
WE OENSITI OF THIS “ATPIX IS 100.00 PERCENT. 
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IILTRIX 1 IGINO NA”E LO2 1 IS A REAL 3 COLUMN x 3 ROY SYWTRIC RATRII. 
COLUWN I ROW I TMRU 3 -----__----__---_-_------------------------------- 
I.ooOOOE*Oo 5.0OOOOE-01 3.33330E-01 
COLUMW 2 ROYS I THRU 3 ---__-_-_--_-___-__-____________________---------- 
~.qOPOOE-OI 3.3333OE-01 2.500DOE-01 
COLUMN 3 ROYS I THRU 3 -___--___---_-_-_-_------------------------------- 
3.33330E-01 2.50000E-01 Z.OOOOOE-01 
T”E “““BER OF NON-ZERO HpROS IN THE LONGEST PECORO = 3 
T”E DENSIT” OF THIS MATRIX IS 100.00 PERCENT. 
WLTRIX R ,GIWO NAME 103 I IS P REAL i COLUMN x 3 ROY RECTlNG “PITSIX. 
COLU”N. I ROMS I THR” 3 -_-_----_--___--___------------------------------- 
l.OOOOOE+OO 2.OOOOOE~OO 3.0OOOOE*OO 
T”E NUIIBER OF “OH-TERO YORDS IN THE LONGEST RECORD = 3 
THE _DEHSIT” OF THIS H4lRIX IS 100.00 PERCENT. 
‘I 
“INOIPG 
OET 
POWER 
SING 
KY 
X2 
XI 
CONTENTS OF PIR4METER TLBLE 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
2.OOOOOOEt00 
JPNULR” 24. 1977 YLSTRPH II i/I7 PI\GE ra 
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MIN”1c.G a 
OET 0 
POUFR 0 
SING 0 
IS” -1 
x2 0 
XI 4.000000E*00 
*1N014G 0 
OET 0 
COYER 0 
SING 0 
IS" -1 
x2 0 
XI 5.000000E+oO 
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